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1 
Introduction 

In this thesis, we consider the Time and Resource Constrained Scheduling 
Problem (TRCSP), and we design and analyze algorithms that handle it. In 
general, scheduling problems arise in all situations where a set of activities 
has to be processed by a limited number of resources. Over the past decades, 
the theory of scheduling has been the subject of extensive research. Most 
attention has been paid to scheduling problems that are based on relatively 
simple mathematical models. When using these classical models in practical 
scheduling situations, one often is forced to discard many degrees of freedom 
and side constraints. The TRCSP can capture some of these requirements from 
practice. 

Many of the existing solution methods that proved to be successful in 
handling classical scheduling problems cannot be easily adapted to handle the 
TRCSP. As constraint satisfaction methods provide a general modeling and 
problem solving paradigm in which problem specific structure can be exploited, 
we choose to model the TRCSP as a special case of the Constraint Satisfaction 
Problem (CSP) [Montanari,1974] and design constraint satisfaction algorithms 
to solve it. 

In this introductory chapter, Section 1.1 presents the TRCSP informally 
and Section 1.2 comments briefly on solution approaches for the TRCSP. 
Section 1.3 concludes the chapter with an outline of the thesis. 



2 Introduction 

1.1 Informal Problem Formulation 

Baker [1974] defines scheduling as the problem of allocating scarce resources 
to activities over time. Scheduling problems arise in areas as diverse as produc
tion planning, personnel planning, computer design, and time tabling. Over 
the years, the theory and application of scheduling has grown into an important 
field of research, both in operation research and artificial intelligence, and an 
extensive body of literature exists on the subject. For more elaborate introduc
tions to the theory of scheduling we refer to [Baker, 1974], [Coffman, 1976] 
and [French, 1982]. 

In this thesis, we only discuss deterministic, non-preemptive scheduling 
problems. A problem is called deterministic if all the parameters that define 
an instance are known with certainty in advance. This implies that no non
deterministic or stochastic components are allowed. A scheduling problem is 
non-preemptive if activities are processed without interruption, i.e., once an 
activity is started, it is processed in one continuous time interval. 

Most attention in the literature is paid to deterministic machine scheduling 
problems as described in [Lawler, Lenstra, Rinnooy Kan & Shmoys, 1993], 
in which the activities are represented by operations and the resources by 
machines, each of which can process at most one operation at a time. The 
models used in this area often lack expressiveness when used for a practical 
scheduling situation, i.e., when modeling a practical scheduling situation as a 
deterministic machine scheduling problem, one is often forced to discard many 
degrees of freedom and side constraints that exist in the practical scheduling 
situation. Discarding degrees of freedom may result in the elimination of 
interesting solutions, regardless of the solution method used. Discarding side 
constraints gives a simplified problem and solving this simplified problem 
may result in impractical solutions for the original problem. This is why we 
choose to study a problem that is based on a more general model than the 
models on which machine scheduling problems are based, being the TRCSP. 
By modeling a practical scheduling situation as a special case of the TRCSP, 
more degrees of freedom and side constraints can be taken into account, which 
implies that the resulting model more closely resembles the actual scheduling 
situation. Evidently, not all conceivable scheduling problems can be modeled 
as a special case of the TRCSP. The class of problems that can be modeled as 
a special case of the TRCSP, however, is significantly broader than the class 
of deterministic machine scheduling problems. 

Below, we introduce the extensions to the models used in deterministic 
machine scheduling that are included in the TRCSP. We remark that the area 
of scheduling that includes these extensions is usually referred to as resource 
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constrained project scheduling [Davis, 1973]. We divide the extensions in 
two parts, one part is concerned with the degrees of freedom, the other with 
the side constraints. The first part introduces so-called mandatory constraints, 
i.e., constraints that are defined for all instances of the TRCSP and the second 
introduces so-called additional constraints, i.e., constraints that may differ 
from one instance to another. 

Introducing degrees of freedom. In machine scheduling, an operation is 
processed by one resource. We allow for multiple resource requirements, in 
which an operation may require several resources simultaneously for its pro
cessing, i.e., an operation may be processed by a resource set. Furthermore, in 
machine scheduling a resource can process at most one operation simultane· 
ously. A straightforward extension of this is the one where resource sets may 
be able to process several operations simultaneously, i.e., multiple capacitated 
resource sets may be defined. We remark that we only consider renewable re
source sets of which only their simultaneous use and not their total use in time 
is constrained. Consequently, we disregard nonrenewable and doubly con· 
strained resource sets as treated in [Blazewicz, Cellary, Slowinski & Weglarz, 
1986] in which the total use in time is constrained and both the simultane
ous use and the total use is constrained, respectively. The third extension we 
introduce is that we allow for alternative resource set assignments, i.e., an 
operation may have several alternative resource sets all capable of processing 
that operation. In contrast, each operation in machine scheduling problems 
is processed on a predetermined resource. We remark that processing times 
may depend on the resource set that perform the processing. Processing times, 
however, are independent of the rest of an eventual schedule, i.e., scheduling 
the other operations has no influence on the processing time of an operation. 

Informally, for each instance of the TRCSP a set of operations and a set 
of resources are given. Each operation is given a set of feasible resource sets, 
together with a processing time for each feasible resource set. Each resource 
set has an integer capacity and each operation has an integer size. A schedule 
specifies both a start time and a resource set for each operation. One is asked 
to find a schedule that satisfies the following mandatory constraints: for each 
operation the assigned resource set is feasible, no resource is active in more 
than one resource set at the same time, and no resource set processes at any time 
a set of operations whose sizes exceed its capacity. We remark that schedules 
should also satisfy the additional constraints that are introduced below. 

Introducing additional constraints. Besides the set of mandatory con
straints, each instance of the TRCSP contains a set of additional constraints. 
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An additional constraint is either a time constraint, restricting the start time 
assignments of operations, or a resource constraint, restricting the resource set 
assignments of operations. For each instance the set of additional constraints 
is a subset of the set of all possible additional constraints. This latter set is 
specified by a constraint language. The subject of additional constraints is 
treated in detail in Chapters 3 and 5. 

1.2 Towards Solving the Problem 

Roughly speaking, we can distinguish two fields of research that pay attention 
to scheduling, viz., operations research and artificial intelligence. Much of 
the attention in operations research is focused on identifying and solving well
solvable special cases. Typically, these well-solvable special cases are used in 
handling problems that are hard to solve. These hard-to-solve problems may be 
relaxed or decomposed to obtain one or more well-solvable problems. Solving 
such a well-solvable problem then may be an aid in handling the hard-to-solve 
problem. In contrast, artificial intelligence research tends to investigate more 
general scheduling models and tries to solve the problems by using general 
problem solving paradigms. By doing so, artificial intelligence approaches 
tend to be more generally applicable. However, artificial intelligence algo
rithms may perform poorly on specific cases, compared to operations research 
algorithms. 

The general objective of our research is to investigate solution methods 
that are capable of solving a wide range of problems, and that can exploit 
the combinatorial structure of the problems, leading to improved performance 
characteristics. In this thesis we focus on the TRCSP, and we choose to model 
the TRCSP as a special case of the CSP and design constraint satisfaction 
algorithms to solve it. An instance of the CSP involves a set of variables, a 
domain for each variable specifying the values to which it may be assigned, and 
a set of constraints on the variables. The constraints define which combinations 
of domain values are allowed and which are not. One is asked to assign values 
to variables such that all constraints are satisfied simultaneously. The question 
of solving the CSP has received much attention; see [Nadel, 1989]. Other 
problem solving paradigms that match the requirement of being generally 
applicable with the possibility of exploiting the combinatorial structure of a 
problem are treated in Chapter 3. 

The aim of this thesis is to develop constraint satisfaction algorithms that 
are general in the sense that they can handle the TRCSP in its full complexity, 
but that also have a good performance on special cases of the TRCSP. The 
effectiveness of our approach is measured by an extensive performance analysis 
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on special cases of the TRCSP. One part of this performance analysis focuses on 
problems that are based on relatively simple mathematical models. Another 
part of the performance analysis focuses on practical scheduling problems. 
There, the goal of the research is twofold, viz., to investigate whether we 
can properly model the practical scheduling problem as a special case of the 
TRCSP, and whether we can find good solutions by using the algorithms 
developed in this thesis. 

1.3 Thesis Outline 

The remainder of this thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 discusses 
the CSP, together with some basic notions of the computational complexity of 
search problems. Chapter 3 presents a formal definition of the TRCSP together 
with a discussion of some related work. Chapter 3, furthermore, gives a frame
work of the approach we use to solve the TRCSP. Chapters 4 and 5 treat the 
subjects of consistency checking for the mandatory and additional constraints, 
respectively. In Chapter 6 three computational studies for theoretical problems 
are presented. Chapter 7 presents three computational studies for practical 
problems. 
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2 
Constraint Satisfaction in Combinatorial 

Search 

This chapter discusses some relevant elements of the theory of search prob
lems and their computational complexity in Section 2.1. Furthermore, Sec
tion 2.2 presents a formal definition of the CSP together with a short discussion 
of its computational complexity. Finally, Section 2.3 presents important no
tions that are concerned with solving the CSP. For more elaborate discussions 
of search problems, we refer to [Pearl, 1984] and [Eiben, Aarts, Van Hee & 
Nuijten, 1994]. For a treatment of the subject of computational complexity, 
we refer to [Garey & Johnson, 1979]. 

2.1 Search Problems and Computational Complexity 

In general, a search problem can be considered as a set of problem instances, 
each defined by its specific data. An instance of a search problem can be 
defined as the problem of finding, among a set S of candidate solutions, 
a solution with specific properties. We restrict ourselves to combinatorial 
search problems which are characterized by a .finite set of candidate solutions. 

Definition 2.1. An instance of a combinatorial search problem is a pair (S, g), 
where S is a finite set of candidate solutions and g : S -+ {true,Jalse} is the 
goal predicate. One is asked to find a solutions e S, if one exists, for which 
g(s) holds. D 

7 
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In this thesis, we treat Boolean functions as predicates. Consequently, g(s) 
is used instead of g(s) = true and _,g(s) is used instead of g(s) =false. 
Usually, S is given implicitly by means of a compact representation from 
which all candidate solutions can be generated. This compact representation 
together with a compact representation of the goal predicate g determines the 
size of an instance. 

Definition 2.2. The size of a problem instance I, denoted as Size(!), is defined 
as the number of symbols needed to encode I in a compact way. o 

Clearly, Size(!) depends on the encoding used for I. Unless mentioned other
wise, we assume a binary encoding. 

The finiteness of the setS suggests that an instance (S, g) of a combina
torial search problem can be solved by generating all candidate solutions, and 
selecting one for which the goal predicate holds. This approach is impractical 
for all but very small instances, if the size of S grows superpolynomially with 
the size of the instance. For practical reasons, it is often important to find a 
solution in a time that is polynomially bounded in Size(!). Note that if the 
size of setS, which is denoted by lSI, is not polynomially bounded in Size(!), 
it is not implied that a solution cannot be found in a time that is polynomial 
in Size(!). The following definition is concerned with the time complexity of 
algorithms. In this thesis N is the set of non-negative integers {0, 1, 2, ... }, 
and N+ the set of positive integers {I, 2, ... } . 

Definition 2.3. The time complexity function tA : N ---+ N expresses the time 
requirements of an algorithm A by giving for each possible size of an instance, 
the largest time needed for solving an instance of that size. 0 

Running times are usually measured in the number of elementary operations, 
such as additions, comparisons, etc., to make them independent of the computer 
that is used. Naturally, lA (Size(!)) is an upper bound on the time algorithm A 
needs to solve instance I. To compare algorithms, we are often only interested 
in the order of their time complexity functions. We say that, for functions 
j, f' : N ---+ N, f = O(f') if there exists constants c E N and m E N such 
that 1/(n)l ~ c · lf'(n)l for all n > m. We now can define polynomial-time 
algorithms as follows. 

Definition 2.4. An algorithm A is a polynomial-time algorithm if, for some 
polynomial function J, tA = O(J). Otherwise, A is called a superpolynomial
time algorithm. D 

If for a problem there exists a polynomial-time algorithm, then the problem 
is solvable in polynomial time. Such a problem is often said to be 'easy'. 
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For other problems, however, no polynomial-time algorithm is found despite 
considerable research efforts. Therefore, such problems are said to be 'hard'. 
The theory of NP-completeness fonnalizes the difference between hard and 
easy problems. Garey & Johnson [1979] present a treatment of the theory 
of NP-completeness. This theory is based on decision problems. A decision 
problem has only two possible solutions, either 'yes' or 'no'. With each 
instance ( S, g) of a combinatorial search problem, we can associate an instance 
of a decision problem where the question is whether there is an s E S, for which 
g(s) holds. In connection with this, we remark that we are mainly interested 
in polynomially verifiable combinatorial search problems, which are defined 
as follows. 

Definition 2.5. An instance I = (S, g) of a combinatorial search problem is 
called polynomially verifiable if g(s) can be determined within a time polyno
mial in Size(!), for all s E S. 0 

To formalize the difference between hard and easy problems, we first introduce 
two classes of decision problems, called P and NP, with P ~ NP. We remark 
that if for a given instance I of a decision problem the answer is 'yes', then 
the instance is called a 'yes' instance. Otherwise it is called a 'no' instance. 

Definition 2.6. P is the class of decision problems for which for each instance 
it can be determined in polynomial time whether the instance is a 'yes' or a 
'no' instance. I:J 

A concise certificate c for an instance I is an amount of data with size polyno
mial in Size(!). Now, we can define the class NP as follows. 

Definition 2.7. NP is the class of decision problems for which each 'yes' 
instance I has a concise certificate c such that I can be verified to be a 'yes' 
instance from the pair(/, c) in polynomial time. We call c a polynomial time 
concise certificate. 0 

Note that the associated decision problem of a polynomially verifiable com
binatorial search problem is in NP. This can clearly be seen, as a candidate 
solutions E S for which g(s) holds, is a polynomial time concise certificate 
for each 'yes' instance (S, g). 

To relate the computational complexity of two decision problems, the 
concept of reducibility has been proven useful. 

Definition 2.8. A problem rr is polynomially reducible to a problem rr' if and 
only if there exists a polynomial-time algorithm that transforms each instance 
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I of]'( to an instance I' of]'(', such that I is a 'yes' instance for]'( if and only 
if I' is a 'yes' instance for ]'( '. 0 

If]'( is polynomially reducible to ]'( 1
, then ]'( 1 is at least as difficult as ]'(. In 

NP, a class of problems can be distinguished that can be regarded as the most 
difficult ones in NP. These problems are called NP-complete. 

Definition 2.9. A problem]'( E NP is NP-complete if and only if every problem 
in NP is polynomially reducible to ]'(. The class of NP-complete problems is 
denoted by NPC. o 

Reducibility can be used to prove that a problem ]'( is NP-complete. From 
Definitions 2. 7 and 2.8 it follows that, in order to prove that]'( E NPC, it suffices 
to show that ]'( E NP and that a problem ]'( 1 E NPC is polynomially reducible 
to ]'(. Note that, if one NP-complete problem can be solved in polynomial 
time, then every problem in NP can be solved in polynomial time. Despite 
considerable research effort, however, so far no polynomial-time algorithm 
is found for any of the NP-complete problems, thus giving rise to the belief 
that NP-complete problems are intractable, i.e., any algorithm that solves each 
instance of an NP-complete problem requires superpolynomial time. 

We end this section by defining NP-hardness. We say that a problem is NP
hard if it is at least as difficult as any problem in NP. Hence, each NP-complete 
problem is NP-hard and if a decision variant of a combinatorial search problem 
is NP-complete, then the combinatorial search problem is NP-hard. 

2.2 The Constraint Satisfaction Problem 

As mentioned in Section 1.2, an instance of the Constraint Satisfaction Problem 
(CSP) [Montanari, 1974] involves a set of variables, a domain for each variable 
specifying the values to which it may be assigned, and a set of constraints on 
the variables. The constraints define which combinations of domain values 
are allowed and which are not. One is asked to assign values to variables 
such that all constraints are simultaneously satisfied. Modeling a problem 
as a special case of the CSP is a rather general and flexible technique and a 
large number of problems can be treated as such. Overviews of the field of 
constraint satisfaction can be found in [Meseguer, 1989; Mackworth, 1992; 
Kumar, I 992; Dechter, 1992; Tsang, I 993]. Prosser [ 1993] gives an overview 
of generally applicable algorithms to solve the CSP. Before giving a definition 
of the CSP, we define domains, constraints and assignments. 

Definition 2.10. A domain is a finite set. The elements of a domain are called 
~~. 0 
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The size of a domain Dis q I Dl where q is the maximum number of bits needed 
to encode any value in the domain. 

Definition 2.11. Given is a collection of domains D = {Dt. ... , D,}. A 
constraint c : D 1 x . . . x D, --"" {true,false} on D defines which 
combinations of values from the domains satisfy the constraint. The set of all 
constraints on Dis denoted by C0 . 0 

A constraint con D = {Dt. ... , D,} is called polynomially computable, if 
for all a E D1 x ... x DP, c(a) can be computed within a time bounded 
by a polynomial in the sum of the sizes of the domains. We consider only 
polynomially computable constraints. 

Definition 2.12. Given are a set of variables X = {xt. ... , x,}, and for each 
variable x1 a domain D(x1) specifying the values to which it may be assigned. 
An assignment a E D(x1) x ... x D(xp) specifies for each variable X; E X 
a value in its domain. We denote the value of variable x; in assignment a by 
a(x1). The set of all assignments is denoted by A(X, D). 0 

Definition 2.13. An instance of the Constraint Satisfaction Problem (CSP) 
is a triple (X, D, C), where X = {x~o ... , xp} is a set of variables, D = 
{D(x1), ••• , D(xp)} is a collection of domains, such that each variable x; 
is given a domain D(x1), for which the size is polynomial in p, and C = 

{c1, ••• , cq} ~ C0 is a set of polynomially computable constraints on D, such 
that q is polynomial in p. The question is whether there is an assignment 
a E D(x1) x ... x D(xp) such that 

Y1~1~q c;(a). 

Such an assignment is called a solution. 0 

The size of an instance of the CSP is characterized by the number of variables, 
i.e., each instance of the CSP can be coded in size bounded by a polynomial 
in p, where pis the number of variables. This fo1lows from the sizes of the 
domains being polynomial in p, the number of constraints being polynomial 
in p, and each constraint being polynomially computable, which implies that 
there exists an encoding that is polynomial in the sum of the sizes of the 
domains, which in turn is polynomial in p. Next, we discuss a complexity 
result for the CSP. 

Theorem 2.1. The CSP is NP-complete. 
Proof The CSP is in NP, as for a given assignment a all constraints can be 
checked in polynomial time. A straightforward polynomial time transforma
tion from the Satisfiability Problem as defined in [Garey & Johnson, 1979] 
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concludes the proof. D 

We remark that the CSP is a polynomially verifiable combinatorial search 
problem. 

Observe that the constraints of Definition 2.11 may involve all variables. 
However, often a constraint is defined for a Jimited number of variables. The 
simplest examples are unary and binary constraints, which are concerned with 
one and two variables, respectively. To formalize this we introduce the next 
definition. 

Definition 2.14. Let X = {xlt ... , xp} be a set of variables and D = {D(x1) 

, ... , D(xp)} a collection of domains of the variables. For a constraint c e CD, 
we define V(c) as the set of variables used in constraint c. With V(c) = 
{xh, ... , Xj

1 
}, where 1 ::::; j 1 < ... < A ::::; p, we can denote c by a Boolean 

function over D(xi) x ... x D(xh), i.e., c : D(xi) x ... x D(xit) --1> 

{true ,false}. D 

For a unary constraint c, IV(c)i = 1, for a binary constraint c, IV(c)! = 2. 
For notational convenience we sometimes use Cx to denote a unary constraint c 
with V(c) = {x}, and c1x,x'l to denote a binary constraint with V(c) = {x, x'}. 
In general, with 1 ::::; j1 < ... < A ::::; p, c1xit , ... ,x1t 1 denotes a k-ary constraint c 
with V(c) = {xil' ... ,xit}. 

An instance of the CSP with only binary constraints is called a binary CSP 
instance. A lot of the attention paid to the CSP is focused on binary CSP 
instances. Nudel [1983] proves that any CSP instance can be reformulated as 
a binary CSP instance. With a binary CSP instance, a constraint graph G can 
be associated, with a node set given by the set of variables, and edges (x, x') 
for each constraint c1x.x'J· In [Dechter & Pearl, 1988], some classes of binary 
CSP instances are identified that can be solved in polynomial time. One of 
these classes is the class of instances in which the constraint graph is a tree. 
Such instances can be solved in O(pd2), where p is the number of variables 
and d is the size of the largest domain. For a more elaborate discussion on 
well-solvable special cases we refer to [Dechter & Pearl, 1988]. 

In the literature a binary constraint c1x,x'l is often split in a constraint from 
x to x' and a constraint from x' to x, and these constraints are then treated 
separately. We use this separation only sparsely. 

2.3 Solving the CSP 

The question of solving the CSP has received much attention; see [Nadel, 
1989]. Most approaches to solve the CSP are based on tree search algo
rithms. In order to treat these algorithms properly, we need to introduce some 
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definitions. 

Definition 2.15. A search state of an instance I = (X, D, C) of the CSP is a 
pair (a, 8), where a ~ CD is a set of added constraints and for each variable 
x E X, o(x) ~ D(x) gives the current domain of x. D 

A search tree of an instance I of the CSP is a tree with search states as nodes. 
Going from one node to another is done by taking a decision and modifying the 
current domains. Decisions are modeled by adding a constraint. At any node 
in the search tree a limited number decisions can be made, defining the edges of 
the tree. In a search state the current domain of each variable is administrated, 
being the values of each variable that are still under consideration. A search 
state, furthermore, records which constraints are added, thus recording which 
decisions led to this search state. Initially, i.e., in the root of a search tree, 
the search state is (0, D), representing that no constraints are added and the 
current domains are equal to D(x) for all variables x E X. 

Each search state represents a set of solutions that satisfy both the con
straints in C and the added constraints and that, for each variable x E X, have 
a value from o(x). 

Definition 2.16. Let I = (X, D, C) be an instance of the CSP, and let a = 
(a, o) be a search state of I. The solution set of a is the set 

:F(a) ={a E A(X, D) I v .. ec c(a) A VcEa c(a)}. D 

Observe that all assignments in the solution set of any search state of an instance 
I, also are solutions of I. Each time a constraint is added, some values of 
variables may become inconsistent. Let a = (a, o) be a search state. A value 
v E o(x) for a variable x is called inconsistent if no solution in :F(a) exists 
that includes the assignment of v to x. Then, this value can be removed from 
the current domain of x, without losing any solutions. More formally, a search 
state a'= (a, 8'), where 

01 (x') { 
o(x') if X 1 =f= X, 

8(x)\{v} if x' = x, 

can be obtained, such that :F(a) = :F(a'). The resulting search state a' is 
called solution equivalent to a. The following definition defines this property 
formally. 

Definition 2.17. Let I = (X, D, C) be an instance of the CSP. A search state 
a = (a, 8) of I is called solution equivalent to a search state a' = (a, 8') if 
for all x E X, 8(x) ~ o'(x) and :F(a) = :F(a'). D 
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The process of removing inconsistent values is usually called consistency 
checking. Consistency checking transforms one search state into a solution 
equivalent one. It is highly unlikely that all inconsistent values can be removed 
in polynomial time, as this would imply that starting with a search state a = 
(a, ~). we could obtain in polynomial time a solution equivalent search state 
a' = (a,~') such that for all x E X and for all v E ~(x), there exists an 
a E :F(a') such that a(x) = v. By iteratively choosing any value of the 
current domain of any variable and then removing all inconsistent values, we 
would have an O(p · tz) algorithm solving the CSP, where tz is the time 
complexity function of the algorithm Z removing all inconsistent values. If 
tz is polynomial, so is this solution method, which contradicts with the CSP 
being NP-complete and the assumption that P ::f. NP. 

Once a search state is found such that I~ (x) I = I , for all x E X, a solution 
is found and the instance is solved. If a search state is reached where the 
current domain of any variable is empty, i.e., there exists an x E X such that 
~ (x) = 0, we say that a dead end occurs. 

Definition 2.18. Let I= (X, D, C) be an instance of the CSP. A search state 
(a,~) is called a dead end if there exists an x E X such that ~(x) = 0. D 

If a dead end is reached it is proven that no solution exists that satisfies aU the 
original constraints together with the added constraints. Then the tree search 
algorithm has to backtrack, i.e., undo certain decisions and try alternatives for 
them. The search stops if a solution is found, or if all alternative decisions 
in the root of the tree have been tried without success. In the latter case, the 
instance is said to be infeasible. 

We focus on algorithms where each decision corresponds to the selection 
of one value for a certain variable. Selecting a value v E ~(x) for a variable 
x can be seen as adding a unary constraint cx such that cx(v') # v' = v, for 
all v' E D(x). In general, constraint satisfaction tree search algorithms that 
employ the abovementioned strategy, can be described by the framework of 
Figure 2.1. 

So, in each iteration, a variable is selected and assigned a value in its current 
domain. Subsequently, consistency checking is used to eliminate values that 
are inconsistent with the assignments made so far. Variable and value selection 
strategies try to prevent the search from getting stuck in a dead end. If, however, 
the search does get stuck in a dead end, backtracking is needed to escape from 
it. These three basic components, viz., consistency checking, variable and 
value selection and dead end handling, are treated below in more detail. 
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while not solved and not infeasible do 
check consistency 
if a dead end is detected then 

undo assignments to escape from dead end 
else 

select variable 
select value for variable 

end if 
end while 

Figure 2.1: Framework of tree search algorithms for the CSP. 

2.3.1 Consistency Checking 

15 

Each time a variable is assigned a value, inconsistent values of the unassigned 
variables are removed. A value v E 8(x) for a variable x is called inconsistent 
if no solution exists that includes the assignment of v to x in addition to the 
assignments made so far. We first give a definition of two frequently used 
forms of consistency, viz., node and arc consistency. 

Node consistency refers to the consistency of a single current domain. A 
domain 8(x) is node consistent for a constraint Cx. if cx(v) holds for all values 
v E 8(x). 

Definition 2.19. Let x be a variable with current domain 8(x). Furthermore, 
let Cx be a constraint defined on x. Then, 8 (x) is said to be node consistent for 
Cx if and only if 

0 

Node consistency is easily achieved by deleting all values that do not satisfy 
the unary constraints. It suffices to do this only at the beginning of the 
search. Using unary constraints may therefore be eliminated by including 
appropriate redefinitions of the domains, i.e., by introducing new domains 
D'(x) = {v E D(x) I cx(v)}. 

Arc consistency refers to the consistency of two current domains. The idea 
of arc consistency is the following. If a value v of a variable x is inconsistent 
with all values of variable x', i.e., for all v' E 8(x'), --.c1x.x'J(v, v'), then 
no solution exists that includes the assignment of v to x in addition to the 
assignments so far, and thus v can be eliminated from 8(x). If, however, for 
all values v E 8(x), at least one value in 8(x') is consistent with it, 8(x) is arc 
consistent with 8(x') for Crx.x'l· 
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Definition 2.20. Let x and x' be variables with current domains 8 (x) and 8 (x'), 
respectively. Furthermore, let c1x,x'J be a constraint defined on x and x'. Then, 
8(x) is said to be arc consistent with 8(x') for c1x.x'J if and only if 

0 

If all constraints of a binary CSP are arc consistent, we say that full arc 
consistency is achieved. Arc consistency algorithms have a long history; they 
originate from the Waltz filtering algorithm [Waltz, 1972] and have been refined 
several times [Mackworth, 1977; Mackworth & Freuder, 1985], resulting in 
the time optimal algorithm AC-4 ofMohr& Henderson [1986]. AC-4 runs in 
O(ed2), where e is the number of binary constraints and d is the size of the 
largest domain. Van Hentenryck, Deville & Teng [ 1992] introduce AC-5 which 
generalizes both AC-3 [Mackworth, 1977] and AC-4. Moreover, AC-5 can be 
instantiated to an O(ed) algorithm achieving arc consistency for functional, 
anti-functional and monotonic constraints. Mackworth & Freuder [1993] give 
an overview of the history of arc consistency algorithms. 

A general form of consistency is referred to as k-consistency. Freuder 
[1988] defines k-consistency as follows. "Choose any set of k - 1 variables 
along with values for each that satisfy all constraints among them. Now choose 
any kth variable. There exists a value for the kth variable such that the k values 
taken together satisfy all constraints among the k variables." [Cooper, 1989] 
develops an algorithm that achieves k-consistency. 

Note that in contradiction to what often is stated, e.g. in [Kumar, 1992], 
node consistency does not correspond to )-consistency. }-consistency focused 
on one constraint c .. implies 

'rfxeX 3veo(x) Cx(V), 

whereas node-consistency for all domains implies 

'rfxeX Vveo(x) cx(v). 

Remark that achieving k-consistency can only be done by removing combi
nations of k - 1 values. This implies that an administration of combinations 
of k 1 values is needed. The size of such an administration is O(pdt-1), 

where p is the number of variables, which only for small values of k remains 
reasonable. We limit ourselves to a one-dimensional administration, i.e., only 
the current domains are administrated. We, therefore, use a different notion of 
k-consistency. 

Definition 2.21. Let xj,, ... , xh E X with current domains 8(xj,), ... , 8(xjt), 
respectively, and c E C with V(c) = {xh, ... , xj,}. Then 8(xh), ... , 8(xj;) are 
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k-consistent for c if and only if 

for all i E fi~> ... , A}. 0 

Remark that 2-consistency of 8 (x) and 8 (x') for a constraint c1x,x'l is equivalent 
to arc consistency of 8(x) with 8(x') and 8(x') with 8(x) for c1x.x'l· For 
c E C with V(c) = {xiP ... , Xj,}, we say often simply that the domains 
8(xi), ... , 8(xi.) are consistent for c. We also say a domain 8(x1) is consistent 
for c if and only if 

VVjEM.t;)31JtE8(XjJ)' ••• ' 3v;-tE8(.tj;_J)• 3vl+tE8(.th+t)• ••• '3v,e6(.tj.) c(V], ... ' vk), 

and a value v1 E 8(x;) is consistent for c if and only if 

3v1e8(.t' )• · • ·, 3v 1 e8{.t1, )> 3l!'+tEM.t )• • • •, 3t,1 E8(.t') C(Vt. • • •, Vk)• 11 1- 1-r ' - Ji+l Jt 

2.3.2 Variable and Value Selection 

The selection of a next variable and its value is done by variable and value 
selection strategies, respectively. In its simplest form both the variables and 
their values are chosen in a predefined order. More sophisticated variable 
selection strategies try dynamically to select a variable which maximally con
strains the rest of the variables. The idea of these most constrained variable 
selection strategies is that one starts with critical variables, i.e., variables that 
are difficult to instantiate. A critical variable is one that is expected to cause 
backtracking, namely one whose remaining possible values are expected to 
conflict with the remaining possible values of other variables. Furthermore, 
so-called least constraining value selection strategies are used that select a 
value that leaves as values as possible open for the remaining uninstantiated 
variables. A least constraining value is one that is expected to participate in 
many solutions to the CSP. 

Naturally, both general and tailored variable and value selection strategies 
have been developed. We mention two examples of general variable selec
tion strategies, viz., selecting the variable with smallest number of remaining 
values; see [Bitner & Reingold, 1975; Hara1ick & Elliott, 1980; Purdom, 
1983]. and selecting the variable with maximal degree in the constraint graph 
[Freuder, 1982]. A general value selection strategy is Advised BackTracking 
(ABT) [Dechter & Pearl, 1988] that estimates for each value of the selected 
variable the number of solutions it participates in by counting the solutions to 
an instance that corresponds to a tree-like relaxation of the original constraint 
graph. 
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2.3.3 Dead End Handling 
If a dead end is reached it is derived that no solution exists that satisfies all 
original constraints and all added constraints. As a result at least one added 
constraint should be undone and an alternative constraint should be tried. In 
our case of assigning values to variables, this means at least one assignment 
has to be replaced by another. In its most simple form undoing assignments is 
done by means of chronological backtracking [Nadel, 1989], which consists 
of undoing the last assignment and trying another assignment. Chronological 
backtracking, however, often results in exhaustively searching a subtree in 
which no solution can be found. This is because often the combination of 
several earlier assignments causes the algorithm to get stuck in such a subtree. 
The main problem of escaping from a dead end, is to decide which assignments 
to undo. Besides chronological backtracking, more sophisticated procedures, 
so called intelligent backtracking procedures, are developed to escape from a 
dead end. As examples of intel1igent backtracking procedures, we mention 
backjumping and dependency directed backtracking. Like chronological back
tracking, backjumping [Nadel, 1989] undoes the assignments in the reversed 
order they were made, but in addition to the last assignment it undoes those 
assignments that did not contribute to the dead end, up to the last assignment 
that did contribute to the dead end. This improves the performance of the tree 
search. Another way of improving the performance is by recording the rea
sons for the dead end in the form of new constraints, so that the same conflicts 
wi11 not arise again in the later search. Dependency directed backtracking 
[Stal1man & Sussman, 1977] incorporates both backjumping and constraint 
recording. Other inte11igent backtracking procedures are graph based back
jumping ofDechter [1990] and dynamic backtracking of Ginsberg [1993]. We 
refer to [Dechter & Pearl, 1988] for a short overview of intelligent backtracking 
procedures. 



3 
Time and Resource Constrained 

Scheduling 

In this chapter, Section 3.1 presents the TRCSP in a formal way, after which 
Section 3.2 discusses some of the related work in the area of scheduling. 
Finally, Section 3.3 introduces our approach to handle the TRCSP. 

3.1 The Time and Resource Constrained Scheduling Problem 

Before defining the TRCSP, we give definitions of scheduling data, schedules, 
and constraints on schedules. 

Definition 3.1. An instance of the scheduling data is an eight-tuple (0, R, 
RS, fr, cp, sz, pt, H), where 0 is a set of operations, R a set of resources, 
and RS ~ 'P(R) a set of resource sets. Furthermore, fr : 0 ~ 'P(RS) 
gives for each operation the set of feasible resource sets, cp : RS ~ N+ 
gives the capacity of the resource sets, and sz : 0 ~ N+ gives the size of 
the operations. The function pt : 0 X ns~ N+ gives the processing time for 
each combination of an operation and a feasible resource set. Processing times 
for operations are defined only for feasible resource sets of these operations, 
i.e., dom(pt) = {(o, rs) I rs E jr(o)}. Finally, His the scheduling horizon. 
The set of all instances of the scheduling data is denoted by SD. 0 

19 
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Definition 3.2. Let SD = (0, R, RS,Jr, cp, sz, pt, H) E SVbean instance 
of the scheduling data. A schedule s for S D is a function s : 0 --+ RS x N 
which gives for each operation a resource set and a start time. The set of all 
schedules for SD is denoted by S 50• 0 

LetS D E SV be an instance of the scheduling data and s E S 50 a schedule for 
S D. The following functions are used throughout this thesis. If no confusion is 
possible the index sis omitted. Furthermore, with (xJ. ... , Xn) E X1 x ... x Xn. 
we use rr;(x1, ••• , Xn) =X;, for 1 ::: i ::: n. 

ra., : 0 --+ RS gives the resource set assignments of the operations. 
For each operation o E 0, ras(o) = rr1 (s(o)). 

sts : 0 --+ IN gives the start times of the operations. For each operation 
o E 0, st.,(o) = rr2(s(o}). 

ct., : 0 --+ IN gives the completion times of the operations. For each 
operation o E 0, ct.,(o) = st.,(o) + pt(o, ra.,(o}). 

Definition 3.3. Let S D E SV be an instance of the scheduling data. A 
constraintcisafunctionc: S 50 --+ {true,false}. A schedules E S 50 satisfies 
a constraint c if c(s) holds. The set of all constraints for S D E SV is denoted 

by Cso· 0 

symbol meaning 

.. - is defined to be 

I alternatively 
end of rule 

{X} 0 or more instances of X 
(XIY) either X or Y 
"xyz" the terminal xyz 

Figure 3.1: Special symbols in EBNF. 

As said in Chapter 1 we distinguish mandatory and additional constraints. 
The mandatory constraints are mentioned in Definition 3.5. In Definition 3.4 
we give a context free grammar that defines the constraint language for the 
additional constraints we consider. We use the Extended Backus-Naur Form 
(EBNF) [Jensen & Wirth, 1985] to specify this grammar. In EBNF a grammar 
consists of a collection of rules that describe the formation of strings in the 
language. An EBNF expression is composed of terminals and non-terminals. 
All strings in the language consist of terminals and can be generated from a 
non-terminal, catled a start symbol. Each rule describes how a non-terminal 
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may be substituted by a combination of terminals and non-terminals. Symbols 
that have a special meaning are listed in Figure 3.1. An example of a rule, that 
is taken from Definition 3.4, is 

CONS ::= SCONS {"v" CONS}. 
which expresses that the non-terminal CONS may be substituted by the non
terminal SCONS followed by 0 or more instances of the combination of the 
terminal v and the non-terminal CONS. 

Definition 3.4. Let 0 = {o., ... , on} and 'R = {r" ... , rm}. Our constraint 
language is defined by the following grammar, where CONS is the start symbol. 

CONS ::= SCONS {"v" CONS}. 
SCONS ::= TIMECONS I RESCONS. 
TIMECONS ::= TIME TREL (TIME I NUM I TIME OP NUM). 
TIME ::= ("st" I "ct") "("OPER")". 
OPER ::= "o1"l ... I "on"· 
OP ::= "+" I"-". 
TREL ::= "=" I "=I='' I "<" I ">" I "~" I ":::". 
NUM ::=DIGIT {DIGIT}. 
DIGIT ::= "0" I ... I "9". 
RESCONS ::= RESSET SREL RESSET. 
RESSET ::= "ra("OPER")" I"{" RES {","RES}"}". 
RES ::= "r1" I ... l"rm"· 
SREL ::= "=" I "=/:-" I "s;;" I "~" I "c" I "(/.". 

An additional constraint is a string derived from the start symbol CONS, a 
single time constraint is a string derived from the non-terminal TIMECONS 
and a single resource constraint is a string derived from the non-terminal 
RESCONS. The semantics of the constraints are evident and will not be de
scribed here. The set of all additional constraints is denoted by Cadd• the set 
of time constraints is denoted by C,ime• and the set of resource constraints is 
denoted by Cres· Furthermore, Csingle denotes the set of single time or resource 
constraints, i.e., Csingle = Ctime U Cres· D 

We designed the constraint language in such a way that we can express a 
large set of constraints. Concerning the time constraints, we at least want to 
include all relations that can be defined on the intervals in which operations 
are processed. All these relations are identified by Allen [1983], who gives 
a temporal logic that is based on intervals. For each operation o E 0 we 
introduce/" = [st(o), ct(o)) as the interval in which the operation is processed. 
Throughout this thesis we denote the set of integers {a, ... , b} by [a, b] which 
is equivalent to [a, b + 1 ). Below, for each of the relations of Allen [1983], we 
give the corresponding combination of expressions in the constraint language. 

/"before lo' <=> ct(o) _:::: st(o') 
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lo equallo' {:} st(o) = st(o'), ct(o) = ct(o') 

1, meets J,, {:} ct(o) = st(o') 

1, overlaps lo' {:} st(o) < st(o'), st(o') < ct(o), ct(o) < ct(o') 

10 during 1, {:} st(o') < st(o), ct(o) < ct(o') 

10 starts lo' {:} st(o') = st(o), ct(o) < ct(o') 

/ 0 ends/"' {:} st(o') < st(o), ct(o) = ct(o') 

Also, the temporal constraints introduced by Bartusch, Mohring & Raderma
cher [ 1988] can all be expressed using the constraint language, which follows 
directly from their definition. Obviously, the resource constraints can express 
all relations concerning resource set assignments. We defined most constraints 
concerning the resources being mandatory, as can be seen in the following 
definition. 

Definition 3.5. An instance of the Time and Resource Constrained Schedul
ing Problem (TRCSP) is a pair (SD, C) where SD = (0, R, RS, fr, cp, 
sz, pt, H) E S'D is an instance of the scheduling data and C ~Caddis a set of 
additional constraints. The problem is to find a schedules E Sso for which the 
following holds. Each operation is scheduled between time 0 and scheduling 
horizon H on a feasible resource set for that operation, i.e., for all o E 0, 

st(o) 2: 0 1\ ct(o) :::; H 1\ ra(o) E fr(o). (3.1) 

At each point in time no resource set processes a set of operations whose 
cumulative sizes exceed the capacity of the resource set, i.e., for all r s E RS 
and t E IN, 

L sz(o):::; cp(rs). (3.2) 
oeOira(o)=r.< 1\ .H(o):::;t<ct(o) 

No two resource sets that have a non-empty intersection can be active simul
taneously, i.e, for all o, o' E 0, 
(ra(o)nra(o') :f= 0 1\ ra(o) :f= ra(o'))::::} (ct(o):::; st(o') v ct(o') :::; st(o)). 

(3.3) 
Finally, all additional constraints are satisfied, i.e., 

'<~cec c(s). 0 

The constraints of (3.1 ), (3.2), and (3.3) are the mandatory constraints as 
described in Section 1.1. The constraints of (3.2) are called capacity con
straints and the constraints of (3.3) are called resource conflict constraints. 
The following notations are used throughout this thesis. 

- con ~ RS x RS is the relation denoting which resource sets are con
flicting, i.e., which resource sets have a non-empty intersection, i.e., 

(rs, rs') E con{:} rs n rs' :f= 0 1\ rs :f= rs'. 
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- 0,,, is the set of operations that may be scheduled on resource set rs e 
ns, i.e., Ors = {o E 0 Irs E fr(o)}. 

Observe that two different resource sets that have a non-empty intersection can
not be active simultaneously. Obviously, scheduling situations occur in which 
two operations can be scheduled simultaneously on two different resource sets 
that have a non-empty intersection. We can model such situations as follows. 
Let r, r', r" e n, and suppose that operation o 1 needs { r, r'} for its processing 
and operation o2 needs {r', r"}. Furthermore, ol and o2 can be processed on 
r' simultaneously. By introducing two extra operations o1' and o2', defining 
jr(ol) = {{r}} 1\ fr(ol') = {{r'}} 1\ fr(o2) = {{r'}} 1\ fr(o2') = {{r"}},and 
introducing the additional constraints st(ol) = st(ol') and st(o2) = st(o2'), 
we can model this situation adequately. 

Next, we discuss a complexity result for the TRCSP. For this we introduce 
the following NP-complete problem. 

Definition 3.6. An instance of the Sequencing Problem with Release Times 
and Deadlines (SPRTD) is a four-tuple (0, p, rt, dl), where 0 is a set of 
opemtions and, for each opemtion o e 0, p(o) e N+ gives the processing 
time, rt(o) eN gives the release time, and dl(o) eN+ gives the deadline of 
o. The question is whether there is a one-processor schedules : 0 -+ N for 
which 

s(o) < s(o'):::} s(o) + p(o) < s(o'), 
rt(o) :::=: s(o) 1\ s(o) + p(o) :::=: dl(o). 

D 

Garey & Johnson [1977] proved that the SPRTD is NP-comp1ete. Now, we 
can prove the following result. 

Theorem 3.1. The TRCSP is NP-hard. 
Proof. The decision variant of the TRCSP is in NP, as for a given schedule 
s it can be checked in polynomial time whether s is a solution. Furthermore, 
the NP-complete SPRTD is a special case of the TRCSP. To verify this, Jet 
(0, p, rt, dl) be an instance of the SPRTD. This corresponds to an instance 
(SD, C) of the TRCSP, where SD = (0, n, RS,fr, cp, sz, pt, H) such that 

n = {r} 1\ ns = {{r}} 1\ cp({r}) = 1, 

Voeo lfr(o)l = 1 1\ sz(o) = 1 1\ pt(o, {r}) = p(o), 
H = maxdl(o), 

oeO 
and where, with s E SsD. 

C = Uaeok E Cadu I c(s)-# st(o) > rt(o) V c(s) {} ct(o) :::=: dl(o)}, 

which concludes the proof. D 
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3.2 Related Work 

This section discusses some related work in the area of resource constrained 
project scheduling. As this area covers a large variety of problems, any 
discussion of the available material has necessarily to be selective. We attempt 
to mention the most important approaches. We distinguish approaches for 
optimization problems and for search problems. 

3.2.1 Optimization Problems 

A lot of the attention in the field of scheduling is paid to combinatorial op
timization problems. In this section we give a brief introduction into the 
theory of combinatorial optimization. For more elaborate discussions we refer 
to [Papadimitriou & Steiglitz, 1982] , [Schrijver, 1986], and [Nemhauser & 
Wolsey, 1988]. An instance of a combinatorial optimization problem can be 
defined as the problem of finding a solution that is optimal with respect to a 
given objective function, in a finite set S of solutions. The objective function 
f : S -+ R determines the cost of a solution. An optimization problem is 
either a maximization problem or a minimization problem. Without loss or 
generality we restrict ourselves to treating minimization problems. 

Definition 3.7. An instance of a combinatorial minimization problem is a pair 
(S, f), where S is a finite set of solutions and f : S -+ R is the objective 
function. One is asked to find a solution s E S for which f (s) is minimal, i.e., 
f(s) = mins'ES f(s'). 0 

We suppose that the cost of each solution of an instance I can be calculated 
within time polynomial in Size(!). With an instance of a combinatorial min
imization problem (S, f), we can associate an instance of a polynomially 
verifiable combinatorial search problem (S, g), where g(s) {} f(s) ~ B, for 
some B E N. Note that any algorithm A that solves the search problem may 
be used to solve the minimization problem if the cost of a solution is a positive 
integer and log(min.,,Es f(s')) is bounded by a polynomial in Size(/). Then, 
the minimization problem can be solved with a polynomial number of ca11s to 
A for different values of B by using binary search [Aho, Hopcroft & Ullman, 
1 983]. 

Algorithms for NP-hard optimization problems can be divided in two 
classes, viz., optimization and approximation algorithms. Optimization al
gorithms, while acknowledging the worst-case superpolynomial time com
plexity, seek to obtain as much improvement on the running time as possible, 
over straightforward explicit enumeration. Approximation algorithms drop the 
guarantee of finding an optimal solution and try to find good solutions within a 
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reasonable amount of time. We already argued that using explicit enumeration 
for search problems is impractical for aU but the smallest instances. It is, 
however, often not necessary to enumerate all solutions explicitly. For a min
imization problem, many solutions can be discarded as non·optimal without 
enumerating them explicitly. 

Branch-and-bound is a generally applicable implicit enumeration tech· 
nique. A branch-and-bound algorithm is based on tree search. Each node of 
the tree corresponds to a partial solution and in each node a number of possible 
extensions of this partial solution are considered. The branching scheme deter
mines which extensions are considered. Each partial solution defines a subset 
S' ~ S of solutions that can be obtained by extending the partial solution to 
a full solution. The branching scheme can be seen to partition these subsets 
into smaller subsets. During the search the best solution s• found so far is ad
ministrated. If all solutions in a subset S' of solutions corresponding to a node 
can be proven to be non-optimal, S' can be discarded from consideration. The 
non-optimality of the solutions inS' can be derived as follows. Suppose b(S') 
is a lower bound on the cost of any solution inS', i.e., b(S') :::;: minseS' f(s). 
Now, if b(S') :;:: f(s*), then the best solution inS' cannot improves* and thus 
all solutions in s' can be discarded without actually constructing them. The 
running time of a bmnch-and-bound algorithm is determined by the tightness 
of the lower bound b and the branching scheme. Detailed information on 
branch-and-bound methods can be found in [Lawler & Wood, 1966], [Beale, 
1979], and [Garfinkel, 1979]. 

For many NP-hard optimization problems one has to resort to the use of 
approximation algorithms, as the sizes of the instances that need to be solved 
are far beyond the horizon of what is optimally solvable in a reasonable amount 
of time. Approximation algorithms aim at finding good approximate solutions 
in a reasonable amount of time. Often, there is a trade-off between the time 
one is willing to spend and the quality of the resulting solution. We consider 
two classes of approximation algorithms, viz. constructive and local search 
algorithms. 

A constructive algorithm generates a solution by iteratively extending a 
partial solution until a fu 11 solution is obtained. Naturally, the kind of extensions 
one allows is problem dependent and determines, together with the order in 
which the extensions are made, the quality of the found solution. 

A local search algorithm presupposes the presence of a neighborhood 
structure N : S -+ P(S), which specifies for each solution s E S a set of 
neighboring solutions N(s). The basic concept of local search algorithms 
is stepwise improvement of a solution by exploring neighborhoods. The 
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most straightforward local search algorithm, known as iterative improvement, 
starts by constructing an initial solution s0 and tries continually to find a 
better solution in the neighborhood of the current solution. If such a better 
solution is found, it replaces the current solution. The quality of iterative 
improvement depends both on the initial solution s0 and on the neighborhood 
structure N. A well-known drawback of the algorithm is that it terminates 
in the first local minimum it encounters. A local minimum is a solution s 
for which f(s) ::: mins'eN(s) f(s'). In order to avoid getting stuck in a poor 
local minimum, one can allow transitions that deteriorate the cost. From the 
approaches that follow this idea we mention threshold accepting [Dueck & 
Scheuer, 1990], simulated annealing [Van Laarhoven & Aarts, 1987; Aarts & 
Korst, 1989], and tabu search [Glover, 1989a; Glover, 1989b]. Aarts, Korst 
& Zwietering [1992] give an overview of both deterministic and randomized 
local search. 

Job Shop Scheduling 

In this section we give an overview of the research that is done on one of_ 
the best-known machine scheduling problems, viz., the Job Shop Scheduling 
Problem (JSSP). Lawler, Lenstra, Rinnooy Kan & Shmoys [1993] give an 
overview of the literature on deterministic machine s-cheduling, including the 
JSSP. In the JSSP one is given a set of jobs and a set of machines. Each 
job consists of a set of operations that must be processed in a given order. 
Furthermore, each operation is given an integer processing time and a machine 
on which it has to be processed. Once an operation is started, it is processed 
without interruption and a machine can process at most one operation at a 
time. A schedule specifies a start time for each operation. In the optimization 
variant of the JSSP one is asked to find a schedule that minimizes the maximum 
completion time of the operations. 

Optimization algorithms for the JSSP proceed by branch-and-bound. Most 
lower bound calculations on the maximum completion time are based on the 
relaxation of the capacity constraints of all machines except one, resulting in 
a single-machine scheduling problem with release times and deadlines. The 
single-machine bound has been strengthened by Carlier & Pinson [1989] and 
Brucker, Jurisch & Sievers [1992], who compute better release times and 
deadlines, and by Balas, Lenstra & Vazacopoulos [1992] and Dauzere-Peres 
& Lasserre [1993], who take minimum delays between precedence-related 
operations into account. 

Until recently, approximation algorithms for the JSSP used dispatch rules, 
which schedule the operations according to some priority function; for an 
overview see [Panwalkar & Iskander, 1977] and [Haupt, 1989]. In the last 
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decade, many variants of local search have been proposed for the solution of 
the JSSP. Iterative improvement, simulated annealing, and threshold accept
ing where used by Aarts, Van Laarhoven, Lenstra & Ulder [1994], Matsuo, 
Suh & Sullivan [1988], and Van Laarhoven, Aarts & Lenstra [1992]. Tabu 
search was used by Taillard [1989], Barnes & Chambers [1991], Dell' Amico 
& Trubian [1993], and Nowicki & Smutnicki [1993]. Genetic local search 
was used by Aarts, Van Laarhoven, Lenstra & Ulder [1994] and Domdorf & 
Pesch [1992]. Adams, Balas & Zawack [1988] developed a shifting bottleneck 
heuristic, which employs an ingenious combination of a constructive approach 
and iterative improvement. They also embed this method in a second heuris
tic that proceeds by partial enumeration of the solution space. Variants of the 
shifting bottleneck heuristic are the bottle-t and shuffle algorithms proposed by 
Applegate & Cook [1991] and a modified version proposed by Balas, Lenstra 
& Vazacopoulos [1992]. 

Resource Constrained Project Scheduling 

In this section we tum to more general scheduling problems in the area of 
resource constrained project scheduling. A modest attempt to investigate 
c1assification and computational complexity of resource constrained project 
scheduling problems is given in [Blazewicz, Lenstra & Rinnooy Kan, 1983]. 
They study problems of minimizing maximum completion time with unit-time 
operations, parallel unrelated machines, and arbitrary precedence constraints. 
The conclusion is disappointing, in that all but the simplest resource con
strained scheduling problems are NP-complete. The early literature on ap
proximation and optimization algorithms in the field of resource constrained 
project scheduling is reviewed by Davis [1973]. At that time, approximation 
algorithms were all based on dispatch rules. Optimization algorithms were ei
ther based on some form of integer linear programming (ILP) [Schrijver, 1986] 
or implicit enumeration. The ILP approaches led mainly to pessimistic con
clusions, even the approaches that just consisted of formulating the problem. 
Some progress was reported for optimization procedures in solving small-sized 
instances. Most promising approaches were reported on the JSSP. At that time, 
the dispatch rules were seen to be superior to the optimization procedures, and 
there was "little reason to believe that this situation will change dramatically 
in the immediate future". 

One of the few resource constrained project scheduling problems that re
ceived a considerable amount of attention is theM ultiple Resource Constrained 
Single Project Scheduling Problem (MRCSPSP). It can be described as fol
lows. In the MRCSPSP one is given a set of operations and a set of resources. 
Each resource has a certain capacity. Each operation requires a number of re-
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sources for its processing and for each of these resources a, possibly different, 
size is given. Furthermore, a binary precedence relation on the set of opera
tions is given, specifying the order in which the operations are to be scheduled. 
A schedule specifies a start time for each operation. One is asked to find a 
schedule in which the precedence relation is obeyed, in which the capacity of 
resources is not exceeded and that minimizes the maximum completion time 
of the operations. We remark that the decision variant of the MRCSPSP is a 
special case of the decision variant of the TRCSP. 

Davis & Patterson [1975] compare the effectiveness of dispatch rules, 
relative to an optimal solution. The optimal solutions were found with the 
enumeration procedure of Davis & Heidorn [1971]. Two kinds of rules are 
studied either incorporating some measure of time or some measure of resource 
usage. They use 83 instances of 20-27 operations with processing times of 1-9 
using up to three resources. They also argue that their results can be extended 
to larger instances of the problem. Their results are in correspondence with 
earlier findings in that none of the eight dispatch rules they study outperforms 
all others. They do identify three rules that on average are better than the 
other five. Furthermore, it is shown that all rules perform best for at least one 
instance and all rules perform worst for at least one instance. They, therefore, 
state that it might be advantageous to solve a particular instance with more 
than one dispatch rule. 

Talbot & Patterson [1978] present a partially informal integer programming 
formulation and develop an implicit enumeration algorithm over all possible 
completion times of operations. The effectiveness is claimed to come from so
called network cuts, that basically identify, early in the enumeration procedure, 
partial solutions that cannot possibly lead to improved solutions. The algorithm 
that is developed is based on an algorithm introduced by Balas [1965]. The 
approach is compared to the implicit enumeration procedure of Patterson & 
Roth [1976] and the branch-and-bound approach of Stinson [1975]. They use 
50 instances from Davis [1968] having 22-27 operations requiring up to three 
resources, having optimal solution of 22-43 time units. The comparison was 
made on two criteria, viz., CPU-time to find an optimal solution and computer 
storage needed. The approach of Talbot & Patterson [1978] compares favorably 
on both criteria with the approach of Patterson & Roth [ 1976], it is competitive 
with the approach of Stinson [1975] on CPU-time and requires significant 
less computer storage. Furthermore, ten new 50 operations instances were 
generated and reported to be solvable in reasonable time. For these instances 
no comparison was made with other approaches. 

Patterson [1984] compares three enumerative based optimization proce-
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dures. The procedures differ in the way the search tree is generated and in the 
techniques used to identify and discard inferior partial schedules. The three 
optimization procedures are the bounded enumeration procedure of Davis & 
Heidorn [ 1971 ], the branch-and-bound procedure of Stinson [1976] and Stin
son, Davis & Khumawala [1978], and the implicit enumeration procedure of 
Talbot [1976]. It is reported that the approach of Stinson [1976] dominates the 
approach of Johnson [ 1967] and that the approach of Talbot [1976] dominates 
the approach of Patterson & Huber [1974] and Patterson & Roth [1976]. Tests 
were performed on 110 instances of 7-50 operations and requiring up to three 
resources. From these 110 instances, 11 instances with 7-22 operations are 
used by Patterson & Huber [1974], 83 instances are used by Davis & Heidorn 
[1971], 6 real-life instances with 22-35 operations and three resources were 
added by Davis, and 1 0 instances of 50 operations are used by Talbot & Pat
terson [1978]. On average the approach of Stinson [1976] outperformed the 
approaches of Davis & Heidorn [1971] and Talbot [1976] on efficiency. The 
two latter approaches perform comparably. 

Christofides, Alvarez-Valdes & Tamarit [1987] give a branch-and-bound 
approach and examine four lower bounds, viz., LBO which is based on longest 
path computations, LB 1 which is based on LP-relaxation improved by intro
ducing cutting planes, LB2 which is based on Lagrangean relaxation, and LB3 
which is based on the disjunctive graph [Roy & Suss mann, 1964] formulation 
of the problem. For LB3 a number of pairs of operations that cannot be pro
cessed simultaneously are considered, and for each pair (o, o') the problems 
resulting from demanding that o is processed before o' and vice versa are 
constructed, resulting in 2n problems if n pairs are regarded. The minimum of 
the lower bound of these 2n problems, calculated with longest path methods, 
is again a lower bound. Computational results are reported on 40 randomly 
generated instances of maximally 25 operations and 3 resources. Christofides, 
Alvarez-Valdes & Tamarit [1987] compare their branch-and-bound algorithm 
with LBO and LB3, with the approach of Stinson, Davis & Khumawala [1978] 
and report their approach to be more efficient, especially if the resource con
straints are tight. LB 1 and LB2 are not used in a branch-and-bound algorithm; 
these lower bounds are only calculated for the complete instances. It is re
ported that it seems that Lagrangean relaxation "is not a useful technique for 
this problem". 

Bartusch, Mohring & Radermacher [1988] introduce the notion of for
bidden subsets. Each forbidden subset of operations cannot be processed 
simultaneously because of its resource requirements. Bartusch, Mohring & 
Radermacher [1988] furthermore generalize the traditional precedence con-
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straints to temporal constraints that allow for arbitrary time lags between start 
and completion times of operations. A branch-and-bound method that branches 
by successively considering all orderings on pairs of operations in a forbidden 
subset and that calculates lower bounds by calculating a longest path with 
respect to the temporal constraints, is reported to have a better performance 
than the integer programming method of Talbot & Patterson [1978]. 

Demeulemeester & Herroelen [ 1992] describe a branch-and-bound algo
rithm. The nodes of the tree correspond to resource and precedence feasible 
partial schedules. Branching is done by considering all minimal subsets of 
operations, the delay of which resolves resource conflicts. Such subsets of 
operations with minimal "critical sequence lower bound" are tried first. Two 
so-called dominance rules are given, one being the left-shift dominance rule, 
the other based on the concept of a cutset. Before describing the cutset domi
nance rule, we remark that each partial schedule ps is characterized by a point 
in time psm. The cutset dominance rule expresses that if a partial schedule 
ps was previously encountered in which the same set of operations was un
scheduled as the set of unscheduled operations of the current partial schedule 
ps' and for which all operations were completed before the current time ps~ 
or before the completion time of the corresponding operations in ps', than 
ps' is dominated by ps. These dominance rules are used to delete inferior 
partial schedules from further consideration. Tests using the 110 instances 
of [Patterson, 1984] indicate that these dominance rules improve performance 
considerably. It is reported that their approach is much faster than the approach 
of Stinson, Davis & Khumawala [1978]. 

Talbot [ 1982] gives an integer programming formulation of a generalized 
version of the MRCSPSP that allows for renewable, non-renewable and doubly
constrained resources and in which the processing times of each operation is a 
function of the resource allocation. Each operation is given several modes in 
which it can be processed. These modes differ in the resources they need, the 
amount of resources needed and the processing time. The paper focuses on 
the problem of finding a schedule with minimal makespan and on the problem 
of finding a schedule that minimizes some "overall project cost". An implicit 
enumeration algorithm is given that builds upon the ideas of Talbot & Patterson 
[ 1978] and that enumerates over all completion times and mode assignments of 
operations. The algorithm starts with a heuristic solution and improves upon 
that. Successful application of the approach depends heavily on this heuristic 
solution and on the heuristics to choose a next operation to schedule and a 
mode for this operation. To remedy a poor starting heuristic, searching with 
a changing scheduling horizon as proposed in [Patterson & Huber, 1974] is 
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suggested. Tests are performed on 100 instances with 10 operations having 1-3 
modes, each mode having 3 renewable resources, with minimal mak.espans of 
12-32. It is also claimed that good results are obtained with 10 instances with 
20 operations and 1 0 instances with 30 operations. No comparison with other 
methods is given. 

3.2.2 Search Problems 

Most research on search problems in scheduling is done by defining the prob
lem at hand as a special case of the constraint satisfaction problem. Constraint 
satisfaction algorithms for scheduling are mainly based on tree search algo
rithms, which construct a solution of a given problem instance by assigning 
start times and resources to the operations one by one. Striking properties 
of the literature of constraint satisfaction for scheduling is that a wide variety 
of problems is studied but that little computational evidence of the effectiv
ity or efficiency is provided. We limit ourselves to treating some interesting 
approaches for which computational comparisons are made. 

Keng & Yun [ 1989] study a problem in which an operation is to be assigned 
one resource from a set of feasible resources. A generalization is introduced 
that allows that several resources are needed for the processing of an operation. 
By presenting each time unit on a resource as a separate resource, they can 
include the JSSP. A most constrained variable selection strategy is developed, 
together with a least constraining value selection strategy. Little attention is 
paid to consistency checking. In [Keng, Yun & Rossi, 1988] the results of the 
approach for the JSSP are reported. 

Sadeh [1991] also focuses on developing a most constrained variable se
lection strategy and a least constraining value selection strategy. He uses 
elaborate probabilistic computations to determine the critical variable and the 
least constraining value. The problem studied is a job shop scheduling problem 
with alternative resource set assignments. The approach is compared to that of 
Keng & Yun [1989], and to the general variable selection strategy of Purdom 
[1983] and the general value selection strategy ofDechter & Pearl [1988]. The 
performance analysis is carried out on a set of randomly generated instances 
of the JSSP, i.e., for all instances the operations always require one predeter
mined resource for their processing. The instances all have 5 resources and 
50 operations. It is concluded that the variable and value selection strategies 
developed outperform the other approaches used in the comparison. The per
formance of the approach is later improved in [Sadeh, Sycara & Xiong, 1990] 
by introducing some inte1Jigent backtracking methods. 

Minton, Johnston, Philips & Laird [1992] introduce a so-called repair 
heuristic, which is based upon the work of Adorf & Johnston [1990]. Instead 
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of constructing a solution by extending consistent partial assignments as is 
done by the tree search algorithms, Minton, Johnston, Philips & Laird [1992] 
propose to assign a tentative value to every variable, resulting in a possible 
inconsistent full assignment, and to modify this assignment by choosing a 
variable with a conflicting assignment and replacing it with an assignment that 
minimizes the number of remaining conflicts, until all conflicts are resolved. 
The basis of this approach is reformulating the CSP as an optimization problem, 
and then solving it by a local search procedure. It this way, all local search 
procedures may be used to solve the problem. Little effort has been done to 
do so however. 

Muscettola [1993] focuses on determining the ordering of the operations 
on the resources to solve the JSSP. By using a number of stochastic simulation 
runs, a set of operations is identified among which the competition for the 
use of a resource is high. Next, this competition is resolved by adding some 
precedence constraints among the operations. Again, little attention is paid 
to consistency checking. It is reported that this approach is a generalization 
of [Muscettola & Smith, 1993]. Details can be found in [Muscettola, 1992]. 
Tests are performed on the instances due to Sadeh [1991]. Muscettola [1993] 
reports to obtain slightly better results than Sadeh [1991 ]. The approach of 
Minton, Johnston, Philips & Laird [1992] is also implemented, but quite poor 
results for this approach are reported. 

Smith & Cheng [1993] study the job shop scheduling problem with non
relaxable time windows. As Muscettola [1993] they focus on determining the 
ordering of operations on the resources. Consistency checking is used based 
on work of Erschler, Roubellat & Vernhes [1976, 1980]. These consistency 
checking techniques are special cases of both the arc consistency checks of 
Nuijten, Aarts, Van Erp Taalman Kip & Van Hee [1993b] as the consistency 
checks based on the work of Carlier & Pinson [1 989] in [Nuijten, Aarts, Van 
Erp Taalman Kip & Van Hee, 1993b]. The consistency checking is combined 
with simple variable selection strategies based on the minimum slack of two 
operations that need to be ordered. The pair of operations that has minimum 
slack is selected to be ordered next. The value selection strategy consists 
of selecting that ordering of the operations that maximizes the slack of the 
operations. Again, performance is compared using the instances due to Sadeh 
[1991 ]. Comparison is made to the approachesofSadeh [1991 ], Sadeh, Sycara 
& Xiong [1990], Muscettola [1993], and three dispatch rules of Vepsalainen 
& Morton [1987]. It is reported that results are better than the dispatch rules, 
slightly better than the approach of Sadeh [1991], and comparable to the 
approaches ofSadeh, Sycara & Xiong [1990] and Muscettola [1993]. It is also 
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reported that the approach is much faster than the approaches of Sadeh, Sycara 
& Xiong [1990] and Muscettola [1993]. 

3.3 Towards a Constraint Satisfaction Approach 

This section introduces our approach for the TRCSP. Section 3.3.1 presents the 
framework of our approach together with some definitions and notations that 
are used throughout this thesis. Two important components of our approach 
being the operation and assignment selection strategies and the dead end han
dling, are treated in Section 3.3.2 and Section 3.3.3, respectively. Section 3.3.4 
presents the two main algorithms that are used in this thesis, and introduces the 
most important component of our approach being the consistency checking. 

3.3.1 Introduction 

We start this section by showing that the TRCSP is a special case of the CSP. 
Let I = (SD, C) be an instance of the TRCSP, where SD = (0, 'R, 'RS, 
fr, cp, sz, pt, H). A corresponding instance I'= (X, D, C') of the CSP is 
defined as fo11ows. For each operation o E 0, a variable is introduced, i.e., 
0 = X. Furthermore, for each operation o E 0 a domain D( o) equal to 

{(rs, t) E 'RS x N I rs E fr(o) 1\ cp(rs):;::: sz(o) 1\ t E [0, H- pt(o, rs)]} 

is defined. This definition of the domains ensures that the constraints of (3.1) 
are satisfied and that no operation is scheduled on a resource set whose capacity 
is exceeded by the size of the operation. Note that with 0 = {o1, ••• , oN}, an 
assignment (a" ... , aN) E D(o1) x ... x D(oN) corresponds to a schedule 
s : 0 --+ 'RS x N for which 

Vl::,i~N s(o;) =a;. 

For each capacity constraint of (3.2), each resource conflict constraint of (3.3), 
and each additional constraint of C, a corresponding constraint in C' is intro
duced. This correspondence is straightforward and is formalized as follows. 
Letc E C50 be a constraint of the TRCSP, the correspondingconstraintc' E C0 

of the CSP is defined by 

c(s) * c'(s(o1), ••• , s(oN)), 

for an s E S 50. It can clearly be seen that a solution of I' corresponds to a 
solution of /. 

FoJiowing this translation, we translate definitions and notations introduced 
in Section 2.2 to be used for the TRCSP. We, for instance, use o(o) s;; 'RS x N 
to denote the current domain of the variable of an operation o. Furthermore, a 
unary constraint c on the variable of operation o is denoted by c" and a binary 
constraint c defined on the variables of operations o and o' by c1o,u'J· The 
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following definitions are straightforward translations of Definitions 2.19, 2.20, 
and 2.21 for the TRCSP. 

Definition 3.8. Let o E 0 be an operation with current domain 8(o), and let 
C0 be a unary constraint. Then, 8(o) is said to be node consistent for c0 if and 
only if for each assignment a E 8(o), c0 (a) holds. 0 

Definition 3.9. Let o; o' E 0 be operations with current domains 8(o) and 
8(o') respectively, and let c1o,o'l be a binary constraint. Then, 8(o) is said to be 
arc consistent with 8(o') for c1o,o'J if and only if for all a E 8(o), there exists a 
a' E 8(o'), such that c1o,o'J(a, a') holds. 0 

Definition 3.10. Let oh, ... , oj, E 0 with current domains 8(oj) •... , 8(oj,). 
respectively, and c E C50 with V(c) = {ojp ... , oh}. Then 8(oj) •... , 8(oj,) 
are k-consistent for c if and only if 

"~a·e8(o·)3a1E8(o· )• • • •' 3a. 1e8(o· )• 3a.+IE8(o· )• .. •' 3a,eli(o·) c(a!o • • • 'ak), 
I I Jt 1- }j-1 I Ji+l }k 

for all i E {h , ... , A}. 0 

For notational convenience we introduce the following definitions. For each 
operation o E 0, 

- pra(o) = {rs E RS I (rs, t) E 8(o)} is the set of possible resource set 
assignments of o, 

- pst(o) = {t E N I (rs, t) E 8(o)} is the set of possible start time 
assignments of o and for each rs E fr(o), pst(o, rs) = {t E N I 
(rs, t) E 8(o)} is the set of possible start time assignments of o on rs, 

- pct(o) = {t+pt(o, rs) I (rs, t) E 8(o)} isthesetofpossiblecompletion 
timesofoandforeachrs Ejr(o),pct(o,rs) = {t+pt(o,rs) I (rs,t) E 

8(o)} is the set of possible completion times of o on rs, 

- est(o) = min{t EN I (rs,t) E 8(o)} istheearliestpossiblestarttime 
of o and for each rs E fr(o), est(o, rs) = min{t EN I (rs, t) E 8(o)} 
is the earliest possible start time of o on rs, 

- ect(o) = min{t + pt(o, rs) I (rs, t) E 8(o)} is the earliest possible 
completion time of o and for each rs E fr(o), ect(o, rs) = min{t + 
pt(o, rs) I (rs, t) E 8(o)} is the earliest possible completion time of o 
on rs, 

- lst(o) = max{t E IN I (rs, t) E 8(o)} is the latest possible start time of 
o and for each rs E Jr(o), lst(o, rs) = max{t EN I (rs, t) E 8(o)} is 
the latest possible start time of o on rs, and 

- lct(o) = max{t + pt(o, rs) I (rs, t) E 8(o)} is the latest possible 
completion time of o and for each rs E fr(o), lct(o, rs) = max{t + 
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pt(o, rs) I (rs, t) E t>(o)} is the latest possible completion time of o on 
rs. 

The current domain t> (o) of an operation o E 0 is represented by. using intervals 
for each pst(o, rs), with rs E fr(o). More specifically, for each rs E fr(o), 
pst(o, rs) is represented by a set of maximum disjunctive intervals, i.e., 

pst(o, rs) = [a1, b,] U ... U [ax, bx], 

where 
a1 :::; b, < a2 :::; ... <ax. :::; bx. 

The number of maximum disjunctive intervals that are needed to represent 
pst(o, rs) is denoted by #iv(pst(o, rs)). 

Such a set of disjunctive intervals can be implemented by using a dou
bly linked list [Aho, Hopcroft & Ullman, 1983]. This implies that the 
time complexity of calculating the values est(o, rs), ect(o, rs), ist(o, rs), and 
lct(o, rs) for any rs E fr(o) is 0(1), and the time complexity of calculating 
the values est(o), ect(o), lst(o), and lct(o) is O(ipra(o)l). 

The following theorem comments on the complexity of calculating the 
difference, the intersection, and the union of two sets of maximum disjunctive 
intervals. 

Theorem 3.2. Let a 1, ••• , ax E N and b1, ••• , b, E N be such that 

a1 :::; b, < a2 :::; ••• < ax :::; bn 

and let c" ... , cy EN and d" ... , d" EN be such that 

c1 :::; d1 < c2 :::; ••• < cy :::; d) .. 

Then, the time complexity of calculating 

([a" bd U ... U [ax, bxD\([c,, d,] U ... U [cy, dy]), 

is O(max(x, y)). Furthermore, the time complexity both of calculating 

([aJ, bd U ... U [an bx]) U ([c,, dd U ... U [cy, dy]), 

and of calculating 

([a,, bd u ... u [ax. bxD n ([c,, dd u ... u [cy. dy]), 

is also O(max(x, y)). 

Proof This is evident if doubly linked lists are used to administrate the 
intervals [a" bJ] U ... U [an bx] and [c1, d1] U ... U [cy,dy]. We can iteratively 
compare an interval from [a" bJ], ... , [ax. bxl and an interval from [c1, dJ], 
... , [cy, dy], such that each interval is used only once, which implies that the 
maximum number of comparisons is x + y. D 

We now present the framework of Figure 3.2 which is a translation of the 
framework of Figure 2.1 focused on algorithms to handle the TRCSP. 
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while not solved and not infeasible do 
check consistency 
if a dead end is detected then 

undo assignments to escape from dead end 
else 

select operation 
select assignment for operation 

end if 
end while 

Figure 3.2: Framework of tree search algorithms for the TRCSP. 

Important components of this framework are 

- operation and assignment selection strategies, 

- dead end handling, and 

- consistency checking. 

The operation and assignment selection strategy we use is treated in Sec
tion 3.3.2 and the dead end handling we use is treated in Section 3.3.3. The 
consistency checking is mainly treated in Chapters 4 and 5. Throughout this 
thesis, we use AO s; 0 as the set of assigned operations, and UO s; 0 as the 
set of unassigned operations. 

3.3.2 Operation and Assignment Selection 

For reasons explained in Section 3.3.3 we use randomized operation and as
signment selection strategies. We choose to use rather simple operation and 
assignment selection strategies. The operation selection strategy we most 
commonly use is one where we first determine the earliest minimal completion 
time of any unscheduled operation and then select randomly one operation that 
can be started before this completion time. More formally, with UO s; 0 the 
set of unscheduled operations, we determine 

t = min ect(o), 
oEUO 

and select randomly an operation from the set 

{o E UO I est(o) < t}. 

The corresponding assignment selection strategy consists of selecting the ear
liest possible start time of the operation together with randomly selecting a 
resource set on which the operation can be started at that earliest start time. 
More formally, with o the selected operation 

st(o) := est(o), 
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and a resource set for o is chosen randomly from the set 

{rs E pra(o) I est(o, rs) = est(o)}. 

The combination of this operation and assignment selection results in the 
construction of only left justified schedules. One advantage of such operation 
and assignment selection strategies is that the number of possible decisions in 
each node of the search tree is drastica11y reduced. 

3.3.3 Dead End Handling 

As said before, once a tree search algorithm detects a dead end, some facility is 
needed to escape from that dead end. The approach that we frequently employ 
in the following chapters consists of two parts. First, we try to solve the instance 
at hand by simply using chronological backtmcking. However, if this does not 
lead to a solution after a reasonable number of backtrack steps, we use the 
most rigorous escape facility that is conceivable, namely the complete restart 
of the search. A problem then is to direct the search along a path different from 
the ones followed previously. Inspired by recent successes of randomized and 
other non-systematic search methods, like simulated annealing [Aarts & Korst, 
1989] and genetic local search [Miihlenbein, Gorges-Schleuter & Kramer, 
1988], we combine restarting the search with a randomized selection of a next 
operation and its assignment, an example of which is given in Section 3.3.2. 
In this way the probability of following the same search path more than once 
is very small since the number of possible paths is usually very large. We refer 
to this way of handling dead ends as the restart heuristic. 

3.3.4 The Algorithms SOLVE and INF 

In this thesis two main algorithms are used, viz., SOLVE and INF. SOLVE aims 
at solving instances of the TRCSP, whereas INF aims at quickly proving that 
an instance is infeasible. 

The framework of SOLVE is given in Figure 3.3. Observe that SOLVE uses 
the operation and assignment selection strategies as described in Section 3.3.2 
and the restart heuristic of Section 3.3.3 for dead end handling. The parameters 
of SOLVE are 

- the maximum number of restarts nrRes, 

- the backtracking factor BTF, and 

- the consistency checking that is used. 

With nrRes X, we allow X tries to solve the instance, which corresponds 
to X 1 times restarting the search. We, however, conveniently say that we 
allow a maximum of X restarts, counting the first try to solve the instance as a 
restart. The backtmcking factor BTF gives the average number of chronological 
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proc SOLVE 
nr:= 1; 
while nr ~ nrRes do 

forall o e 0 do 
8(o) := D(o); 

endforall 
UO:=O; 
maxDE := LBTF · IOIJ; 
nrDE:= 0; 
while UO :j: Vl do 

CHECKCONSISTENCY; 

if a dead end is detected then 
UO = 0 then 
"instance is infeasible"; 

end if 
nrDE := nrDE + 1; 
if nrDE < maxNrDE then 

"undo last assignment"; 
UO := UO U {o}; 

break; 
end if 

else 
t := minoeUO ect(o); 
o :=random element of {o E UO I est(o) < t}; 
st(o) := est(o); 
ra(o) :=random element of {rs E pra(o) I est(o, rs) = est(o)}; 
UO :=UOn{o) 

end if 
endwhile 
nr := nr+l; 

end while 
endproc 

Figure 3.3: The algorithm SOLVE. 
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backtrack steps that for each operation is allowed. i.e., we allow a maximum 
of LBTF · !OIJ chronological backtrack steps before we restart the search. For 
the consistency checking we use the algorithm CHECKCONSISTENCY that is 
treated in more detail later on. 

proclNF 

--forall o E 0 do 

8(o) := D(o); 
endforall 

UO:=O; 
CHECK CONSISTENCY; 

if a dead end is detected then 

instance is infeasible; 
end if 

endproc 

Figure 3.4: The algorithm INF. 

INF only does the consistency checking once. and if it detects a dead end. the 
instance at hand is proven to be infeasible. The only parameter, therefore, is 
the consistency checking that is used. Remark that SOLVE also may detect that 
an instance is infeasible, but possibly after a lot of searching. The framework 
of INF is given in Figure 3.4. 

proc CHECKCONSISTENCY 

FORWARDCHECK; 

while no domains changed do 

2-CONSCHECK; 

SEQUENCINGCHECK; 

COMBINERESSETSCHECK; 

CLUSTERCHECK; 

RCPCHECK; 
AooCONSCHECK; 

endwhile 

endproc 

Figure 3.5: The algorithm CHECKCONSISTENCY. 

The algorithm CHECKCONSISTENCY gives the framework of the consistency 
checking we can maximally use. In CHECKCONSISTENCY, we use anum
ber of algorithms that are treated in detail in Chapters 4 and 5. The algo
rithm FORWARDCHECK is treated in Section 4.1, the algorithm 2-CONSCHECK 
in Section 4.2, the algorithm SEQUENCINGCHECK in Section 4.4, the algo
rithm COMBINERESSETSCHECK in Section 4.5, the algorithm CLUSTERCHECK 
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in Section 4.6, the algorithm RCPCHECK in Section 4.7, and the algorithm 
ADDCONSCHECK in Chapter 5. We remark that we always use algorithms 
FORWARDCHECK and ADDCONSCHECK. The other algorithms are optional. 



4 
Consistency Checking for the Mandatory 

Constraints 

This chapter presents the consistency checking algorithms we developed for 
the mandatory constraints of the TRCSP as mentioned in Definition 3.5. Sec
tion 4.1 is concerned withforward checking [Haralick & Elliott, 1980], whereas 
Section 4.2 is concerned with achieving 2-consistency for all mandatory con
straints. The subsequent sections are concerned with consistency checking 
beyond 2-consistency. We remark that some of the issues in this chapter can 
be found in [Nuijten, Aarts, Van Erp Taalman Kip & Van Hee, 1993b; Nuijten, 
Aarts, Van Erp Taalman Kip & Van Hee, 1993a; Nuijten & Aarts, 1994]. 

Throughout this chapter (S D, C) is an instance of the TRCSP where S D = 
(0, 'R, 'RS, fr, cp, sz, pt, H), and a is the current search state of (SD, C), 
with for all operations o E 0, <5(o) the current domain of o. 

4.1 Forward Checking 

This section is concerned with how to achieve consistency of the domains of 
all unassigned operations with those of all assigned operations. This form 
of consistency checking is known as forward checking. Recall the capacity 
constraints of (3.2), that demand for all rs E 'RS and t EN, 

L sz(o) s: cp(rs). 
oeOJra(o)=rs 1\ st(o);9<ct(o) 

41 
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For each resource set rs E RS we introduce a function rcp(rs) : N -+ N that 
gives the remaining capacity rs has in time. With t EN, 

rcp(rs)(t) = cp(rs)- L sz(o). 
oeAOira(o)=rs 1\ st(o):;t<ct(o) 

Obviously, if for an unassigned operation the remaining capacity of a resource 
set at a peint in time is smaller than the size of the operation, then the operation 
cannot be scheduled using that point in time. 

Theorem 4.1. Let rs E RS and o E UO. Then, with 

{t E [0, H) I rcp(rs)(t) < sz(o)} = [al> btl U ... U [ax, hx], 

all assignments 

{(rs, t) I rs E pra(o) A t E [a1 - pt(o, rs), bJ] U ... U [ax- pt(o, rs), bx]} 

are inconsistent foro. 

Proof Follows directly from the definition of rep. 0 

Let o E AO be an assigned operation and o' E UO an unassigned operation. 
Then, the resource conflict constraints of (3.3) imply the following binary 
constraint 

c1o,o'l(s) #- ((ra(o), ra(o')) E con)=> (ct(o) ~ st(o') V ct(o') ~ st(o))). 

Clearly, if 
"~rs'epra(o') (ro(o), rs') ¢con, 

then 8(o') is arc consistent with 8(o) for c1o,o'l· Furthermore, if for all rs' E 

pra(o') for which (ra(o), rs') E con holds, 

{(rs, t) It E (lst(o') pt(o, rs), ect(o'))} n 8(o) = 0, 

then 8(o') is arc consistent with 8(o) for c1a,o'l· 

From all this the algorithm FORWARDCHECK of Figure 4.1 is constructed, 
achieving consistency of current domains of the unassigned operations with 
the domains of the assigned operations for the mandatory constraints. Here, 
ao E 0 is the last assigned operation. Throughout this thesis we use pseudo
code as used in Figure 4.1, to describe algorithms. 

4.2 2-Consistency 

This section is concerned with achieving 2-consistency for all mandatory con
straints. Foro, o' E 0 and s E 8 50 , with o #- o', the capacity constraints of 
(3.2) imply the following binary constraint 

C[o,o')(s) #- v,_,ens V,e[O,H) L sz(o") ~ cp(rs). 
o"e(o,o')lra(o")=rs 1\ st(o")9<ct(o") 

Clearly, if 
pra(o') n pra(o) = 0 v lpra(o')l > 1' 
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proc FORWARDCHECK 
-- rs E {rs' E 'RS Irs' n ra(ao) :/: 0} do 

for all o' E UO do 
if rs = ra(ao) then 

if sz(ao) = cp(rs) then 
8(o') := 8(o')\{(rs, t) I st(ao) pt(o', rs) < t < ct(ao)); 

else 
S :=(tEN I rcp(rs)(t) < sz(o')}; 
letS= [at, bt], ... , [ax, hx] 
for i := I to x do 

8(o') := 8(o')\{(rs, t) I a1 pt(o', rs) < t ~ b;}; 
endfor 

end if 
else 

8(o') 8(o')\{(rs, t) I st(ao)- pt(o', rs) < t < ct(ao)); 
end if 

endforall 
endforall 

endproc 

Figure 4.1: The algorithm FORWARDCHECK. 
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then 8(o) is arc consistent with 8(o') for c1,,,.1• For now, suppose pra(o') n 
pra(o) =P 0 1\ ipra(o)l = 1. If 

pra(o') = {rs} 1\ sz(o) + sz(o') ~ cp(rs), 

then 8(o) is also arc consistent with 8(o') for Cfo,o'J· However, if 

pra(o') = {rs} 1\ sz(o) + sz(o') > cp(rs), 

then c1o,o'J can be reformulated as 

Cto.o'J(s) {} (ra(o) = rs =} ct(o):::;:: st(o') V ct(o') :::;:: st(o)). 

To illustrate how such a constraint can be made 2-consistent, we discuss the 
following example, which is depicted in Figure 4.2. 

() 

• > 10 
X X 

o' 
Ul 11 12 

Figure 4.2: Two operations on the same resource set. 

Consider two operations o, o' E 0 and a resource set rs Ens such that, 

pra(o) = pra(o') = {rs} 1\ sz(o) + sz(o') > cp(rs). 

Furthermore, let est(o) = 0, lst(o) = 6, pt(o, rs) = 4, est(o') = 1, lst(o') = 
7, and pt(o', rs) = 5. In Figure 4.2, possible start times are denoted by a '•', 
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times at which an operation cannot be started although the operation may be 
processed at that time are denoted by a 'o', and the latest completion times 
are indicated by ')'s. Furthermore, the processing time is indicated by a bar 
starting at the earliest start time. The 'x 's indicate inconsistent start times. 
These inconsistent start times have to be removed to achieve 2~consistency 
of c5(o) and 8(o') for c1o,o'J· The notation introduced in Figure 4.2 is used 
throughout this thesis. As an example we state that o cannot be started at time 
4, as this makes scheduling o' impossible. This can easily be seen as o' cannot 
be scheduled to be completed before or at time 4 and cannot be scheduled to 
start after or at time 8, being the completion time of o. In general, operation o 
cannot be started at any time in the open interval (lst(o')- pt(o, rs), ect(o')). 

Theorem 4.2. Let o, o' E 0, rs E 'RS, and Cfo,o'l E Csv be such that, with 

s E Ssv. 
c1,,u1(s) <=> (ra(o) = rs =} ct(o) ~ st(o') v ct(o') ~ st(o)). 

Then, c5 (o) is arc consistent with 8 ( o') for c1o.o'J if and only if 
{(rs, t) It E (lst(o')- pt(o, rs), ect(o'))} n 8(o) = 0. 

Proof. Starting oat time lst(o')- pt(o, rs) or earlier on rs, leaves at least 
lst(o') as a start time foro'. Similarly, starting o at ect(o') or later on rs, 
leaves at least est(o') as a start time foro'. Furthermore, if o is started at time 
lst(o') pt(o, rs) +I or later on rs, o' cannot be scheduled after o and if 
o is started at ect(o') 1 or earlier on rs, o' cannot be scheduled before o. 
From this follows that o cannot be started on rs at any time in the open interval 
(lst(o') pt(o, rs), ect(o')). D 

We now tum to the resource conflict constraints of (3.3). Foro, o' E 0, with 
o =f:. o', the constraints of (3.3) imply the following binary constraint 

C[o,o')(s) <=> ((ro(o), ra(o')) E con) =} (ct(o) ~ st(o') V ct(o') ::;: st(o))). 

Clearly, if 
YrsEpm(o) 3r.>'Epra(ll') (rS, rs') f/ COn, 

then c5(o) is arc consistent with 8(o') for c1o,o'l· Furthermore, 8(o) is arc 
consistent with 8(o') for c1,,o'l• if for a11 rs E pra(o) for which 

Yrs'Epra(o') (rs, rs') E con, 

holds 

{(rs, t) E 'RS x N I t E (lst(o') - pt(o, rs), ect(o'))} n 8(o) = 0. 
By combining the capacity constraints of (3.2) and the resource conflict con~ 
straints of (3.3), additional inconsistent assignments can be identified. Let 
o, o' E 0 and rs E pra(o) be such that 

Vrs'Epra(o') rs n rs' =f:. 0 
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proc 2-CONSCHECK 
--forall o E UCJ do 

forall o' E UCJ\{o} do 
lpra(o')l = I then 
rs' :=element of pra(o'); 
if rs' E pra(o) A sz(o) + sz(o') > cp(rs') then 

o(o) := o(o)\{(rs', t) llst(o')- pt(o, rs') < t < ect(o')}; 

end if 
if lpra(o)l = 1 then 

rs :=element of pra(o); 
if rs E pra(o') A sz(o) + sz(o') > cp(rs) then 

o(o') := o(o')\{(rs, t) llst(o)- pt(o', rs) < t < ect(o)}; 

end if 
forall rs E pra(o) do 

if Vrs'Epra(<l) rs n rs' =/: Ill then 
if rs ¢ pra(o') then 

o(o) := o(o)\{(rs, t) ilst(o')- pt(o, rs) < t < ect(o')}; 
else 

if sz(o) + sz(o') > cp(rs) then 

end if 
end if 

endforall 

o(o) := o(o)\{(rs, t) ilst(o') pt(o, rs) < t < ect(o')J; 

forall rs' E pra(o') do 
if VrsEpralo) rs n rs' =/:Ill then 

rs' ¢ pra(o) then 
o(o') := o(o')\{(rs', t) ilst(o)- pt(o', rs') < t < ect(o)}; 

else 
if sz(o) + sz(o') > cp(rs') then 
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o(o') := o(o')\{(rs', t) ilst(o) pt(o', rs') < t < ect(o)}; 
end if 

end if 
end if 

endforall 
endforall 

endforall 
endproc 

Figure 4.3: The algorithm 2-CONSCHECK. 
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and 
rs E pra(o') A sz(o) + sz(o') > cp(rs). 

Then, the assignments in 

{(rs, t) Ens X NIt E (lst(o')- pt(o, rs), ect(o'))} ncS(o), 

are inconsistent. 
All this leads to the construction of the algorithm 2-CONSCHECK that 

achieves 2-consistency for all mandatory constraints. 

4.3 Sequencing Checking for Resource Sets with Unit Capacity 

This section is concerned with consistency checking for the capacity constraints 
of (3.2) for resource sets rs E ns with unit capacity, i.e., for which cp(rs) = 
1 holds. We remark that we treat resource sets with arbitrary capacity in 
Section 4.4. For now, we only consider operations o E 0 such that pra(o) = 
{rs}. If lpra(o)l = 1, it is known by which resource set o is processed. We, 
then, often use ra(o) to denote the resource set that processes o E 0, i.e., with 
pra(o) = {rs}, ra(o) = rs. We, furthermore, use pt(o) instead of pt(o, rs) 
to denote the processing time of o. The next definition is used throughout this 
chapter. 

Definition 4.1. Fora search state 0', n,s = {o E 0 I pra(o) = {rs}}. 0 

The complexity of calculating n,s is 0(101) in all nodes of the search tree if 
no pre-processing is done. However, in the root of the search tree two sets S1 

and S2 can be constructed, where 

sl = {o E 0,,, I fr(o) = {rs}}, 

and 
S2 = O,s \S1, 

in 0(101). Then, the complexity of calculating 0,5 in the other nodes can be 
reduced to O(IS21), as S1 is a subset of O,s for each search state and all other 
operations possibly in n,s are in also S2• With cp(rs) = 1, the definition of 
the domains D(o) in Section 3.3.1 implies that sz(o) = 1, for each o E n,,. 

The next section presents lower bounds on the earliest start time and upper 
bounds on the latest completion time of operations. These bounds are used to 
identify inconsistent assignments for operations. 

4.3.1 LBest and UBtct 

In this section we describe lower bounds on the earJiest start time of opera
tions and upper bounds on the latest completion time of operations based on 
observations of Cartier & Pinson [1989]. We illustrate these observations by 
means of the following example. 
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" 0 I z 3 4 ' • • 10 II 12 IS 14 IS 16 .. 
X X X X X X X X 

.,. 
10 II 

o" ! • • ~ • • • • • ~ 
I 4 ' • ' 10 II 12 

Figure 4.4: Three operations with ra(o) = ra(o') = ra(o"). 

Figure 4.4 shows three operations o, o', and o". If o is scheduled at time 0, it 
is easy to see that it is impossible to find feasible start times for both o' and o"; 
the same holds for scheduling o at times 1 to 7. What can actually be deduced 
is that o should be scheduled after the other two operations. Before we can 
generalize this result, we define the following abbreviations, for S ~ 0. 

- e(S) = minoes est(o) 

- C(S) = maXoes lct(o) 

- P(S) = LoeS pt(o) 

The following theorem identifies conditions for which it can be deduced that 
one operation o is to be scheduled after a setS of operations that are al1 to be 
scheduled on the same resource set. 

Theorem 4.3. Let rs E RS, o E Qw and S C Q,_., be such that cp(rs) = 1 
and o fj S. If 

e(S U {o}) + P(S U {o}) > C(S), 

then no schedule exists in which o precedes any of the operations in S. 
Proof. Suppose all operations are scheduled and o precedes an operation of S. 
If o" E S is the operation that is scheduled last, then ct(o") 2::: e(S U {o}) + 
P(S U {o}) > C(S) 2::: lct(o") which leads to a contradiction. D 

If no schedule exists in which an operation o E n,,, precedes any of the 
operations in a setS c n,." we can adjust the earliest start time of o. With a 
the current search state as defined in Definition 2.15, est(o) can obviously be 
set to 

min max cts ( o'), 
se:F(tT) o' eS 

where :F(a) is the solution set of search state a as defined in Definition 2.16. 
The problem of calculating this value is NP-hard as is shown in Theorem 4.4. 

Theorem 4.4. Let rs E RS and S C n,,, be such that cp(rs) = 1. The 
problem of calculating 

min max cts( o') 
se:F(") o'eS 

is NP-hard. 
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Proof. It can easily be seen that this problem corresponds to the optimization 
variant of the NP-complete SPRTD of Definition 3.6. D 

Therefore, we introduce the following lower bound on the earliest start time of 
o which can be computed efficiently. Evidently, if for a resource set r s E 'RS, 
no schedule exists in which an operation o E 1'2rs precedes any of the operations 
in a set S c 1'2rso then also no schedule exists in which o precedes any of the 
operations in any subset S' ~ S. This leads to the observation that all start 
times in 8(o) smaller than 

max e(S') + P(S'), 
S'<;S 

are inconsistent foro. If we do this for all sets S ~ Q,s, we derive 

LB,.,(o) = max max e(S') + P(S'), 
sc;n,, Ia S'<;SW;o!ofl 

with 
a # o ~ S 1\ e(S U {o}) + P(S U {o}) > C(S), 

as a lower bound on the earliest start time of operation o. 

A similar result as that of Theorem 4.3 can be proven that identifies conditions 
for which it can be deduced that one operation o is to be scheduled before a 
set S of operations that are all to be scheduled on the same resource set. 

Theorem 4.5. Let rs E 'RS, o E Qm and S C Qm be such that cp(rs) = I 
and o ~ S. If 

C(S U {o})- P(S U {o}) < e(S), 

then no schedule exists in which o succeeds any of the operations inS. 

Proof. Similar to the proof of Theorem 4.3 D 

If for a resource set r s E 'RS, no schedule exists in which an operation o E n,. 
succeeds any of the operations in a setS c Q"" then all start times in 8(o) 

larger than 
min C(S')- P(S' U {o}), 
S'<;S 

are inconsistent foro. If we do this for all sets S ~ Q"" we derive 

UB~<.,(o) = min min C(S')- P(S'), 
sc;n,, Ia S'<;SW;o!ofl 

with 
a # o ~ S 1\ C(S U {o}) - P(S U {o}) < e(S), 

as an upper bound on the latest completion time of operation o. 

4.3.2 Calculating LB •. ,, and UB1c1 

Let rs E 'RS be a resource set with unit capacity. Carlier & Pinson [1990] 
present a method that can be used to calculate LB,,,(o) and UB1c1 (o) for all 
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o E Qm of which the time complexity is 0(1Qrsl 2). We derive an algorithm to 
calculate LBes1(o) and UBtc1(o) for all o E Qm of which the time complexity 
also is 0(1Qrs12), but that proves to be more easily extendable to work for more 
general scheduling problems than the method of Cartier & Pinson [1990]. We 
present the derivation of the algorithm that calculates the lower bounds on 
the earliest start times for all o E Qrs: the derivation of the algorithm that 
calculates the upper bounds on the latest completion times is omitted, since it 
is similar. 

We use the following two arrays: 

- X which contains all operations of Qr.s in ascending order of earliest 
start times. 

- Y which contains all operations of Or,, in ascending order of latest 
completion times. 

The time complexity of constructing these arrays is O(IQrsllog IOrs 1). X[x] is 
used to denote the x-th element of array X; X'[o] is used to denote the position 
of o in X, i.e., X'[o] = x if X[x] = o. 

Our algorithm consists of two loops, viz., an outer loop that iterates over Y 
in increasing order and an inner loop that iterates over X in increasing order. 
Withy the current index for Y, 1 ~ y ~ lOr, I. and x the current index for X, 
1 ~ x ~ IOrsl, we calculate 

Lx.v = max max e(S') + P(S'), 
· S<;;fl,,la S'<;;SIS'#VI 

with 

a ¢> C(S) = lct(Y[y]) A X[x] ¢ S A 

e(S U {X[x]}) + P(S U {X[x]}) > lct(Y[y]). 

Obviously, LBe.~r(X[x]) = maxl::;y:::lnnl Lx . .v· 

Theorem 4.6 is used to rewrite Lx,y

Theorem 4.6. Let S ~ Qrs and o E Ors· If 

then 

'~usn,, e(U) + P(U) ~ C(U), and 

e(S U {o}) + P(S U {o}) > C(S), 

o ¢ S ¢> lct(o) > C(S). 

Proof Suppose o ¢ S 1\ lct(o) ~ C(S). Then, with (4.2), 

e(S U {o}) + P(S U {o}) > C(S U {o}) 

holds and, therefore, with ( 4.1) a contradiction fo1Iows, hence 

o ¢ S ::::::> lct(o) > C(S). 

(4.1) 

(4.2) 
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Clearly, lct(o) > C(S) => o ¢. S holds. 0 

If (4.1) is not true a dead end is detected. Below, we describe an O(IQ,.I 2)

algorithm to verify (4.1). Now, we assume that condition (4.1) is true, and use 
Theorem 4.6 and C(S) = lct(Y[y]) => C(S) ~ lct(Y[y]) to rewrite L:x:,y as 
follows. 

L:x: Y = max max e(S') + P(S') 
' sc;n" Ia S'<;SIS'#Iil 

with 

a <=> C(S) ~ lct(Y[y]) 1\ lct(X[x]) > lct(Y[y]) 1\ 

e(S U {X[x]}) + P(S U {X[x]}) > lct(Y[y]). 

Remark that lct(Y[y]) = lct(Y[y + 1]) => L:x:,y = Lx,y+l· 

If lct(X[x]) ~ lct(Y[y]), then L:x:,y = -oo, and thus no improvement of 
the earliest start time will result. In the sequel we, therefore, assume that 
lct(X[x]) > lct(Y[y]), which results in the redefinition of L:x:,y as follows. 

L:x: v = max max e(S') + P(S') 
'· S<;S"l,., Ia S'<;SIS'#Iil 

a <:> C(S) ~ lct(Y[y]) 1\ e(S U {X[x]}) + P(S U {X[x]}) > lct(Y[y]) 

Next, we introduce the following notation. 

S:x:,y = {X[i] I x ~ i 1\ lct(X[i]) ~ lct(Y[y])} and 

G:x: )' = max e(S') + P(S'). 
' S'<;S,.yiS'¥0 

S:x:,y contains those operations of n,, that are to be scheduled before lct(Y[y]) 
and that are not positioned before X[x] in array X. We use an array G to 
administrate G;,y such that G[i] = G;,y, for all 1 ~ i ~ 1n,. 1. 

One of the key ideas of our algorithm is to distinguish between subsets S of 
which at least one operation is positioned before X[x] in array X and subsets 
S of which all operations are positioned after X[x] in array X, separately. This 
leads to 

L:x:,y = max(Ex,y• F:x:,y). 

E:x:,y = max max e(S') + P(S'), 
S<;S"l,., I<<S) S'<;SIS'#I 

e(S) <=> C(S) ~ lct(Y[y]) 1\ 'loeS X'[o] >X 1\ 

est(X[x]) + P(S) + pt(X[x]) > lct(Y[y]), 

Fx.y = max max e(S') + P(S'), 
S<;S"l,.jrp(S) S'<;SIS'ilil 

rp(S) <=> C(S) ~ lct(Y[y]) 1\ 3oeS X'[o] <X 1\ 

e(S) + P(S) + pt(X[x]) > lct(Y[y]). 
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Clearly, ~e(Sx,y) ::::} Y 592, ~e(S) and e(Sx,y) ::::} Ex,y = Gx,y• and thus 

E . _ { Gx,y if est(X[x]) + P(Sx,y) + pt(X[x]) > lct(Y[y]) 
x,y - -00 otherwise. 

' - . -

Next, we tum to the calculation of Fx.r Let S s; Ow such that rp(S) holds. 
Furthermore, let x' < x be such that X[x'] E S 1\ Y x"<x' X[x"] ¢ S. Then, 
evidently S s; Sx',y 1\ rp(Sx•,y). From 

max e(S') + P(S') ~ max e(S') + P(S'), 
s·s;;s,•.yiS';oO((! s•s;;SIS';>O((I 

by using the definition of Gx,y and e(Sx•.y) = est(X[x']), we deriye 

Fx v = max Gx',y· 
'· x' E ( l, ... ,x-1) lest(X[x'])+ P(S,•.yH pt(X[x])>lcl(f[y)) 

We define 

Hx v = max est(X[x']) + P(Sx' y). 
'· x'E{I , .. .,x-1)1/ct(X[x'])::;tct( Y(y)) '· 

Let z E { 1, ... , x- 1} be the index for which est(X[z]) + P(Sz.~) is maximal, 
i.e., 

lct(X[z]) ::: lct(Y[y]) 1\ est(X[z]) + P(Sz,y) = Hx,y· 

If Hx,y + pt(X[x]) ::: lct(Y[y]), then evidently Fx,y = -00. If Hx,y + 
pt(X[x]) = est(X[z]) + P(Sz,y) + pt(X[x]) > lct(Y[y]), then rp(Sz.y) holds, 
thus Fx,y ~ Gz.y· From Theorem 4.7 we then derive that 

G,,v = max Gx'.v• 
· l~x'<x · 

which implies that Fx,y = Gz,y· 

Theorem 4.7. Let I ::: x, y::: IOrsl and z, z' < x. Then 

est(X[z]) + P(Sz.y) ~ est(X[z']) + P(Sz•,y)::::} Gz,y ~ Gz',y• 

Proof If z' ~ z, the proof is trivial. If z' < z, then suppose 

est(X[z]) + P(Sz.y) > est(X[z']) + P(S4•,y) 1\ Gz,y < Gz',y· 

Without loss of generality we assume that z' is the largest number smaller than 
z for which this holds. Then Gz'.y = est(X[z']) + P(S4·.y) > Gz.y• which, 
together with Gz,y ~ est(X[z]) + P(S4,y). leads to a contradiction. Hence, 
est(X[z]) + P(Sz,y) > est(X[z']) + P(S,•,y)::::} Gz.y > Gz'.y· 0 

From the definition of Gr.y• we derive that Gz.y = Gl.y• which leads to 

F _ { Gt . .v if Hx.y + pt(X[x]) > lct(Y[y]) 
x,y - -oo otherwise. 

This leads to the algorithm CALCLB of Figure 4.5, for calculating lower bounds 
on the earliest start times of all operations inn,,, .. Obviously, the time complex
ity of the algorithm is 0(10,,,1 2), as the time complexity of the outer loop and 
both inner loops are of O(jQ,s j). As said before, a derivation of an algorithm 
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procCALCLB 
--for y := 1 to IOrsl do 

if y = IOrsl V lct(Y[y]) :f: lct(Y[y + 1]) then 
P := 0; g := -oo; (I) 
fori := IOrsl down to l do 

/ct(X[i]) :::;: lct(Y[y]) then 
P := P + pt(X[i]); 
g := g max est(X[i]) + P; (2) 

g; 
endfor 
H := -oo; 

X := 1 to IOrsl do 
lct(X[x]) > lct(Y[y]) then 
if est(X[x]) + P + pt(X[x]) > lct(Y[y]) then 

LBe,,1(X[x]) := LBesr(X[x]) max G[x]; 
end if 
if H + pt(X[x]) > lct(Y[y]) then 

LBe.,r(X[x]) := LBw(X[x]) max G[l]; 
\, endif 
else 

H := H max est(X[x]) + P; 
P := P- pt(X[x]); 

endif (3) 
endfor 

end if 
endfor 

endproc 

Figure 4.5: An algorithm for calculating LBw(o) for all operations o E Qrs 

for resource sets rs E 'RS with unit capacity. 
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calculating upper bounds on the latest completion time of all operations in nrs 
is omitted. In the sequel however, we will refer to that algorithm as CALCUB 
without presenting it explicitly. 

proc IDENTIFYDEADEND 

for y := 1 to IQrsl do 
if y = IQrsl V lct(Y[y]) ..P lct(Y[y + 1]) then 

p :=0; 
for x := IQrsl down to I do 

if lct(X[x])::; lct(Y[y]) then 
P P + pt(X[x]); 
if est(X[x]) + P > lct(Y[y]) then 

.S(X[x]) := 0; 

endfor 
end if 

endfor 
endproc 

Figure 4.6: An algorithm to identify dead ends. 

The last issue we need to address is the checking of condition ( 4.1) of Theo
rem 4.6. If (4.1) does not hold, then 

3ss:;o, e(S) + P(S) > C(S), 

which is equivalent to 

3xe{l .• 10,,1} 3yE{l •..• IO,.I} e(Sx,y) + P(Sx,y) > C(Sx,y). 

From this the algorithm IDENTIFYDEADEND of Figure 4.6, to check (4.1) of 
Theorem 4.6, follows. We report a dead end by making one of the current 
domains empty. 

4.3.3 LB2w and UB2tct 

In this section we present a new lower bound on the earliest start time of 
operations and a new upper bound on the latest completion time of operations. 
Figure 4.7 shows a search state in which no inconsistent start times can be 
identified using the consistency checking presented so far. It, however, can 
be deduced that start times for o smaller than 6 are inconsistent. What can 
actually be deduced is that o is to be scheduled either after o' or after o". 
The following theorem identifies conditions for which it can be deduced that 
an operation o is to be scheduled after at least one operation of a set S of 
operations that are all to be scheduled on the same resource set. 
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Figure 4.7: Three operations with ra(o) = ra(o') = ra(o"). 

Theorem 4.8. Let rs E 'RS, o E Or.<> and S C Ow be such that cp(rs) = 1 
and o ¢ S. If 

e(S) < est(o) < min ect(o') A 
o'ES 

P(S U {o}) > C(S) - est(o), 

then all t E o(o) for which t < mino'eS ect(o') are inconsistent. 

Proof. If o is started at est(o), then no operation of Scan be scheduled before 
o as est(o) < min,'es ect(o'). This imp1ies that the available time slots to 
scheduleS U {o} is C(S)- est(o) and thus with P(S U {o}) > C(S)- est(o), 
est(o) is inconsistent foro. The same holds for all start times in o(o) sma1ler 
than mino•es ect(o'). 0 

Note that it is not necessary to require that e(S) < est(o) in Theorem 4.8. 
However, e(S) ~ est(o) => est(o) < minues ect(o'), which implies that the 
condition of Theorem 4.8 reduces to P(S U {o}) > C(S)- est(o) which, with 
e(S) ~ est(o), is equivalent to the condition e(S U {o}) + P(S U {o}) > C(S) 
of Theorem 4.3, and therefore it can be deduced that no schedule exists in 
which o precedes any of the operations in S, which is a stronger result than the 
result of Theorem 4.8. 

From Theorem 4.8 we derive 

with 

LB2es1 (o) = max min ect(o') 
ScO,Ia o'eS 

a ¢> o ¢ S A e(S) < est(o) < min ect(o) A 
o'ES 

P(S U {o}) > C(S) - est(o), 

as a lower bound on the earliest start time of operation o. 

A similar result as that of Theorem 4.8 can be proven that identifies conditions 
for which it can be deduced that an operation o is to be scheduled before at 
least one operation of a set S of operations that are all to be scheduled on the 
same resource set. 
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Theorem 4.9. Let rs E 'RS, o E Qw and S C Qm be such that cp(rs) = 1 
ando ¢ S. If 

max lst(o') < lct(o) < C(S) 1\ 
o'eS 

P(S U {o}) > lct(o) - e(S), 

then alit E 8(o)forwhicht > maxo'eS lst(o')- pt(o)areinconsistent. 
Proof Similar to the proof of Theorem 4.8. D 

From Theorem 4.9 we derive 

with 

UB2~c1 (o) = min max lst(o') 
Sco,., Ia tl es 

a # o ¢ S 1\ max lst(o') < lct(o) < C(S) 1\ 
o'eS 

P(S U {o}) > lct(o) - e(S), 

as an upper bound on the latest completion time of operation o. 

4.3.4 Calculating LB2e.•t and UB2~c, 

In this section we present an extension of the algorithm of Figure 4.5 with 
which LB2m can be calculated. A similar extension for the calculation of 
UB21cr is omitted, since it is similar. We introduce the array ECT such that 

ECT[i] = min ect(X[i]). 
oESi,y 

Furthermore, the line "ECT[IQrsll := oo;" is to be inserted in Figure 4.5 after 
the line marked (1) and the line "ECT[i] := ECT[i] min ect(X[i]);" is to be 
inserted after the line marked (2). Finally, the following lines are to be inserted 
after the line marked (3). 

P':= P; 
for w := x - 1 to 0 do 

if lct(X[w]) ~ lct(Y[y]) then 
if ECT[w] ~ est(X[x]) then 

break; 
end if 
P' := P' + pt(X[w]); 
if P' + pt(X[x]) > lct(Y[y]) est(X[x]) then 

LB2e,,1(X[x]) := LB2e.v1(X[x]) max ECT[w]; 
end if 

end if 
endfor 

The effect of the command "break" that is used is that the current iteration 
is immediately abandoned. Observe that the time complexity of the resulting 
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algorithm is 0(10rsl3), as an extra iteration with time complexity of O(IOrsD 
is introduced. 

4.4 Sequencing Checking for Multiple Capacitated Resource Sets 

This section is concerned with consistency checking for the capacity constraints 
of (3.2) for resource sets with arbitrary capacity. As in Section 4.3, we only 
consider operations in Om for each resource set rs e 'RS. Section 4.4.1 
presents lower bounds on the earliest start time and upper bounds on the latest 
completion time of operations. These bounds are used to identify inconsistent 
assignments for operations. Note that the bounds presented in this section are 
generalizations of the bounds in Section 4.3, i.e., when calculating these bounds 
for resource sets with capacity 1, the bounds of Section 4.3 are obtained. We 
chose to present them separately to enhance readability and comprehensibility. 

4.4.1 LBest and UBtct 

In Section 4.3 situations are identified where it can be deduced that an operation 
must be scheduled before or after a specific subset of operations on the same 
resource set in case the resource sets have capacity 1. In this section we extend 
this to resource sets with arbitrary capacity. The idea of this extension is the 
following. For resource sets with capacity 1, only one dimension is regarded, 
namely the time. In case of arbitrary capacity, we add the capacity as a second 
dimension. Instead of the processing time pt(o) of an operation, we consider 
the area an operation uses, defined as pt(o) · sz(o). Before continuing, we 
introduce the following notations, for each o E 0, 

a(o) = pt(o) · sz(o), 

and for each S s; 0, 
A(S) = L a(o). 

oES 

0 
0 I i ) .... 1 JO 11 12 Jl 14 1$ JtS 17 II 19 
X X X X 
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r 

Figure 4.8: Four operations on the same resource set with capacity 2. 

Figure 4.8 shows four operations each of size 1, that must be scheduled on a 
resource set with capacity 2. Observe that the sum of the areas of the operations 
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is 22, whereas the available area between times 0 and 10 is 20. This implies 
that o cannot be started at time 0. The same holds for times 1 to 3. What we 
can actually deduce is that no operation in S = { p, q, r} can succeed o. 

The following theorem identifies conditions for which it can be deduced 
that an operation o does not precede any of the operations of a set S that are 
all to be scheduled on the same resource set with arbitrary capacity. 

Theorem 4.10. Let rs E 'RS, o E Qm and S C Qm be such that o f/. S. If 
A(S U {o}) > (C(S)- e(S U {o})) · cp(rs), (4.3) 

then no schedule exists in which o precedes any of the operations in S. 
Proof. Suppose all operations are scheduled and o precedes an operation inS. 
Then st(o) + pt(o) < C(S) and thus the area that is needed between e(SU{o}) 
and C(S) is at least A(S U {o}) which, according to (4.3), is larger than the 
available area (C(S) e(S U {o}}) · cp(rs), which leads to a contradiction. 

0 

If no schedule exists in which an operation o precedes any of the operations in 
S c nw we can adjust the earliest start time of o. Let u be a search state, we 
next define for each schedules E :F(u), 

ct(S, s, j) = min{t ~ e(S) I v,.>1 L sz(o') :=:: cp(rs)- j} 
o'eS A ,,l(o'}:SI'<cl(o'} 

as the earliest time after which, in schedules, at least a capacity of j is available 
on resource set rs. A lower bound on est(o) is 

min ct(S, s, sz(o)). 
seF(cr) 

The problem of calculating this lower bound is NP~hard as is shown in the 
following theorem. 

Theorem 4.11. Let rs E 'RS, o E Q,.., and S C Q'"" be such that o f/. S. The 
problem of calculating 

min ct(S, s, sz(o)) 
,,EF(rr) 

is NP-hard. 
Proof. It can easily be seen that the optimization variant of the SPRTD of 
Definition 3.6, is a special case of this problem by defining sz(o) = cp(rs) 
and sz(o'} = cp(rs), for all o' E S. 0 

Next, we introduce the following lower bound which can be computed effi
ciently. LetS c 0 be given, then the total area to be scheduled in [e(S), C(S)) 
is A(S). We can, at best, schedule an area of (C(S)- e(S)) · (cp(rs)- sz(o)), 
without disabling any start time of o. The rest of A (S) is then scheduled as early 
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as possible. All this corresponds to preemptively scheduling the operations in 
S as early as possible. With 

rest(S, j) = A(S) (C(S)- e(S)) · (cp(rs)- j), 

we derive that if rest(S, sz(o)) > 0, a lower bound on the earliest completion 
time of all operations inS, and thus a lower bound on est(o), equals 

e(S) + rrest(S, sz(o))/sz(o)l. 

Evidently, if for a resource set rs e R.S, no schedule exists in which an 
operation o e 0,, precedes any of the operations in a set S c 0,5 , then also no 
schedule exists in which o precedes any of the operations in any subset S' s;; S. 
This leads to the observation that all start times in d ( o) smaller than 

max e(S') + rrest(S', sz(o))/sz(o)l, 
5'£;515'¢fil A re.vr(5',sz((!))>0 

are inconsistent foro. If we do this for all S s;; Om we derive 

LBes1(o) = max max e(S') + rrest(S', sz(o))jsz(o)l 
5<::;0,1a 5'<::::515'¢0 A re.vt(5',.vz((/))>0 

with 

a<=> o ¢ S A A(S U {o}) > (C(S)- e(S U {o})) · cp(rs), 

as a lower bound on the earliest start time of operation o. Note that LBest is a 
generalization of LBe.l't as presented in Section 4.3.1. This is why we will not 
distinguish between these lower bounds. 

A similar result as that of Theorem 4.10 can be proven that identifies situations 
where it can be deduced that an operation o does not succeed any of the 
operations of a setS that are all to be scheduled on the same resource set with 
arbitrary capacity. 

Theorem 4.12. Let rs E 'RS, o E 0"" and S c 0,,, be such that o ¢ S. If 
A(S U {o}) > (C(S U {o})- e(S)) · cp(rs), 

then no schedule exists in which o succeeds any of the operations in S. 
Proof. Similar to the proof of Theorem 4.1 0. D 

If for a resource set rs E 'RS, no schedule exists in which an operation o e 0,5 

succeeds any of the operations in a set S c 0,., then all start times in o(o) 
larger than 

min C(S')- rrest(S', sz(o))jsz(o)l - pt(o), 
5'<::;515'¢fil A rest(5',sz(o))>0 

are inconsistent foro. If we do this for all S s;; Om we derive 

UBicr(o) = min min C(S')- rrest(S', sz(o))/sz(o)l 
5<::;0,1a 5'!:;515'¢0 A rest(S',sz(o))>O 

with 
a <=> o ¢ S A A(S U {o}) > (C(S)- e(S)) · cp(rs) 
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as an upper bound on the latest completion time of operation o. 

4.4.2 Calculating LBm and UB~c1 

Let rs E ns be a resource set with arbitrary capacity. We derive an 
O(!SzSetrsl · lrl,sl2) algorithm to calculate LBm(o), for all o E Om where 
SzSetrs = {sz(o) I o E 0,5 }. This algorithm is a generalization of the algo
rithm we presented in Section 4.3 for resource sets with capacity 1. We build 
upon the definitions in that section and limit ourselfs to presenting the most 
important definitions that are different. Again, the derivation of the algorithm 
that calculates the upper bounds on the latest completion times is omitted, 
since it is similar. 
Let Lx,y be redefined as 

Lx y = max max e(S') + rrest(S', sz(X[x]))jsz(X[x])l 
' S~Q, Ia s·~SIS'#0 A rest(S',sz(X(xJ))>O 

with 

a ¢> C(S) :;:: lct(Y[y]) A A(SU{X[x]}) > (lct(Y[y]) -e(SU{X[x]}))·cp(rs). 

Again distinguishing between subsets S of which at least one operation is 
positioned before X [x] in array X, and subsets S of which all operations are 
positioned after X[x] in array X, leads to 

Lx.y - max(Ex,y• Fx,y), 

max max e(S') + rrest(S',sz(X[x]))jsz(X[x])l, 
S~S"lrsldS) 5'~515'#0 

Ex,y -

s(S) {:} C(S) < lct(Y[y]) A VoeS X'[o] >X A 

A(S) + a(X[x]) > (lct(Y[y])- est(X[x])) · cp(rs), 

max max e(S') + rrest(S', sz(X[x]))jsz(X[x])l, 
S~S"lrsi'I'(S) S'~SiS'#0 

Fx,y -

cp(S) {:} C(S):;:: lct(Y[y]) A 3,es X'[o] < x A 

A(S) + a(X[x]) > (lct(Y[y]) e(S)) · cp(rs). 

With 
, ~rest(S',j)l Gx,\',J = max e(S) + . , 

. s·~s •. ,IS'#0 A rest(S',j)>O 1 
we derive, in a similar way as in Section 4.3, that 

{ 

Gx.y.sz<XIxn if A(Sx.y) + a(X[x]) > 
Ex.y = (lct(Y[y])- est(X[x])) · cp(rs) 

-oo otherwise. 

We use a two-dimensional array G such that, for all 1 ::: i ::: I Tl and j E 

SzSetrs• 
G[i][j] = G;.y,J· 
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procCALCLB 
--for y := 1 to !Orsl do 

if y = IOrsl v lct(Y[y]) :1= lct(Y[y + 1]) then 
A := 0; l := -oo; for j E SzSetr11 do KJ := -oo endfor (1) 
fori := IOr.d down to 1 do 

if lct(X[i]) ~ lct(Y[y]) then 
A := A + a(X[i]); (2) 

lct(X[i]) > I then I := lct(X[i]); endif 
for j E SzSetrs do 

rest := A - (I- est(X[i])) · (cp(rs) - j); 
if restfj > 0 then KJ := gi max est(X[i]) + rrestjjl; endif 

endfor 
end if 
for j E SzSetrs do G[i][j] := gj endfor 

endfor 
H := -oo; 
for x := 1 to !Orsl do 

lct(X[x]) > lct(Y[y]) then 
if A+ a(X[x]) > (lct(Y[y])- est(X[x])) · cp(rs) then 

LBe.v1(X[x]) := LBes1(X[x]) max G[x][sz(X[x])]; 
end if 
if H + (a(X[x])jcp(rs)) > lct(Y[y]) then 

LBesr(X[x]) := LBesr(X[x]) max G[1][sz(X[x])]; 
endif (1') 

else 
H := H max est(X[x]) + Ajcp(rs); 
A :=A- a(X[x]); 

endif (3) 
endfor 

end if 
endfor 

endproc 

Figure 4.9: An algorithm for calculating LBe_.,(o) for all operations o E O,s 
for resource sets rs E RS with arbitrary capacity. 
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With 

Hx y = max est(X[x']) + A(Sx· y)/cp(rs), 
' x'e{l, ...• x-l}llct(X(;r;'Jl:!:lct(Y[y]) ' 

and Theorem 4.13 we derive, in a similar way as in Section 4.3, that 

F _ { Gl,y,sz(X(x]) if Hx,y + a(X[x])fcp(rs) > lct(Y[y]), 
x,y - -00 otherwise. 

Theorem 4.13. Let j > 0, 1 :::; x, y:::; lf2rsl and z, z' < x. Then 

est(X[z]) + A(Sz.y)/j ;:: est(X[z']) + A(S,.,y)/j :::::> G,,y,j ;:: G,•,y,j· 

Proof. If z' ;:: z, the proof is trivial. If z' < z, then suppose 

est(X[z]) + A(S,,y)/j ;:: est(X[z']) + A(S,.,y)/j 1\ G,,y,j < G,•,y,j· 

Without loss of generality we assume that z' is the largest number smaller 
than z for which this holds. Then G,·,y.j = est(X[z']) + rrest(S,·.y· j)/jl > 
G,,y,i• which, together with G,,y,j ;:: est(X[z]) + rrest(S,,y, j)/jl, leads to 
a contradiction. Hence, est(X[z]) + A(S,,y)/i ;:: est(X[z']) + A(S,•,y)/j :::::> 
G,,y,j ;:: G,•,y.j· D 

This leads the algorithm of Figure 4.9, which calculates lower bounds on the 
earliest start times of all operations in n,, for resource sets with arbitrary 
capacity. Obviously, the time complexity of the algorithm is O(ISzSetrsl · 
lf2rsl2), as, compared to the algorithm of Figure 4.5, an extra loop with time 
complexity O(ISzSetrsD is introduced. 

proc IDENTIFYDEADEND 

for y := 1 lf2,,1 do 
if y = lf2r.vl v lct(Y[y]) '/ lct(Y[y + 1]) then 

A :=0; 
for x := lf2r.~·l down to 1 do 

if lct(X[x])::;: lct(Y[y]) then 
A :=A+ a(X[x]); 

endfor 
end if 

endfor 
endproc 

est(X[x]) + Afcp(rs) > lct(Y[y]) then 
o(X[x]) := 0; 

Figure 4.10: An algorithm to identify dead ends. 

As in Section 4.3 we need an algorithm that identifies dead ends. The algorithm 
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IDENTIFYDEADEND of Figure 4.10 is a straightforward generalization of the 
algorithm of Figure 4.6 to identify dead ends. 

4.4.3 LB2est and UB2tct 

The following theorem identifies conditions for which it can be deduced that 
an operation o is to be scheduled after at least one operation of a set S of 
operations that are all to be scheduled on the same resource set with arbitrary 
capacity. We remark that this theorem is a generalization of Theorem 4.8. 

Theorem 4.14. Let rs E 'RS, o E Qm and S C Qm be such that o ¢ S. If 
e(S) < est(o) < min ect(o'), and 

o'ES 

A(S) + (min(ect(o), C(S))- e(S)) · sz(o) > (C(S)- e(S)) · cp(rs), (4.4) 

then all t E ~(o) for which t < mino•es ect(o') are inconsistent. 

Proof. If o is started at time est(o), then no operation of Scan be scheduled 
to be completed before o as est(o) < mino•es ect(o'). Then the area the 
operations inS U {o} occupy in [e(S), C(S)) is 

A(S) + (min(ect(o), C(S))- e(S)) · sz(o), 

which, with (4.4) is larger than the available area (C(S) -e(S)) ·cp(rs). Thus, 
est(o) is inconsistent foro, and the same holds for all start times in ~(o) smaller 
than min.,es ect(o'). D 

From Theorem 4.14 we derive 

LB2esr(o) = max min ect(o') 
ScQrsla o'ES 

with 

a#o¢SI\ 

e(S) < est(o) <min ect(o) 1\ 
o'ES 

A(S) + (min(ect(o), C(S))- e(S)) · sz(o) > (C(S)- e(S)) · cp(rs), 

as a lower bound on the earliest start time of operation o. Note that LB2esr is a 
generalization of LB2est as presented in Section 4.3.1. This is why we will not 
distinguish between these lower bounds. 

A similar result as that of Theorem 4.14 can be proven that identifies conditions 
for which it can be deduced that an operation o is to be scheduled before at 
least one operation of a set S of operations that are all to be scheduled on the 
same resource set with arbitrary capacity. 

Theorem 4.15. Let rs E 'RS, o E Q,s, and S C Q,_,, be such that o ¢ S. If 
max lst(o') < lct(o) < C(S), and 
o'ES 
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A(S) + (C(S)- max(lst(o), e(S))) · sz(o) > {C(S)- e(S)) · cp(rs), {4.5) 

then all t E 8(o) for which t > maxo'es lst(o')- pt(o) are inconsistent. 

Proof. Similar to the proof of Theorem 4.14. 0 

From Theorem 4.15 we derive 

with 

a~o<if.SI\ 

UB2tc1(o) = min max lst(o') 
ScOrsla tieS 

max lst(o') < lct(o) < C(S) 1\ 
o'eS 

A(S) + (C(S)- max(lst(o), e(S))) · sz(o) > (C(S)- e(S)) · cp(rs), 

as an upper bound on the latest completion time of operation o. Note that 
UB21c1 is a generalization of UB21c1 as presented in Section 4.3.1. This is why 
we will not distinguish between these lower bounds. 

4.4.4 Calculating LB2est and U B2~c1 
In this section we present an extension of the algorithm of Figure 4.9 with 
which LB2w can be calculated. A similar extension for the calculation of 
UB2~c1 is omitted, since it is similar. We introduce the array ECT such that 

ECT[i] = min ect(X[i]). 
oeSi.y 

Furthermore, the line" ECT[IO,.I] := oo;" is to be inserted in Figure 4.9 after 
the line marked (1) and the line" ECT[i] := ECT[i] min ect(X[i]);" is to be 
inserted after the line marked (2). Finally, the following lines are to be inserted 
after the line marked (3). 

A':=A; 
for w := x - 1 to 0 do 

if lct(X[w])::;: lct(Y[y]) then 
if ECT[w]::;: est(X[x]) then 

break; 
end if 
A':= A'+ a(X[w]); 
if A'+ min(ect(X[x]), lct(Y[y])) 

end for 

> (lct(Y[y])- est(X[w])) · cp(rs) 
LB2.,,,1(X[x]) := LB2.,,.,(X[x]) max ECT[w]; 

Observe that the time complexity of the resulting algorithm is O(!SzSetr.l · 
IS1,.I3), as an extra iteration of O(IS1,,1) is introduced. 
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4.4.5 LB3est and UB31ct 

The following example introduces another lower bound on the earliest start 
time of an operation. 

Figure 4.11: Four operations on the same resource set with capacity 2. 

Figure 4.11 shows four operations of size 1 which must be scheduled on a 
resource set with capacity 2. Observe that (4.3) does not hold for o and 
S = { p, q, r}, as the sum of the areas of the operations between times 0 and 11 
is 22, whereas the available area between times 0 and 11 is also 22. However, 
if we focus on the interval [e(S), C(S)), we observe that when o is scheduled 
as early as possible, the sum of the areas of the operations between 1 and 11 
is 21, whereas the available area is 20. Again this implies that no operation in 
S = {p, q, r} can succeed o. 

The following theorem identifies conditions for which it can be deduced that 
an operation o does not precede any of the operations of a set S that are all to 
be scheduled on the same resource set with arbitrary capacity. 

Theorem 4.16. Let rs E RS, o E Q"" and S c Q'-" be such that o ¢ S. If 
est(o) < e(S) < ect(o), and 

A(S) + (ect(o)- e(S)) · sz(o) > (C(S)- e(S)) · cp(rs), (4.6) 

then no schedule exists in which o precedes any of the operations in S. 

Proof. Suppose all operations are scheduled and o precedes an operation in 
S. Then st(o) + pt(o) < C(S) and thus the area that is occupied between 
e(S) and C(S) is at least A(S) + (ect(o)- e(S)) · sz(o) which, according to 
(4.6), is larger than the available area (C(S)- e(S)) · cp(rs), which leads to a 
contradiction. D 

If for a resource set rs E RS, no schedule exists in which an operation o E Q,s 

precedes any of the operations in a setS c Q"" all start times in o(o) smaller 
than 

max e(S') + rrest(S', sz(o))/sz(o)l, 
S'£:SIS';o!VIA re.<t(S',sz(o))>O 
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are inconsistent foro. If we do this for all S s; Qm we derive 

LB3est = max max e(S') + rrest(S', sz(o))/sz(o)l 
ss;~"la s·s;SIS';i<0 A rest(S',s;:(o))>O 

with 

a {:} of/.S A 

est(o) < e(S) < ect(o) A 

A(S) + (ect(o)- e(S)) · sz(o) > (C(S)- e(S)) · cp(rs), 

as a lower bound on the earliest start time of operation o. 

A similar result as that of Theorem 4.16 can be proven that identifies conditions 
for which it can be deduced that an operation o does not succeed any of the 
operations of a set S that are all to be scheduled on the same resource set of 
arbitrary capacity. 

Theorem 4.17. Let rs E 'RS, o E Q,s, and S C Q,_., be such that o f/. S. If 
lst(o) < C(S) < lct(o), and 

A(S)- (C(S) -lst(o)) · sz(o) > (C(S)- e(S)) · cp(rs), (4.7) 

then no schedule exists in which o succeeds any of the operations inS. 
Proof. Similar to the proof of Theorem 4.16. 0 

If for a resource set r s E 'RS. no schedule exists in which an operation o E Q,_. 

succeeds any of the operations in a set S c Qm all start times in 8(o) larger 
than 

min C(S')- rrest(S', sz(o))/sz(o)l - pt(o), 
s•s;SIS';i<0 A rest(S'.sz(o))>O 

are inconsistent foro. If we do this for all S s; Q, we derive 

UB31c1 = min min C(S') - rrest(S', sz(o))/sz(o)l 
Ss;~,_.ja S'!:SIS';i<0 "rest(S'.sz(n))>O 

with 

a {:} of/.S A 

lst(o) < C(S) < lct(o) A 

A(S)- (C(S) -lst(o)) · sz(o) > (C(S)- e(S)) · cp(rs), 

as an upper bound on the latest completion time of operation o. 

4.4.6 Calculating LB3est and UB31c1 

Below, we present an extension of the algorithm of Figure 4.9 with which 
LB3esr can be calculated. A similar extension for the calculation of UB31c1 

is omitted, since it is similar. The following lines need to be inserted in the 
algorithm of Figure 4.9 after line (1 '). 
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A':=A; 
k :=x; 
while lct(X[k]) > lct(Y[y]) do k := k + 1; endwhile 
while A' > 0 1\ est(X[k]) < ect(X[x]) do 

if A'+ (ect(X[x])- est(X[k])) · sz(X[x]) 
> (lct(Y[y])- est(X[k])) · cp(rs) then 

LB3esr(X[x]) := LB3es~(X[x]) mY G[x][sz(X[x])]; 
end if 
A' := A'- a(X[k]); 
k:=k+l; 
if A'> Othen 

while lct(X[k]) > lct(Y[y]) do k := k + 1; endwhile 

end while 

Observe that the time complexity of the resulting algorithm is O(iSzSetrsl · 
1!2,,13), as an extra iteration of O(i!lrsD is introduced. 

4.4.7 The algorithm SEQUENCJNGCHECK 

Finally, we come to presenting a consistency checking algorithm that uses 
the algorithms IDENTIFYDEADEND, CALCLB, and CALCUB. This consistency 
checking algorithm is presented in Figure 4.12. We refer to this way of 
consistency checking as sequencing checking, as basicaJJy we sequence some 
of the operations, i.e., we determine some necessary orderings of operations. 
There are two ways in which SEQUENCJNGCHECK can be used, i.e., either 
by providing no value for the variable level or by giving the value 2 to this 
variable. The latter is referred to as the algorithm SEQUENCJNGCHECK2. 

4.5 Sequencing Checking with Alternative Resource Set Assign-
ments 

In this section we develop consistency checking algorithms for situations 
were alternative resource set assignments exist. Whenever for an operation o, 
I pra(o) I > 1. i.e., alternative resource set assignments exist, it is obviously 
not known on which resource set operation o is processed. Therefore, o is not 
included in any set Q,_, as used in Sections 4.3 and 4.4. In this section we 
discuss how the capacity constraints of (3.2) sti11 can be used in these situations 
to identify inconsistent assignments. 

Suppose we have a setS ~ 0 and resource sets rs, rs' E 'RS, such that 

cp(rs) = cp(rs') = 1, and 

voEsfr(o) = {rs, rs'} 1\ sz(o) = I. 
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proc SEQUENCINGCHECK 

lDENTJFYDEADEND; 
a dead end is detected then stop; end if 

CALcLB; 

for all o E 0 do 
est(o) := est(o) max LBesr(o); 
if (level = 2) then 

est(o) := est(o) max LB2m(o); 
est(o) := est(o) max LB3m(o); 

end if 
endforall 
CALCUB; 

forall o E 0 do 
lct(o) := lct(o) min UBtc1(o); 
if (level = 2) then 

lct(o) := lct(o) min UB2tc1(o); 
lct(o) := lct(o) min UB3~c1 (o); 

end if 
endforall 

endproc 

Figure 4.12: The algorithm SEQUENCINGCHECK. 

It is obvious that at most two operations of Scan be scheduled simultaneously 
using either rs or rs'. This implies that for the combination of rs and rs', for 
all t E IN, 

L sz(o) ::= 2. 
oESist(o):9<CI(fl) 

To enforce this constraint, we introduce a new resource set rs" with capacity 
2 and define temporarily fr(o) = {rs"}, for all o E S. 

In general we do this combining of resource sets as follows. Let o E 0, with 
lfr(o)l > 1, and define 

S = {o' E 0 I fr(o') ~ fr(o)}, 

which implies that all operations in S need to be scheduled on one of the 
resource sets infr(o). Now, a new resource set nrs is introduced with capacity 

L cp(rs). 
rsefr(o) 

We state that all operations in S are to be scheduled on nrs. Next, we introduce 
the functions sz' : S ---+ IN+ and pt' : S---+ N+, that fill the part of the functions 
sz and pt, respectively. These alternative processing times and sizes of the 
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operations in S are defined as follows. For aJI o' E S, 

pt'(o') = min pt(o', rs), and 
rsepra(o') 

sz'(o') = sz(o'). 

The alternative definition of the area a' (o') an operation o' e S uses is also 
straightforward, viz., 

a'(o') = pt'(o') · sz'(o'). 

With these definitions we can use the consistency checking algorithms of 
Section 4.4 in a straightforward way. AU theorems in Section 4.4 should be 
read by substituting pt' for pt, sz' for sz, and a' for a. 

proc COMBINERESSETS 
--forall o e 0 do 

if lfr(o)l > 1 A --.checked[o] then 
s := 0; 
forall o' e 0 do 

if fr(o') s;; fr(o) then 
s := s u {o'}; 

end if 
if fr(o') = fr(o) then 

checked[o] :=true; 
end if 

endforall 
store S as set of operations for the new resource set; 

endif 
endforall 

endproc 

Figure 4.13: An algorithm for combining resource sets. 

In Figure 4.13 an algorithm is given to combine resource sets into new 
resource sets and to calculate the set of operations that is to be scheduled 
on these new resource sets. A Boolean array checked is used, in which it 
is administrated for each o, whether fr(o) is already combined into a new 
resource set, this to prevent any unnecessary duplication of new resource sets. 
Initially, 

V"eo checked[o] =false. 

The actual capacity of the newly constructed resource sets should be recal
culated whenever conflicting resource sets occur in fr(o). Let o E 0 be an 
operation and rs, rs' e fr(o) resource sets such that (rs, rs') E con. As 
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resource set r s can never be active simultaneously with r s', 

( L cp(rs")) - min(cp(rs), cp(rs')), 
rs"Efr(o) 

is the maximum capacity of a newly constructed resource set. 

In general, we recalculate the capacity of the new resources whenever conflict
ing resource sets are present as follows. For each resource set rs E fr(o) we 
compute 

lfrs' E fr(o) I (rs, rs') E con }I, 
being the conflict degree of rs. We order the resource sets ascendingly ac
cording to their conflict degree. We, then, iteratively take the resource set r s 
with the lowest conflict degree and administrate all resource sets rs' e fr(o) 
for which (rs, rs') e con until all resource sets in fr(o) are covered. Let n 
be the number of resource sets that together cover all resource sets in fr(o). 
We now take the sum of then largest capacities infr(o) as the capacity of the 
newly constructed resource set. Naturally, this capacity is an upper bound on 
the actual maximum capacity of the newly constructed resource set. 

In Figure 4.14 the framework of the consistency checking that is per
formed is given, which does the sequencing checking for all newly constructed 
resources. 

proc COMBJNERESSETSCHECK 

COMBINEREsSETS; 
forall new resources do 

SEQUENCINGCHECK; 
endforall 

endproc 

Figure 4.14: The algorithm COMBINERESSETSCHECK. 

4.6 Sequencing Checking with Conflicting Resource Sets 

When having conflicting resource sets we introduce the concept of clusters. A 
cluster is set of resource sets that at least have one resource in common. 

Definition 4.2. A set C L 5; 'RS is a cluster if there exists a resource r e 'R 
such that 

"~rseCL r E rs. 0 

Obviously, for each resource a cluster can be found and finding the cluster for 
a resource can be done by checking for each resource set rs e 'RS whether 
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r E rs. A cluster that is found for one resource may be a subset of the cluster 
found for another resource. Therefore, we focus on maximum clusters. 

Definition 4.3. A cluster C L £;; 'RS is a maximum cluster if no other cluster 
CL' £;; 'RS exists such that CL CCL'. 0 

The time complexity of calculating all clusters is O(I'RI·I'RSI) as can be seen 
in the algorithm of Figure 4.15. For this we use that for a resource r E 'R 
and a resource set rs E 'RS, the time complexity of detennining whether r 
is an element of rs is 0(1). The time complexity of finding the maximum 
dusters is 0(1'RI2 

• j'RSI) as can be seen in the algorithm of Figure 4.15. For 
this, we use that the maximum number of clusters is I'RI and that the resource 
sets in the clusters are administrated in a certain order, which makes that the 
time complexity of calculating C L C C L', for two clusters C L and C L', is 
O(max(ICLI, IC L'l)). Evidently, the maximum size of a cluster is I'RSj. 

Again, we can use the consistency checking algorithms of Section 4.4 to 
identify inconsistent assignments. In the previous section the redefinition of 
the size and the processing time of operations was rather straightforward. Here, 
some difficulties arise. We focus on the algorithm of Figure 4.9 in Section 4.4.2 
in which two values are used, viz., the area an operation uses and the size an 
operation has. 

Let C L £;; 'RS be a duster. We only regard operations in the set 

{o E 0 I pra(o) £;; CL} 

which is the set of operations that are to be scheduled on one of the resource 
sets in C L. Let rs E C L. We distinguish between operations in {o E 0 I 
pra(o) £;; CL} that can be scheduled on resource set rs and those that cannot 
be scheduled on rs. Let 

Y,,, = {o E 0 I pra(o) £;; CL 1\ rs E pra(o)}, and 

N,,, = {o E 0 I pra(o) £;; CL 1\ rs ¢ pra(o)}, 

be the sets of operations that can be scheduled on resource set r s and those 
that cannot be scheduled on rs, respectively. 
Foro E Y,,, we define a'(o) as the area operation o uses to be the minimum of 

cp(rs) · min pt(o, rs'), 
r.v'Epra(o)\{r,,) 

and 
sz(o) · pt(o, rs). 

At first glance defining 

'( )- { cp(rs) if cp(rs) · minrs'Epra(o)\lrs) pt(o, rs') ~ sz(o) · pt(o, rs), 
sz 0 - ( ) h . sz o ot erwtse, 
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proc CLUSTER 

CLSET := 0; 
forall r E R do 

CL :=0; 
forall rs E 'RS do 

if r E rs then 
CL := CL U {rs}; 

end if 
endforall 
CLSET := CLSET U {CL}; 
forall CL' E CLSET do 

if CL' c CL then 
CLSET := CLSET\{CL'}; 

end if 
if CL c CL' then 

CLSET := CLSET\{CL}; 

endforall 
endforall 

endproc 

Figure 4.15: An algorithm for calculating maximum clusters. 
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would be a logical thing to do. This, however, is incorrect as the following 
example shows. Suppose two resource sets rs, rs' E RS are given such that 
(rs, rs') E con, cp(rs) = 2, and S ~ 0, such that lSI = 3 and for all o' E S, 

sz(o') = 1 1\ pra(o') = {rs} 1\ pt(o', rs) = 3 1\ pst(o') = [0, 6). 

Furthermore, let o E 0 be such that 

sz(o) = 1 1\ pra(o) = {rs, rs'} 1\ 

pt(o, rs) = 5 1\ pt(o, rs') = 2 1\ pst(o') = [0, 20). 

Using the definitions given above it follows that 

a'(o) = min(4, 5) = 4. 

With Theorem 4.1 0 we now can deduce that no schedule exists in which o 

precedes any of the operations in S. If we were to define 

sz'(o) = cp(rs) = 2, 

this would imply that all start times smaller than 

e(S) + frest(S, sz'(o))/sz'(o)l = 5 

were to be found inconsistent for o. Obviously, this is incorrect as o can be 
started at time 3, with two of the operations in S starting at time 0 and the other 
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one at time 3. What can be seen is that when calculating the lower bound on 
the earliest start time of an operation, we have to define 

sz'(o) = sz(o), 

for all o E Y,8 • Note that this implies thata'(o) not always equalssz'(o) · pt'(o). 
In fact we do not use pt'(o) at all, we only use a'(o) and sz'(o). 

For the set N,s we distinguish between operations that cannot be processed 
simultaneously on another resource set than rs in the cluster C L and those that 
can be simultaneously processed on another resource set than rs in the cluster 
CL. 

An operation o E N,s cannot be simultaneously processed on another 
resource set than rs in the cluster C L if and only if 

Vrs'epra(o) V,'eN,,\{o)lrs'epra(o') SZ(O) + sz(o') > cp(rs'). 

The time complexity of calculating this for all o E N,8 is O(IN,,I2 • maxo'eNrs 

I pra(o') 12), which we find to be computationally too expensive. Therefore, we 
ca1culate the set 

N;s = {o E Nrs I "~rs'Epra(o) cp(rs') = sz(o)}, 

which is a subset of the actual set of operations in N,, that cannot be simulta
neously processed on another resource set than r s in the cluster C L. The time 
complexity of calculating N;s is O(IN,_,I· max,'eN" lpra(o')l). For operations 
o E N;,, we define 

pt'(o) = min pt(o, rs'), 
rs'Epra(o) 

sz'(o) = cp(rs), and 

a'(o) = pt'(o) · sz'(o). 

Now, we tum to the set of operations in N,s that can be processed simultane
ously on another resource set than rs in the cluster C L. We define 

N;: = Nrs \N;s, 

to be this set of operations. Some difficulties may arise with the operations in 
N;~,. Let, for example, rs' E C L \{rs} and o, o' E N;~ be such that 

cp(rs') = 2 A sz(o) = sz(o') = 1 A 

pra(o) = pra(o) = {rs'} A pt(o, rs') = 4 A pt(o', rs') = 3, 
which implies that o and o' can be processed simultaneously on resource set 
rs'. Now, if o is scheduled to start at time t E N, o' can be scheduled to 
start at times tort+ 1 without occupying additional capacity on rs. Taking 
both operations into account could possibly lead to incorrect deductions on 
inconsistent assignments. 

To remedy this problem we calculate the minimum number of operations 
in N;: that have to be scheduled disjunctively. Recall that all resource sets in 
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C L at least have one resource in common. This implies that at any time only 
one of the resource sets in C L can be active, which in tum implies that the 
available capacity for the operations in N:~ is at most 

max cp(rs'). 
rs'ECL\{rs} 

So, with 
L sz(o), 

being the cumulative sizes of the operations in N::. 
md = " , r 

LoeN" sz(o) l 
maXrs'eCL\{rs) Cp(rs') 

is the minimum number of operations in N;: that are scheduled disjunctively. 
Now, we introduce a set U of md new operations having the md smallest 
processing times of operations in N;~. and define for all o e U 

sz'(o) = cp(rs) 1\ est(o) = e(N;:) 1\ lct(o) = C(N;:f). 
For the operations in U we do not calculate any adjustments of their current 
domains, they are only used to sharpen the calculation of the lower bound on 
the earliest start times and the upper bound on the latest completion times of 
operations in Y,s U N;,. 

The calculation of LB2.,"" and UB21cr pose yet another problem. Recall ( 4.4) 
which implies that 

A(S) + (min(ect(o), C(S)) e(S)) · sz(o) > (C(S)- e(S)) · cp(rs), 

in which 
(min(ect(o), C(S)) e(S)) · sz(o) 

is the minimum area o occupies in [e(S), C(S)). Here, the minimum area of 
an operation o in [e(S), C(S)) would be the minimum of 

cp(rs) · min (min(ect(o, rs'), C(S))- e(S)) 
rs'Epra(o)\{rs} 

and 
sz(o) · (min(ect(o, rs), C(S))- e(S)). 

The time complexity of calculating this value is O(lpra(o)l). Instead of using 
this value we use 

min(sz(o), cp(rs)) 

for sz(o) of (4.4) and (4.5), as the time complexity of calculating that is 0(1). 

Similar problems are posed by the calculation of LB3esr and UB31cr· Recall 
(4.6) which implies that 

A(S) + (ect(o)- e(S)) · sz(o) > (C(S)- e(S)) · cp(rs), 
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in which 
(ect(o)- e(S)) · sz(o) 

is the minimum area o occupies in [e(S), C(S)). Here, the minimum area of 
an operation o in [e(S), C(S)) would be the minimum of 

cp(rs) · min ((ect(o, rs')- e(S)) · sz(o)) 
rs'Epra(o)\(rsJ 

and 
sz(o) · (ect(o, rs) - e(S)). 

The time complexity of calculating this value is O(ipra(o)l). Instead of using 
this value, we use 

min(sz(o), cp(rs)) 

for sz(o) of (4.6) and (4.7), as the time complexity of calculating that is 0(1). 

The algorithm CLUSTERCHECK gives the consistency checking that we perform 
based on the clustering of resource sets. 

proc CLUSTERCHECK 
forall CL in set of clusters do 

forall rs E CL do 
SEQUENCINGCHECK; 

endforall 
endforall 

endproc 

Figure 4.1 6: The algorithm CLUSTER CHECK. 

4. 7 Checking with Remaining Capacity 

Another way of identifying inconsistent start times is based upon the obser
vation that if for an operation o, lst(o) < ect(o), o always uses the interval 
[lst(o), ect(o)). We define for each operation o e 0 and each resource set 
rs E RS, a function ucp(o, rs) : N -+ N which denotes the capacity o uses 
of rs in time in this search state, as fo11ows. If there exist a resource set 
rs' E pra(o) such that rs n rs' = 0, then 

Vte[O.Hl ucp(o, rs)(t) = 0. 

If, however, for all rs' E pra(o), rs n rs' :f:. 0, then 

I sz(o) if rs E pra(o) A lst(o) :::; t < ect(o), 
ucp(o, rs)(t) = cp(rs) if rs f/. pra(o) A lst(o) :::; t < ect(o), 

0 otherwise. 

Using this, we redefine the function rcp(rs) : N -+ N of Section 4.1 for 
each resource set rs E RS, denoting the remaining capacity rs has in time as 
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follows. With t E IN, 

rcp(rs)(t) = cp(rs)- L ucp(o, rs)(t). 
oEO 

Theorem4.18. Let rs Ens, 0 E Ow and al, ... ,ax,ht. ...• hx EN be 
such that a1 :S b1 < a2 :S ... <ax :S hx. Then, with 

{t E [0, H) I rcp(rs)(t) + ucp(o, rs)(t) < sz(o)} = [a~o b1] U ... U [ax, hxl. 

if for all rs' E pra(o), rs n rs' ::f: 0, then all assignments 

{(rs, t) Irs E pra(o) 1\ t E [a1 - pt(o, rs), bJ] U ... U [ax- pt(o, rs), hxH 

are inconsistent foro. 
Proof. FolJows directly from the definition of ucp. 0 

The algorithm RCPCHECK gives the consistency checking we perform based 
on Theorem 4.18. 

proc RCPCHECK 
--forall o E UO do 

forall rs E pra(o) do 
[a1, bt], ... , [ax, bxl := {t E [0, H) I rcp(rs)(t) + ucp(o, rs )(t) < sz(o)}; 
fori := I to x do 

8(o) := 8(o)\{(rs, t) I a; pt(o, rs) < t :S b;}; 
endfor 

endforall 
endforall 

endproc 

Figure 4.17: The algorithm RCPCHECK. 
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5 
Consistency Checking for the Additional 

Constraints 

This chapter presents the consistency checking algorithms we developed for 
the additional constraints of the TRCSP. Section 5.1 gives an introduction after 
which Section 5.2 treats the time constraints and Section 5.3 treats the resource 
constraints. 

5.1 Introduction 

Let c E Cadd be an additional constraint and c1, ••• , cn E Csingle• single time or 
resource constraints, such that 

C = C1 V ••• V Cn• 

Obviously, for an operation o E 0, an assignment a E 8(o) is consistent for c 
if there exists a single constraint c;, I :S:: i :S:: n, such that a is consistent for c;. 
To formalize this, we introduce the function 

ca : Cadd X 0 -+ P(RS X IN), 

that gives the set of consistent assignments of operations for additional con
straints. For a unary single time and resource constraint C0 E Csingle• the 
consistent assignments for operation o correspond to the assignments that are 
node-consistent, i.e., 

ca(c,, o) {a e 8(o) I c(a)}. 

77 
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Furthermore, for operations o' E 0 such that o' ::/= o, all assignments in 8(o') 

are consistent for C00 i.e., 

ca(c"' o') = 8(o'). 

For a binary single time and resource constraint c1o,ll'l E Csingle• the consistent 
assignments for operations o and o' correspond to the assignments that are 
2-consistent for c1o,o'l• i.e., 

ca(C(o,o'l• o) ={a E 8(o) I 3a'e~(o') C(o,o'}(a, a')}, 

ca(C(li,O')• o') = {a' E 8(o') I 3ae~(o) Cfo,o'J(a, a')}. 

Furthermore, for operations o" ¢ {o, o'}, 

ca(C{o,o'J> o") = 8(o"). 

Clearly, for c = c1 v . . . v C11 E Cadd and all o E 0, 

ca(c, o) = U ca(ci, o). 

Assignments in 8(o) that are not in the set of consistent assignments ca(c, o), 

are inconsistent and can, therefore, be removed from 8 (o). For each constraint 
c E C and each operation o E 0, all assignments not in ca(c, o) are removed 
from 8(o), which results in removing all assignments a in 

U 8(o)\ca(c, o) 
ceC 

from 8(o). 

As long as an additional constraint is not satisfied, it is evaluated to check 
whether inconsistent assignments can be identified. A constraint c E C is 
satisfied in a search state a, if for all schedules s in the solution set :F(a ), c(s) 
holds. Let 

sat : Csingle --+ {true,false} 

be the function which determines whether an additional constraint is satisfied 
in a certain search state. For single unary constraints C0 E Csingle• 

sat(c,) <=> YaeJ(o) c,(a), 

for single binary constraints Cfo,o'l E Csingle• 

sat(Cjo,o'}) ¢> Yae~(o)Ya'eJ(o') C(o,o'}(a, a'), 

and for a constraint c = c1 v . . . v C11 E Cadd• 

sat(c) <=> 31:si:sn sat(c;). 

If a constraint c E C is satisfied, it can be discarded from C. Only if during 
the search we have to backtrack beyond the current search state, constraint c 
should be re-added to C. 

Another interesting property of a constraint is whether the constraint can 
ever be satisfied in the current search state. 



5.1 Introduction 

ADDCONSCHECK 

C = CJ V . • • V Cn E C do 
OP := op(c1); 

i := 1 ton do 
if sat(c;) then 

C := C\{c}; 
continue with next constraint 

end if 
if unsat(c;) then 

if c = c; then 
report a dead end 

else 
C := Cl V ... V Ci-1 V Ci+l V ... V Cn 

end if 

OP := OPnop(c;); 
o E OP do 

CA(o) := CA(o) U ca(c;, o); 
endfor 

endfor 
foro E OP do 

o(o) := o(o) n CA(o); 
endfor 

endfor 
endproc 

Figure 5.1: The algorithm AooCONSCHECK. 
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A constraint c E C is unsatisfiable in a search state u if for all schedules s 
in the solution set :F(u), ....,c(s) holds. Let 

unsat : cadd ~ {true,false} 

be the function which determines whether an additional constraint is unsatis
fiable in a certain search state. For unary constraints c0 , 

unsat(c,) ¢> Vae~(o) ....,Co(a), 

for binary constraints c1o,o'J 

unsat(c{o,o'J) ¢> Vae&(o)Va'Eo(o') ....,C{o,o')(a, a'), 

and for a constraint c = c1 V . . . V c, E Cadd• 

unsat(c) <=> V1 ~:i:::n unsat(c;). 

Let c = c1 v . . . v c, E Cadd· If for a single constraint cio with 1 ~ i ~ 
n, unsat(c;) holds, the constraint c; can clearly be discarded from c, i.e., 
unsat(c1) implies 

C1 V ... V C11 ¢> Ct V C;-1 V ... V Ci+J V ... V C,. 

Again, only if during the search we have to backtrack beyond the current search 
state, c1 should be re-added to c. 

In Figure 5.1 the algorithm ADDCONSCHECK is given that performs the 
consistency checking for the additional constraints. Here, op : Csingle ~ P(O) 
is a function which gives the operations for which a single time or resource 
constraint is defined, i.e., for a unary constraint C0 E Csingle• op(c0 ) = {o }, and 
for a binary constraint c1a,o'J• op(c1a,dJ) = {o, o'}. Furthermore, 0 P is the 
variable which contains the set of operations appearing in an disjunctions of a 
constraint c = c1 v ... v c,, and CA(o) administrates the set of consistent 
assignments foro in 0 P. In this algorithm, the functions ca, sat, and unsat 
are used. Section 5.2 discusses the calculation of these functions for single 
time constraints and Section 5.3 for single resource constraints. 

5.2 Time Constraints 

The < relation 

This section discusses time constraints using the < relation. Let o E 0, 
s E S50 , and X E N. There are two types of unary constraints using the < 
relation, viz., 

Forc(s) <=> st(o) <X, 

c(s) <=> st(o) <X, and 

c(s) <=> ct(o) < X. 

ca(c, o) = {(rs, t) e 8(o) It <X}, 

sat(c) <=> lst(o) < X, 
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unsat(c) # est(o) ~ X. 

For c(s) # ct(o) <X, 

ca(c, o) {(rs, t) E 15(o) It <X- pt(o, rs)}, 

sat(c) # lct(o) < X, 

unsat(c) # ect(o) ~X. 

The time complexity of calculating ca ( c, o) for the abovementioned constraints 
IS 

O(lpra(o)l · max #iv(pst(o, rs))). 
rsepra(o) 

As said in Section 3.3.1, the time complexity of calculating lst(o), est(o), 
lct(o), and ect(o), is O(lpra(o)l), which implies that the time complexity 
of calculating sat(c) is O(lpra(o)i). The time complexity of calculating 
unsat(c) is also O(lpra(o)l). 

Let o, o' E 0, s E Ss0 , and X E IN. There are four types of binary constraints 
using the < relation, viz., 

c(s) # st(o) < st(o') +X, 

c(s) # st(o) < ct(o') +X, 

c(s) # ct(o) < st(o') +X, 

c(s) # ct(o) < ct(o') +X. 

For c(s) # st(o) < st(o') +X, 

ca(c, o) = {(rs, t) E 15(o) It < lst(o') +X}, 

ca(c, o') = {(rs', t') E 15(o') It'> est(o)- X}, 

sat(c) # lst(o) < est(o') +X, 

unsat(c) # est(o) ~ lst(o') +X. 

Forc(s) # st(o) < ct(o') +X, 

ca(c, o) = {(rs, t) E 8(o) I t < lct(o') +X}, 

ca(c, o') = {(rs', t') E 15(o') It'> est(o)- pt(o', rs')- X}, 

sat(c) # lst(o) < ect(o') +X, 

unsat(c) # est(o) ~ lct(o') +X. 

Forc(s) # ct(o) < st(o') +X, 

ca(c, o) = {(rs, t) E 8(o) I t < lst(o')- pt(o, rs) +X}, 

ca(c, o) = {(rs', t') E 15(o') It'> ect(o)- X}, 

sat(c) # lct(o) < est(o') +X, 

unsat(c) # ect(o) ~ lst(o') +X. 

Forc(s) # ct(o) < ct(o') +X, 
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ca(c, o) = {(rs, t) E 8(o) I t < lct(o')- pt(o, rs) +X}, 

ca(c, o') = {(rs', t') E 8(o') It'> ect(o)- pt(o', rs') X}, 

sat(c) <=> lct(o) < ect(o') +X, 

unsat(c) <=> ect(o) ~ lct(o') +X. 

The time complexity of calculating ca ( c, o) for the abovementioned constraints 
IS 

O(lpra(o)l · max #iv(pst(o, rs))), 
rsepra(o) 

and the time complexity of calculating ca(c, o') is 

O(lpra(o')l · max #iv(pst(o', rs))). 
rsepra(o') 

Again by using that the time complexity of calculating lst(o), est(o), lct(o), 
and ect(o), is O(lpra(o)J), it is implied that the time complexity both of 
calculatingsat(c) and of calculating unsat(c) is O(max(Jpra(o)l, lpra(o')l) ). 

The = relation 

This section discusses time constraints using the = relation. Let o E 0, 
s E 850, and X E N. There are two types of unary constraints using the= 
relation, viz., 

c(s) <=> st(o) =X, and 

c(s) <=> ct(o) =X. 
For c(s) <=> st(o) =X, 

ca(c, o) = {(rs, t) E o(o) It= X}, 

sat(c} <=> pst(o) ={X}, 

unsat(c) <=> X rf. pst(o). 

Forc(s) <=> ct(o) =X, 

ca(c, o) = {(rs, t) E 8(o) It= X- pt(o, rs)}, 

sat(c) <=> pct(o) ={X}, 

unsat(c) <=>X rf. pct(o). 

The time complexity of calculating ca (c, o) for the abovementioned constraints 
IS 

O(lpra(o)l · max #iv(pst(o, rs))). 
rsepra(o) 

The time complexity of calculating sat(c) is O(lpra(o}J), as it can simply be 
checked for all rs E pra(o} whether est(o, rs} = lst(o, rs} or ect(o, rs) = 
lct(o, rs}, respectively. The time complexity of calculating unsat(c) is 

O(lpra(o)l · max #iv(pst(o, rs))). 
r.,epra(o) 
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Let o, o' E CJ, s E Ssn. and X EN. There are four types of binary constraints 
using the = relation, viz., 

c(s) <=> st(o) = st(o') +X, 

c(s) <=> st(o) = ct(o') +X, 

c(s) <=> ct(o) = st(o') +X, 

c(s) <=> ct(o) = ct(o') +X. 

For c(s) <=> st(o) = st(o') +X, 

ca(c, o) = {(rs, t) E IS(o) I 3t'epst<d> t = t' +X}, 

ca(c, o') = {(rs', t') E IS(o') I 31epst(o) t = t' +X}, 

sat(c) # pst(o) {t} 1\ pst(o') = {t +X}. 

unsat(c) <=> pst(o) n {t' +X It' E pst(o')} = 0. 
Forc(s) # st(o) = ct(o') +X, 

ca(c, o) = {(rs, t) E IS(o) I 31•eptt(o') t = t' +X}, 

ca(c, o') = {(rs', t') E IS(o') I 31epst(ol t = t' + pt(o', rs') +X}, 
sat(c) <=> pst(o) = {t} 1\ pct(o') = {t +X}, 

unsat(c) # pst(o) n {t' +X It' E pct(o')} = 0. 
Forc(s) # ct(o) st(o') +X, 

ca(c, o) = {(rs, t) E IS(o) I 31•ep.,t<o') t + pt(o, rs) = t' +X}, 

ca(c, o') = {(rs', t') E IS(o') I 31erct<ol t = t' +X}, 

sat(c) # pct(o) = {t} 1\ pst(o') = {t +X}, 

unsat(c) # pct(o) n {t' +X I t' E pst(o')} = 0. 

For c(s) # ct(o) = ct(o') +X, 

ca(c, o) = {(rs, t) E 8(o) I 31•epct(o'l t + pt(o, rs) = t' +X}, 

ca(c, o') = {(rs', t') E IS(o') I 3,epct(ll) t = t' + pt(o', rs') +X}, 

sat(c) # pct(o) = {t} 1\ pct(o') = {t +X}, 

unsat(c) # pct(o) n {t' +X I t' E pct(o')} = 0. 

The time complexity of calculating ca(c, o) for the abovementioned constraints 
is 

O(lpra(o)l · lpra(o')l · max #iv(pst(o, rs))), 
rsEpra(o) 

and the time complexity of calculating ca(c, o') is 

O(lpra(o)l · lpra(o')l · max #iv(pst(o', rs))). 
rsEpra(o') 

The time complexity of calculating sat(c) is O(max(lpra(o)l, lpra(o')l)). 
The time complexity of calculating unsat(c) is 

O(lpra(o)l · lpra(o')l · z), 
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where 

z =max ( max #iv(pst(o, rs)), max #iv(pst(o', rs))). 
rsepra(o) rsepra(o') 

The =I relation 

This section discusses time constraints using the =I relation. Let o E 0, 
s E Ssv, and X E N. There are two types of unary constraints using the =I 
relation, viz., 

Forc(s) # st(o) =I X, 

c(s) # st(o) =I X and 

c(s) # ct(o) =I X. 

ca(c, o) = {(rs, t) E 8(o) It =I X}, 

sat(c) #X¢. pst(o). 

unsat(c) # pst(o) ={X}, 

For c(s) # ct(o) =I X, 

ca(c, o) = {(rs, t) E 8(o) It =I X- pt(o, rs)}, 

sat(c) #X¢. pct(o). 

unsat(c) # pct(o) ={X}, 

The time complexity of calculating ca ( c, o) for the abovementioned constraints 
IS 

O(lpra(o)l · max #iv(pst(o, rs))). 
r.1epra(o) 

The time co .. plexity of calculating sat(c) is 

O(lpra(o)l · max #iv(pst(o, rs))), 
rsepra(o) 

and the time complexity of calculating unsat(c) is O(lpra(o)l), as it sim
ply can be checked for all rs E pra(o) whether est(o, rs) = lst(o, rs) or 
ect(o, rs) = lct(o, rs), respectively. 

Let o, o' E 0, s E S50 , and X EN. There are four types of binary constraints 
using the =I relation, viz., 

c(s) # st(o) =I st(o') +X, 

c(s) # st(o) =I ct(o') +X, 
c(s) # ct(o) =I st(o') +X, 
c(s) # ct(o) =I ct(o') +X. 

For c(s) # st(o) =I st(o') +X, 

{ 
8(o) if lpst(o')l > 1, 

ca(c, o) = {(rs, t) E 8(o) It =It'+ X} if pst(o') = {t'}, 
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, { 8(o') if lpst(o)l > 1, 
ca(c, 

0
) = {(rs', t') E 8(o) It#- t' +X} if pst(o) = {t}, 

sat(c) ¢} pst(o) n {t' +X It' E pst(o')} = 0. 
unsat(c) ¢> pst(o) = {t} A pst(o') = {t- X}, 

Forc(s) ¢> st(o) #- ct(o') +X, 

{ 
8(o) if lpct(o')l > 1, 

ca(c, o) = {(rs, t) E 8(o) It#- t' +X} if pct(o') = {t'}, 

, { 8(o') if \pst(o)l > 1, 
ca(c, 

0
) = {(rs', t') E 8(o) It#- t' + pt(o', rs') +X} if pst(o) = {t}, 

sat(c) ¢} pst(o) n {t' +X It' E pct(o')} = 0, 
unsat(c) ¢> pst(o) = {t} A pct(o') = {t- X}. 

Forc(s) ¢> ct(o) #- st(o') +X, 

{ 
8(o) if lpst(o')\ > 1, 

ca(c, o) = {(rs, t) e 8(o) It+ pt(o, rs) #- t' +X} if pst(o') = {t'}, 

, { 8(o') iflpct(o)l > 1, 
ca(c, 0 ) = {(rs', t') E 8(o) It#- t' +X} if pct(o) = {t}, 

sat(c) ¢> pct(o) n {t' +X It' E pst(o')} = 0, 
unsat(c) ¢> pct(o) = {t} A pst(o') = {t- X}. 

For c(s) ¢> ct(o) #- ct(o') +X. 

ca(c o) = . { 
8(o) if lpct(o')l > 1, 

' {(rs, t) E 8(o) It+ pt(o, rs) #- t' +X} tf pct(o') = {t'}, 

{ 
8(o') if lpct(o)l > 1, 

ca(c o')-
' - {(rs', t') E 8(o) It#- t' + pt(o', rs') +X} if pct(o) = {t}, 

sat(c) ¢> pct(o) n {t' +X It' E pct(o')} = 0. 
unsat(c) ¢> pct(o) = {t} A pct(o') = {t X}, 

The time comp1exity of ca1cu1ating ca ( c, o) for the abovementioned constraints 
is 

O(lpra(o)l · max #iv(pst(o, rs))), 
rsepra(o) 

and the time complexity of ca1culating ca(c, o') is 

0(\pra(o')l · max #iv(pst(o', rs))). 
rsepru(o') 

The time comp1exity of ca]culating sat(c) is 

O(lpra(o)l · lpra(o')l · z), 

where 

z max ( max #iv(pst(o, rs)), max #iv(pst(o', rs))). 
rsEpro(o) rsepro(o') 

The time complexity of ca1cu1ating unsat(c) is O(max(!pra(o)l, lpra(o')l)). 
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The>,~' and~ relations 
The definitions of the functions ca, sat, and unsat for single time constraints 
using the >, ~. and ~ relations, are not given exp1icit1y, as such constraints 
can be rewritten using the relations already discussed. For example, 

st(o) > st(o') +X{:} st(o') < st(o)- X, 

st(o) ~ st(o') +X{:} st(o') < st(o) +X+ 1, 
st(o) ~ st(o') +X{:} st(o') < st(o)- X+ 1. 

5.3 Resource Constraints 

The = relation 
This section discusses resource constraints using the = relation. Let o E 0, 
s E Sso, and rs E 'RS. There is only one type of unary constraints using the 
= relation, viz., 

c(s) {:} ra(o) = rs. 

Obviously, a constraint c'(s) {:} rs = ra(o) is equivalent to c(s) # ra(o) = 
rs. 
For c(s) {:} ra(o) = rs, 

ca(c, o) = {(rs', t) E ~(o) Irs'= rs}, 

sat(c) {:} pra(o) = {rs}, 

unsat(c) {:} rs ¢ pra(o). 

The time complexity of calculating ca ( c, o) for the abovementioned constraints 
IS 

O(lpra(o)l · max #iv(pst(o, rs'))). 
rs'epra(o) 

The time complexity of calculating sat(c) is 0(1). The time complexity of 
calculating uns at (c) for the abovementioned constraints is 0 (I pra (o) I). 
Let o, o' E 0, s E S50. There is only one type of binary constraints using the 
= relation, viz., 

c(s) {:} ra(o) = ra(o'). 

For c(s) # ra(o) = ra(o'), 

ca(c, o) = {(rs, t) E ~(o) I 3rs'epra(o') rs = rs'}, 

ca(c, o') = {(rs', t') E ~(o') I 3rsepra(o) rs' = rs}, 

sat(c) {:} lpra(o)l 1 1\ pra(o) = pra(o'), 

unsat(c) {:} pra(o) n pra(o') = 0. 
The time complexity of calculating ca( c, o) for the abovementioned constraints 
is 

O(!pra(o)l · !pra(o')l · max #iv(pst(o, rs))), 
rsepra(o) 
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and the time complexity of calculating ca(c, o') is 

O(lpra(o)l · lpra(o')l · max #iv(pst(o', rs))). 
rsepra(o') 

The time complexity of calculating sat(c) is 0(1). The time complexity of 
calculating unsat(c) is O(max(!pra(o)l, lpra(o')l)). 

The =f; relation 

This section discusses resource constraints using the =f; relation. Let o E 0, 
s e S5v, and rs e RS. There is only one type of unary constraints using the 
=f; relation, viz., 

c(s) {:} ra(o) # rs. 

Obviously, a constraint c'(s) {:} rs =f; ra(o) is equivalent to c(s) {:} ra(o) =f; 
rs. 
For c(s) {:} ra(o) # rs, 

ca(c, o) {(rs', t) E 8(o) Irs'# rs}, 

sat(c) {:} rs ¢ pra(o). 

unsat(c) # pra(o) = {rs}, 

The time complexity of calculating ca (c, o) for the abovementioned constraints 
IS 

O(lpra(o)l · max #iv(pst(o, rs'))). 
rs'epra(o) 

The time complexity ofcalculatingsat(c) is O(!pra(o)!). The time complexity 
of calculating unsat(c) is 0(1 ). 

Let o, o' E 0, s E Ssv· There is only one type of binary constmints using the 
=f; relation, viz., 

c(s) {:} ra(o) =f; ra(o'). 

For c(s) # ra(o) =f; ra(o'), 

( ) { 8(o) if !pra(o')! > 1, 
ca c, 

0 = {(rs, t) E 8(o) I rs =f; rs'} if pra(o) = {rs'}, 

( ') { 8(o') if !pra(o)l > 1, 
ca c,o = . 

{(rs', t') E 8(o') Irs'# rs} tf pra(o) = {rs}, 

sat(c) {:} pra(o) n pra(o') = 0. 

unsat(c) # lpra(o)! = 1 1\ pra(o) = pra(o'), 

The time complexity of calculating ca( c, o) for the abovementioned constraints 
is 

O(lpra(o)l · max #iv(pst(o, rs))), 
rsepra(o) 

and the time complexity for calculating ca(c, o') is 

O(ipra(o')l · max #iv(pst(o', rs))). 
rsepra(o') 
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The time complexity of calculating sat(c) is O(max(lpra(o)l + lpra(o')i)). 
The time complexity of calculating unsat(c) is 0(1 ). 

The ~ relation 

This section discusses resource constraints using the ~ relation. Let o E 0, 
s E S 50, and rs E ns. There are two types of unary constraints using the~ 
relation, viz., 

For c(s)-¢> ra(o) ~ rs, 

c(s) -¢> ra(o) ~ rs, and 

c(s) -¢> rs ~ ra(o) 

ca(c, o) = {(rs', t) E cS(o) Irs'~ rs}, 

sat(c) {:> v,s'epra(o) rs' ~ rs, 

unsat(c) {:> vrs'epra(o) rs' ~ rs. 

For c(s) -¢> rs ~ ra(o), 

ca(c, o) = {(rs', t) E cS(o) Irs~ rs'}, 

sat(c) {:> v,s'epra(o) rs ~ rs', 

unsat(c) {:> Vrs'epra(o) rs ~ rs'. 

The time complexity of calculating ca (c, o) for the abovementioned constraints 
is 

O(!pra(o)! · max !rs'l · max #iv(pst(o, rs'))). 
rs'epra(o)U{r,,) r.v'epra(o) 

The time complexity both of calculating sat(c) and of calculating unsat(c) is 

O(ipra(o)i · max lrs'i). 
rs' epru(o)U(rs) 

Let o, o' E 0, s E S 50• There is only one type of binary constraints using the 
~ relation, viz., 

c(s) -¢> ra(o) ~ ra(o'). 

For c(s) -¢> ra(o) ~ ra(o'), 

ca(c, o) = {(rs, t) E 8(o) I 3,s•epra(o') rs ~ rs'}, 

ca(c, o') = {(rs', t') E 8(o') I 3rsepru(o) rs rs'}, 

SQf(C) {:> vrs€pra(o)vn'Epra(o') YS ~ rs', 

unsat(c) {:> V,,,epralo)Vrs'epra(o') rs ~ rs'. 

The time complexity of calcu Jating ca ( c, o) for the abovementioned constraints 
is 

O(ipra(o)i ·ipra(o')i · max lrsl · max #iv(pst(o, rs))), 
rs€pra(o)Upra(o') r.~epra(o) 
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and the time complexity of calculating ca(c, o') is 

O(ipra(o}l· lpra(o')l· max Irs!· max #iv(pst(o', rs))). 
rsepra(o)Upra(o') rsepra(o') 

The time complexity both of calculating sat(c) and of calculating unsat(c) is 

O(ipra(o)l · ipra(o')l · max Irs!). 
rsepra(o)Upra(o') 

The Sf relation 

This section discusses resource constraints using the Sf relation. Let o E 0, 
s E Ssn. and rs E 'RS. There are two types of unary constraints using the Sf 
relation, viz., 

For c(s) <=> ra(o) Sf rs, 

c(s) <=> ra(o) Sf rs, and 

c(s) <=> rs Sf ra(o) 

ca(c, o) = {(rs', t) E !S(o) Irs' Sf rs}, 

sat(c) <::> Vrs'epra(o) rs' Sf rs, 

UnSaf(C) {} '.frs'Epra(o) rs' ~ rS, 

For c(s) <=> rs Sf ra(o), 

ca(c, o) = {(rs', t) E !S(o) I rs Sf rs'}, 

sat(c) {} Vrs'Epra(o) rs Sf rs', 

unsat(c) {} v,,•epro(o) rs ~ rs'. 

The time complexity of calculating ca(c, o) for the abovementioned constraints 
is 

O(ipra(o)l · max lrs'l · max #iv(pst(o, rs'))). 
rs'Epra(o)U{rs) rs'Epro(a) 

The time complexity both of calculating sat(c) and of calculating unsat(c) is 

O(ipra(o)l · max lrs'J). 
rs'epra(o)U{rs) 

Let o, o' E 0, s E S50• There is only one type of binary constraints using the 
Sf relation, viz., 

c(s) <=> ra(o) Sf ra(o'). 

For c(s) <=> ra(o) Sf ra(o'), 

ca(c, o) = {(rs, t) E !S(o) I 3rs'epra(<l) rs Sf rs'}, 

ca(c, o') = {(rs', t') E !S(o') I 3,,,epm(o) rs Sf rs'}, 

sat(c) {} Vrsepra<o)Vr.v'epra<o') rs Sf rs', 

Unsaf(C) {} VTSEJ>ra(o)vrs'Epra(o') rs ~ rs'. 
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The time complexity of ca1culating ca ( c, o) for the abovementioned constraints 
IS 

O(lpra(o)l · lpra(o')l · max lrsl· max #iv(pst(o, rs))), 
rsepra(o)Upra(o') rsepra(o) 

and the time complexity of calculating ca(c, o') is 

O(lpra(o)l · lpra(o')l · max lrsl · max #iv(pst(o', rs))). 
rsepra(o)Upra(o') rsepra(o') 

The time complexity both of calculating sat(c) and of calculating unsat(c) is 

O(lpra(o)l·!pra(o')l · max lrsl). 
rsepra(o)Upra(o') 

The c and ct. relations 

The definitions of the functions ca, sat, and unsat for single resource con
straints using the c and ct. relations are not given explicitly, as they are similar 
to the definitions of the functions ca, sat, and unsat for single resource con
straints using the ~ and Sf relations, respectively. 



6 
Computational Studies for Theoretical 

Problems 

This chapter reports on the performance of our approach for three theoretical 
problems. As mentioned in Chapter 1, the goal of this thesis is to develop a 
solution method that is capable of handling the TRCSP in general, but that 
also has a good performance for problems that are special cases of the TRCSP. 
This chapter investigates the performance of our approach for three problems 
that are based on relatively simple mathematical models. The applicability to 
more complex real-life problems is treated in Chapter 7 by investigating three 
practical special cases of the TRCSP. 

6.1 Job Shop Scheduling 

This section is concerned with the well-known Job Shop Scheduling Problem 
(JSSP) [French, 1982]. We choose to study the JSSP as it is one of the 
best studied scheduling problems. Moreover, an extensive set of benchmark 
instances exists for this problem, which enables a comparison of our approach 
to numerous other approaches. We aim to show that our approach performs 
well, i.e., high quality solutions can be found in reasonable time. 

6.1.1 The Job Shop Scheduling Problem 

In the JSSP one is given a set of jobs and a set of machines. Each job consists 
of a set of operations that must be processed in a given order. Furthermore, 
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each operation is given an integer processing time and a machine on which 
it has to be processed. Once an operation is started, it is processed without 
interruption and a machine can process at most one operation at a time. Finally, 
a fixed scheduling horizon is given. A schedule specifies a start time for each 
operation. The problem is to find a schedule, if it exists, in which no machine 
processes more than one operation at a time and which meets the scheduling 
horizon and the order in which the operations must be processed. 

Definition 6.1. An instance of the Job Shop Scheduling Problem (JSSP) is 
a six-tuple (0, M, H, M, p, ~).where 0 is a set of operations, M a set of 
machines, H E IN+ a scheduling horizon, M : 0 ~ M a function which gives 
for each operation the machine on which it must be processed, p : 0 ~ IN+ 
a function which gives the processing time of each operation, and ~ a binary 
relation decomposing 0 into chains, i.e., there is a partition .J ~ P(O) of 0 
injobs, such that for each job J E .J and all o, o', o" E J, 

o #- o' # (o ~ o' v o' ~ o ), and 

o ~ o' 1\ o' ~ o" => o ~ o". 

The problem is to find a schedule s, i.e., a function s : 0 ~ N that gives the 
start time of each operation, such that for all o, o' E 0, 

- s(o) =::: 0, 

- s(o) + p(o) ~ H, 

- s(o) + p(o) ~ s(o'), if o ~ o', and 

- s(o) + p(o) ~ s(o') or s(o') + p(o') ~ s(o), if M(o) = M(o') and 
o #- o'. 

0 

We refer to constraints defined on operations that are related by the binary 
relation ~ as precedence constraints. The decision variant of the JSSP has 
been proven to be NP-complete [Garey, Johnson & Sethi, 1976]. 

It can easily be seen that the JSSP is a special case of the TRCSP. For each 
instance (0, M, H, M, p, ~)of the JSSP, we define a corresponding instance 
(SD, C) of the TRCSP, where SD = (0, M, RS,Jr, cp, sz, pt, H) E SV, 
and 

- RS = {{JL} I JL EM}, 

- for all o E O,Jr(o) = {{M(o)}}, 

- for all rs E RS, cp(rs) = 1, 

- for all o E 0, sz(o) = 1, 

- for all o E 0 and rs E fr(o), pt(o, rs) = p(o), and 
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- C = {ct(o) :::: st(o') I o -< o'}. 

6.1.2 Computational Results 

This section presents an empirical performance analysis which investigates 
whether our approach is capable of finding both good upper bounds and lower 
bounds on the minimum makespan for instances of the JSSP. 

Note that we did not develop our approach to solve optimization problems. 
We can, however, calculate upper bounds and lower bounds on the minimum 
makespan by iteratively redefining the scheduling horizon H. Calculating a 
lower bound on the minimum makespan of an instance of the JSSP is done as 
follows. First, a trivial lower bound on the minimum makes pan of an instance is 
determined, e.g., 0. Second, a trivial upper bound is determined, e.g., the total 
suni of the processing times. Next, a binary search on the scheduling horizon H 
is performed by iteratively checking whether the instance with the scheduling 
horizon at hand is infeasible, using the algorithm INF of Section 3.3.4. If an 
instance is infeasible with a scheduling horizon H, H + 1 is a lower bound on 
the minimum makespan. 

Upper bounds on the minimum makespan are calculated as follows. We 
start by solving the instance with a scheduling horizon H equal to the same 
trivial upper bound as mentioned above, and we determine the makes pan of the 
solution found. We, then, iteratively try to solve the instance with a scheduling 
horizon that is less than the best found makespan so far, by using the algorithm 
SOLVE of Section 3.3.4. The value with which the best found makespan is 
decreased to obtain a new scheduling horizon, depends on the number of 
restarts done to solve the instances with the previous scheduling horizon, i.e., 
the smaller the number of restarts the larger the value of the decrement. We 
allow an overall maximum number of restarts, and we repeat lowering the 
scheduling horizon as long as this overall maximum number of restarts is not 
exceeded. 

We refer to the algorithm calculating lower bounds and upper bounds in 
the way described above, as Randomized Constraint Satisfaction (RCS). The 
lower and upper bound on the minimum makespan that are calculated by RCS 
are referred to by LBRcs and UBRcs. respectively. 

The operation and assignment selection strategies of SOLVE construct left 
justified schedules which fits the JSSP, as each schedule can be transformed 
into a left justified schedule in which the operations are scheduled as early as 
possible while preserving the precedence constraints and the machine order
ings. We furthermore use that if, by way of backtracking, it is derived that 
operation o cannot be started at time t, o also cannot be started at any time in 
the interval [t + 1, mino'eOM<o)\lol ect(o')). 
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LBIU8 n m L8Rcs UBRcs t:.. avg t 

Fl 666 10 5 666 666 0 666 2 
F2 655 10 5 655 655 0 655 22 
F3 597 10 5 597 597 0 597 0.4 
F4 590 10 5 583 590 0 590 20 
F5 593 10 5 593 593 0 593 0.4 
Gl 926 15 5 926 926 0 926 0.9 
G2 890 15 5 890 890 0 890 4 
G3 863 15 5 863 863 0 863 5 
G4 951 15 5 951 951 0 951 2 
G5 958 15 5 958 958 0 958 2 
Hl 1222 20 5 1222 1222 0 1222 5 
H2 1039 20 5 1039 1039 0 1039 11 
H3 1150 20 5 1150 1150 0 1150 4 
H4 1292 20 5 1292 1292 0 1292 2 
H5 1207 20 5 1207 1207 0 1207 17 
AI 945 10 10 901 945 0 948.8 369 
A2 784 10 10 777 784 0 784 143 
A3 848 10 10 803 848 0 851.2 466 
A4 842 10 10 756 848 0.71 848.6 291 
A5 902 10 10 842 907 0.55 909.6 202 
81 104011046 15 10 1033 1069 2.79 1081.2 1520 
82 927 15 10 913 937 1.08 942.0 1367 
83 1032 15 10 1032 1032 0 1032 103 
84 935 15 10 889 942 0.75 946.2 1477 
85 977 15 10 919 981 0.41 989.2 1472 
C1 1218 20 10 1218 1218 0 1218 2691 
C2 1235/1236 20 10 1235 1285 4.05 1294.2 2790 
C3 1216 20 10 1216 1216 0 1216 2469 
C4 1120/1160 20 10 1119 1208 7.86 1238.6 1132 
C5 1355 20 10 1355 1355 0 1355 56 
Dl 1784 30 10 1784 1784 0 1784 26 
D2 1850 30 10 1850 1850 0 1850 60 
D3 1719 30 10 1719 1719 0 1719 103 
D4 1721 30 10 1721 1721 0 1721 187 
D5 1888 30 10 1888 1888 0 1888 145 
l1 1268 15 15 1233 1292 1.89 1305.8 2233 
12 1397 15 15 1397 14ll 1.00 1421.6 2552 
13 1184/1196 15 15 1106 1278 7.94 1292.4 2815 
14 1233 15 15 1221 1233 0 1243.4 2724 
15 1222 15 15 1192 1247 2.05 1256.2 2575 
FI06 55 6 6 54 55 0 55 0.8 
FllO 930 10 10 858 930 0 946.6 591 
Fl20 1165 20 5 1165 1165 0 1165 21 

Table 6.1: Results obtained with RCS for 43 instances of the JSSP. 
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To test the performance of RCS on instances of the JSSP, we used 40 
instances of the JSSP from Lawrence [1984] and three instances from Fisher 
& Thompson [1963]. We use the algorithms FORWARDCHECK, 2-CONSCHECK, 
and SEQUENCINGCHECK2 in the consistency checking, a backtracking factor of 
0.15 and an overall maximum of 500 restarts. For each instance, we performed 
five runs using different seeds for the random number generator. All tests in 
this thesis are performed on a SPARC-station ELC. 

The results of the tests are given in Table 6.1. The column "LB/UB" 
of Table 6.1 gives the best known lower and upper bound on the minimum 
makespan. If only a single number is given, both bounds coincide resulting 
in an optimal value of the makespan. The columns "n" and "m" give the 
number of jobs and the number of machines, respectively. For all instances, 
the number of operations of each job equals the number of machines. The 
column "LBRcs" gives the lower bound found by RCS. The column "UBRcs" 
gives the minimum makespan found over five runs and the column "6" gives 
the deviation of the minimum found makespan from the best known lower 
bound in terms of percentage of the best known lower bound. In the sequel 
we refer to the deviation of a value a from a value b in terms of percentage 
of b simply by the deviation of a from b. Column "avg" gives the average 
minimum makespan over five runs and column "t" gives the average running 
time over five runs. 

31 instances are solved to optimality, including the notorious Fll 0 instance, 
and the deviation of the minimum found makes pan from the best known lower 
bound is on average 0.72%. The deviation of our lower bound from the 
best known lower bound is on average 1.50%. Vaessens, Aarts & Lenstra 
[1994] compare 20 of the best approaches to the JSSP for 13 instances of 
the aforementioned set of 43 instances. Ranking the approaches that were 
used according to effectiveness, our approach comes in the sixth place with 
an average deviation of 2.26%, where the tabu search approach of Nowicki 
& Smutnicki [1993] performs best with an average deviation of 0.54%. This 
leads to the conclusion that our approach performs well. 

Now, we investigate the influence of two main parameters of SOLVE, being 
the consistency checking used and the backtracking factor BTF used in the 
restart heuristic. 

Varying the consistency checking. In the following experiments we vary the 
consistency checking that is used. In Table 6.2 results are given for calculating 
a lower bound on the minimum makespan when using different consistency 
checking algorithms in INF. We calculated lower bounds for all the 43 instances 
of the JSSP mentioned above, and column "6" gives the average deviation of 
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the found lower bound from the best known lower bound. The row "FC" 
gives the deviation when only using the algorithm FORWARDCHECK, row "+ 
2-Cons" gives the deviation when using FORWARDCHECK and 2-CONSCHECK, 
row"+ SEQ" gives the deviation when using FORWARDCHECK, 2-CONSCHECK, 
and SEQUENCINGCHECK, and row "+ SEQ2" gives the deviation when using 
FORWARDCHECK, 2-CONSCHECK, and SEQUENCINGCHECK2. 

checking !::. 
FC 42.02% 
+ 2-Cons 33.91% 
+SEQ 1.50% 
+SEQ2 1.50% 

Table 6.2: Average deviation of the lower bounds from the best known lower 
bounds calculated using different consistency checking algorithms. 

A drastic performance improvement can be observed by using more extensive 
consistency checking. Using only FORWARDCHECK or FORWARDCHECK and 2-
CONSCHECK is strongly outperformed by also using SEQUENCINGCHECK. We 
remark that using SEQUENCINGCHECK2 instead of SEQUENCINGCHECK does 
only improve the lower bound of instance A4 from 755 to 756. 

A similar behavior can be seen in Table 6.3, in which results are given for 
calculating an upper bound on the minimum makes pan for different consistency 
checking. We did time equivalent tests for calculating upper bounds for all 
the 43 instances of the JSSP mentioned above. Column "A" gives the average 
deviation of the found upper bound from the best known lower bound. The 
rows of Table 6.3 correspond to the rows of Table 6.2. 

checking !::. 
FC 8.15% 
+ 2-Cons 6.00% 
+SEQ 1.38% 
+SEQ2 1.27% 

Table 6.3: Average deviation of the upper bounds from the best known lower 
bounds calculated using different consistency checking algorithms. 

Again, using SEQUENCINGCHECK improves the performance considerably 
when compared to only using FORWARDCHECK or FORWARDCHECK and 2-
CONSCHECK. A small improvement is found when using SEQUENCINGCHECK2 
instead of SEQUENCINGCHECK. We conclude that the algorithms SEQUENC

.INGCHECK and SEQUENCINGCHECK2 are very effective, which can be seen 
in the results of Table 6.2. We also conclude that the restarting heuristic is 
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effective as the performance on calculating upper bounds when only using 
FORWARDCHECK or FORWARDCHECK and 2-CONSCHECK, is not as poor as 
when calculating lower bounds. It, however, pays off to use the algorithms 
SEQUENCINGCHECK or SEQUENCINGCHECK2, as can be seen in Table 6.3. 

Varying the backtracking factor. In the following experiments we vary the 
value for the backtracking factor BTF of Section 3.3.4. We choose to use 
BTF = 0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 1, 5 and oo. Observe that BTF = 0 implies 
that each time a dead end is found, a restart is performed. Furthermore, 
BTF = oo simply implies chronological backtracking until a solution is found 
or the instance is proven to be infeasible. Again we did time equivalent tests 
for all values of BTF. 

BTF D. 
0 2.22% 
0.10 1.31% 
0.15 1.27% 
0.20 . 1.28% 
0.25 1.31% 
0.30 1.40% 
0.40 1.42% 
0.50 1.45% 
1.0 

1

. 1.46% 
5.0 1.69% 
00 5.83% 

Table 6.4: Average deviation of upper bounds from the best known lower 
bound for different values for the backtracking factor. 

It can be seen that for BTF between 0.10 and 1.0 the performance of RCS 
is about equal, with BTF = 0.15 giving the best performance and a slowly 
decreasing performance for values greater than 0.2. For BTF = 0, i.e., no 
chronological backtracking is used at all, the performance is clearly worse. 
The worst performance is found for BTF = oo. From these experiments we 
conclude that any value for BTF between 0.10 and 0.30 is reasonable. 

In the remainder of this section we report on tests that are aimed at empirically 
motivating the choices we made concerning the operation and assignment 
selection and the dead end handling. 

Operation and assignment selection. The operation and assignment selec
tion strategies used by SOLVE are rather simple. A more sophisticated approach 
concerning operation and assignment selection is reported by Sadeh [1991]. 
This approach is based on dynamically determining bottleneck time slots, 
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i.e., time slots on which the expected number of conflicts between operations 
needing a resource is maximal. 

In [Nuijten, Aarts, Van Erp Taalman Kip & Van Hee, 1993b], the perfor
mance of three algorithms are compared. The first algorithm uses the operation 
and assignment selection strategies of Sadeh [1991], together with chronolog
ical backtracking as way of dead end handling and the limited consistency 
checking Sadeh [1991] uses, and is referred to as SAD. The second algo
rithm is the same as SAD augmented with our consistency checking, and is 
referred to as SAD+. The third algorithm is SOLVE. It is reported that SAD+ 
strongly outperforms SAD, and SOLVE, in tum, strongly outperforms SAD+. 
Thus, the extensive consistency checking drasticaJJy improves performance, 
and our randomized operation and assignment selection together with our 
restart heuristic, outperforms the more sophisticated operation and assignment 
selection of Sadeh [1991], combined with chronological backtracking. 

These experiments do not imply that research aiming at developing more 
sophisticated operation and assignment selection strategies is useless. How
ever, the approach of Sadeh [ 1991] is quite complicated and was conjectured 
to be effective. Possible flaws in the approach were remedied in Van Erp 
Taalman Kip [ 1993], but this did not lead to substantial performance improve
ments. Nobel [1992] investigated how to generalize the approach to be able to 
handle a broader class of scheduling problems, which led to the conclusion that 
it was far from trivial to do this generalization. From this we decided not to 
further pursue the search for more effective operation and assignment selection 
strategies. Future research may focus on other, more sophisticated, random
ized operation and assignment heuristics, that can be used in combination with 
the restart heuristic. 

Dead end handling. The restart heuristic of SOLVE is another element of 
our approach that could be questioned. Arts [ 1994] investigates the following 
backjumping heuristics. 

( 1) In case of a dead end, jump back to a randomly chosen depth in the 
search tree. The depth in a search tree equals the number of assigned 
operations. 

(2) In case of a dead end at depth X in the search tree, jump back to depth 
LX/2J. 

(3) If o is the operation for which the current domain became empty at the 
current depth of the search tree, jump back to that depth in the search 
tree where the most assignments from D(o) were deleted. 
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(4) If o is the operation for which the current domain became empty at the 
current depth of the search tree, jump back to that depth in the search 
tree where proportionally the most assignments from D(o) were deleted. 

Arts [ 1994] reports that backjumping heuristics (I) and (2) outperform back
jumping heuristics (3) and (4). He, furthermore, reports that all of the dead end 
handling heuristics tried are outperformed by the restart heuristic of SOLVE, 
i.e., on all instances of the set of 43 JSSP instances used in this section, the 
restart heuristic found equal or better solutions than the backjumping heuristics 
(1) to (4). 

Based on the aforementioned experiments concerning the operation and 
assignment selection and the dead end handling and based on the good results 
that were obtained for the JSSP, we decided to use the operation and assignment 
selection strategies of SOLVE and the restart heuristic throughout this thesis. 

6.2 Multiple Capacitated Job Shop Scheduling 

6.2.1 The Multiple Capacitated Job Shop Scheduling Problem 

This section is concerned with a generalization of the Job Shop Scheduling 
Problem which we call the Multiple Capacitated Job Shop Scheduling Problem 
(MCJSSP). In the MCJSSP one is given a set of jobs and a set of machines. 
Each job consists of a set of operations that must be processed in a given 
order. Furthermore, each operation is given an integer processing time and 
a machine on which it has to be processed. Once an operation is started, it 
is processed without interruption. Machines may process several operations 
simultaneously. To this end, each machine is given an integer capacity, and 
each operation is given an integer size. A machine can simultaneously process 
only those sets of operations whose sizes do not exceed the capacity of the 
machine. Finally, a fixed scheduling horizon is given. A schedule specifies a 
start time for each operation. One is asked to find a schedule, if it exists, in 
which the capacity of none of the machines is exceeded and which meets the 
scheduling horizon and the order in which the operations must be processed. 

Definition 6.2. An instance of the Multiple Capacitated Job Shop Scheduling 
Problem (MCJSSP) is an eight-tuple (0, M, H, M, p, sz, cap,-<), where 0 
is a set of operations, M a set of machines, H E N+ a scheduling horizon, 
M : 0 --+ M a function which gives for each operation the machine on which it 
must be processed, p : 0 --+ H\1+ a function which gives the processing time of 
each operation, sz : 0 --+ N a function which gives the size of each operation, 
cap : M --+ IN+ a function which gives the capacity of each machine, and -<a 
binary relation decomposing 0 into chains, i.e., there is a partition .:J £;; P(O) 
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of 0 in jobs, such that for each job J E .J and all o, o', o" E J, 

o -::f:. o' <=> ( o -< o' v o' -< o) , and 

o -< o' A o' -< o" ==> o -< o". 
The problem is to find a schedule s, i.e., a function s : 0 ~ N that gives the 
start time of each operation, such that for all o, o' E 0, 

- s(o)::: 0, 

- s(o) + p(o) .::; H, 

- s(o) + p(o) ::::: s(o'), if o-< o', 

and for all tt EM and all t E [0, H): 

- LoeO,,is(o):St<s(o)+p(o) sz(o) < cap(Jt), 

where 0 1, = {o E 0 I M(o) = Jt}. 0 

Obviously, the decision variant of the MCJSSP is NP-complete, as the MCJSSP 
is in NP and the decision variant of the JSSP is an NP-complete special case 
of the MCJSSP. 

It can easily be seen that the MCJSSP is a special case of the TRCSP. 
For each instance (0, M, H, M, p, sz, cap,-<) of the MCJSSP, we define a 
corresponding instance (SD, C) of the TRCSP where SD = (0, n, 'RS,Jr, 
cp, sz, pt, H) E SV, as follows. With o, o' E 0 and rs E 'RS, 

- 'R=M, 

- ns = HttJ 1 tt EM}. 

- fr(o) = {{M(o)}}, 

- cp({Jt}) = cap(Jt), 

- pt(o, rs) = p(o), if rs E fr(o), and 

- C = {ct(o) < st(o') I o-< o'}. 

Note that a subset of scheduling problems in which operations have several 
alternative machines that can process the operation, is also included in the 
MCJSSP. Suppose the set of operations, all of size 1, and machines, all with 
capacity 1, can be partitioned into subsets 0 1, ••• , On and M1, ••• , Mn, respec
tively, such that all operations in 0 1 can be processed on any of the machines 
in M1, for 1 .::; j ::::: n. This can be translated into a problem with n machines 
m1, with capacity JM11, in which all operations in 01 have size 1 and must be 
processed on m 1. 

6.2.2 Computational Results 

This section presents an empirical performance analysis which investigates 
whether our approach is capable of finding both good upper bounds and lower 
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bounds on the minimum makespan for instances of the MCJSSP. Related 
computational studies are given in Nuijten & Aarts [1994a] and Nuijten & 
Aarts [1994b]. 

LBIUB n m LBRcs UBRcs avg 
MCOJ 724 20 5 724 724 724 
MC02 569 20 5 569 569 569 
MC03 517 20 5 517 517 517 
MC04 634 20 5 634 634 634 
MC05 657 20 5 657 657 657.2 
MC06 813 30 5 813 813 813.2 
MC07 855 30 5 855 855 855 
MC08 1047 30 5 1047 1047 1047 
MC09 833 30 5 833 833 833 
MC10 871 30 5 871 871 871 
MC11 1167 40 5 1167 1167 1167 
MC12 1182 40 5 1182 1182 1182 
MC13 1117 40 5 1117 1117 1117 
MC14 1046 40 5 1046 1046 1046 
MC15 1140 40 5 1140 1140 1140 
MC16 620 10 10 620 620 620 
MC17 588 10 lO 588 588 588 
MC18 622 lO lO 622 622 622 
MC19 639 10 10 639 639 639 
MC20 714 10 lO 714 714 714 
MC21 601/619 15 10 601 619 621.8 
MC22 669/678 15 10 669 678 678 
MC23 7041707 15 10 704 707 709.6 
MC24 672/693 15 10 672 693 693.2 
MC25 682 15 10 682 682 682 
MC26 808/812 20 10 808 812 818.0 
MC27 668/670 20 10 668 670 670.6 
MC28 8021806 20 10 802 806 807.2 
MC29 813 20 10 813 813 813.8 
MC30 6891733 20 10 689 733 741.8 

Table 6.5: Results for 30 randomly generated instances of the MCJSSP with 
machines with capacity 2. 

We again use RCS to calculate lower and upper bounds on the minimum 
makespan. To test the performance of RCS on instances of the MCJSSP, 
we first used the 30 instances of Table 6.5, which are randomly generated 
instances for which the number of operations of each job equals the number 
of machines, each operation is given a random machine on which it must be 
processed, the processing times are randomly taken from the interval [1, 99], 
and the capacity of the machines is set to 2. We use the algorithms FORWARD-
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CHECK, RCPCHECK, and SEQUENCINGCHECK2, a backtracking factor of 0.15 
and an overall maximum of l 00 restarts. For each instance we performed five 
runs using different seeds for the random number generator. The columns of 
Table 6.5 correspond to the columns of Table 6.1. It can be seen that RCS 
performs well. Out of the 30 instances of Table 6.5, 22 are solved to optimality 
and the deviation of our upper bounds from our lower bounds is on average 
0.52%. The average running time for calculating upper bounds is 211, and for 
calculating lower bounds it is 7 seconds. We remark that experiments with 
machines with capacity larger than 2 gave similar results. 

LB/UB n m c UBT UBRcs !:!.. avg t 
FlO 666 20 5 2 666 666 0 667.8 I F2D 655 20 5 2 655 683 4.27 688.0 
F3D 593/597 20 5 2 597 638 7.59 640.2 
F4D 572/590 20 5 2 590 590 3.15 600.6 266 
F5D 593 20 5 2 593 593 0 593 2 
FlT 666 30 5 3 666 671 0.75 676.0 356 
F2T 655 30 5 3 655 704 7.48 718.0 890 
F3T 590/597 30 5 3 597 647 9.66 655.4 788 
F4T 570/590 30 5 3 590 592 3.86 617.6 201 
F5T 593 30 5 3 593 593 0 593 3 
GID 926 30 5 2 926 926 0 926 5 
G2D 890 30 5 2 890 890 0 894.4 12 
G3D 863 30 5 2 863 863 0 863.4 94 
G4D 951 30 5 2 951 951 0 951 112 
G5D 958 30 5 2 958 958 0 958 9 
GIT 926 45 5 3 926 926 0 926 11 
G2T 890 45 5 3 890 913 2.58 913.0 782 
G3T 863 45 5 3 863 866 0.35 869.6 895 
G4T 951 45 5 3 951 952 0.11 953.6 843 
G5T 958 45 5 3 958 960 0.21 960.4 1298 
AlD 888/935 20 10 2 945 935 5.29 941.0 636 
A2D 7501765 20 10 2 784 765 2.00 770.8 719 
A3D 783/844 20 10 2 848 844 7.79 854.8 567 
A4D 730/840 20 10 2 842 840 15.07 843.6 451 
A5D 829/902 20 10 2 902 902 8.81 908.8 584 
FI06D 53/55 12 6 2 55 55 3.77 55.0 70.2 
FI10D 835/930 20 10 2 930 963 15.33 979.6 863 
FI20D 1165 40 5 2 1165 1319 13.22 1339.4 1340 

Table 6.6: Resu Its for 28 modified JSSP instances with machines with capacity 
2 and 3. 

The 18 instances of Table 6.6 were devised to provide more challenging 
instances. We, therefore, modified 15 JSSP instances from Lawrence [1984] 
and three JSSP instances from Fisher & Thompson [1963] as fol1ows. Each 
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operation of a JSSP instance is duplicated and all operations are given size 
l. Furthermore, the duplicated operations have the same binary relation and 
machine assignment as the original operations. Finally, the capacity of each 
machine is set to 2. By doing so, the upper bounds on the minimum makespan 
of the JSSP instances are also upper bounds on the minimum makes pan of the 
MCJSSP instances, as a schedule of a MCJSSP instance can be obtained from 
a schedule of the corresponding JSSP instance by setting the start times of the 
original and duplicated operations in the MCJSSP equal to the start times of 
the original operations of the schedule for the JSSP. This upper bound is given 
in column "UBT' of Table 6.6. The other columns of Table 6.6 correspond to 
the columns of Table 6.1. Note that our lower bounds are the best known lower 
bound for these instances. Therefore, they are not given in a separate column. 

The deviation of our upper bounds from our lower bounds is on average 
3.97%. The deviation of the best known upper bound, either UBRcs or UBT, 
from LBRcs is 2.12 %. The average running time for calculating lower bounds 
is 8 seconds. A remarkable instance is FI20D. Although we know that 1165 
is the minimum makespan, our upper bound is not at all close to 1165. This is 
even more remarkable as the corresponding JSSP instance is easily solved to 
optimality by RCS. 

Varying the consistency checking. In the following experiments we vary 
upon the consistency checking that is used. In Table 6.7 results are given for 
calculating a lower bound on the minimum makespan when using different 
consistency checking in INF. We calculated lower bounds for all 28 modified 
instances of the JSSP mentioned above and column "6'' gives the average 
deviation of the found lower bound from the best known lower bound. 

checking ~ 

FC 36.84% 
+SEQ 0.45% 
RCP+SEQ 0.29% 

. RCP+SEQ2 0% 

Table 6.7: Average deviation of the lower bounds from the best known lower 
bounds calculated using different consistency checking algorithms. 

The row "PC" gives the deviation when only using the algorithm FORWARD
CHECK, row"+ SEQ" gives the deviation when using FORWARDCHECK, and 
SEQUENCJNOCHECK, row "RCP + SEQ" gives the deviation when using FOR
WARDCHECK, and SEQUENCINOCHECK and RCPCHECK, and row "RCP + 
SEQ2" gives the deviation when using FORWARDCHECK, SEQUENCINOCHECK2, 
and RCPCHECK. 
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A drastic performance improvement can be observed when using more 
extensive consistency checking. Using only FORWARDCHECK is strongly out
performed by also using SEQUENCINGCHECK. Adding RCPCHECK and using 
SEQUENCINGCHECK2 instead of SEQUENCINGCHECK slightly improve perfor
mance. 

A similar behavior can be seen in Table 6.8, in which results are given for 
calculating an upper bound on the minimum makes pan for different consistency 
checking. We did time equivalent tests for calculating upper bounds for all 
28 modified instances of the JSSP mentioned above. Column"!)." gives the 
average deviation of the found upper bound from the best known lower bound. 
The rows of Table 6.8 correspond to the rows of Table 6.7. 

checking ~ 

FC 10.92% 
+SEQ 6.89% 
RCP+SEQ 5.73% 
RCP+ SEQ2 5.46% 

Table 6.8: Average deviation of the upper bounds from the best known lower 
bounds calculated using different consistency checking algorithms. 

Again, using SEQUENCINGCHECK improves the perfolinance considerably 
when compared to only using FORWARDCHECK. We remark that due to the 
nature of the instances, using the algorithm 2-CONSCHECK is useless. It is 
remarkable that the performance improvement when also using RCPCHECK 
and using SEQUENCINGCHECK2 instead of SEQUENCINGCHECK is more pro
nounced here than it is for the calculation of lower bounds. Again, we conclude 
that doing more extensive consistency checking clearly pays off. 

6.3 Job Shop Scheduling with Resource Set Alternatives 

6.3.1 The Job Shop Scheduling Problem with Resource Set Alternatives 

This section is concerned with a generalization of the JSSP which we call the 
Job Shop Scheduling Problem with Resource Set Alternatives (JSSPRSA). In 
the JSSPRSA one is given a set of jobs and a set of resources. Each job consists 
of a set of operations that must be processed in a given order. Furthermore, 
each operation is given a set of resource sets on which it may be processed 
together with an integer processing time for each alternative resource set. 
Once an operation is started, it is processed without interruption and resource 
sets can only process one operation at a time. Finally, a fixed scheduling 
horizon is given. A schedule specifies a start time and a resource set for each 
operation. One is asked to find a schedule, if it exists, in which no resource 
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set processes more than one operation at a time, each operation is assigned a 
feasible resource set, and which meets the scheduling horizon and the order in 
which the operations must be processed. 

Definition 6.3. An instance of the Job Shop Scheduling Problem with Resource 
Set Alternatives (JSSPRSA) is a seven-tuple (0, 'R, RS, H,Jr, pt, -<), where 
0 is a set of operations, 'R a set of resources, 'RS $;;; P('R) a set of resource 
sets, H E N+ a scheduling horizon, fr : 0 --+ P('RS) a function which gives 
for each operation the set of feasible resource sets on which the operation can 
be processed, pt : 0 x 'RS-+'~> N+ a function which gives the processing time 
of each operation and each feasible resource set for that operation, and -< a 
binary relation decomposing 0 into chains, i.e., there is a partition :J $;;; P(O) 
of 0 in jobs, such that for each job J E :J and all o, o', o" E J, 

o i= o' {::} ( o -< o' v o' -< o), and 

o -< o' 1\ o' -< o" => o -< o". 

The problem is to find schedule (s, r), i.e., a pair (s, r) where s : 0 --+ N 
gives the start time of each operation and r : 0 --+ 'RS gives the resource set 
assignment of each operation, such that for all o, o' E 0 

- r(o) E fr(o), 

- s(o) :::: 0, 

- s(o) + pt(o, r(o)) < H, 

- s(o) + pt(o, r(o)) :S s(o'), if o-< o', and 

- s(o) + pt(o, r(o)) :S s(o') or s(o') + pt(o', r(o')) :S s(o), if r(o) n 
r(o') i= 0 and o i= o'. 

0 

Obviously, the decision variant of the JSSPRSA is NP-complete, as the 
JSSPRSA is in NP and the decision variant of the JSSP is an NP-complete 
special case of the JSSPRSA. 

It can easily be seen that the JSSPRSA is a special case of the TRCSP. 
For each instance (0, R, 'RS, H,Jr, pt, -<), of the JSSPRSA, we define a 
corresponding instance ( S D, C) of the TRCSP where S D = ( 0, 'R, RS, jr, 
cp, sz, pt, H) E SV, as follows. With o, o' E 0 and rs E 'RS, 

- cp(rs) = 1, 

- sz(o) =],and 

- C = {ct(o) :S st(o') I o-< o'}. 
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6.3.2 Computational Results 

This section presents an empirical performance analysis which investigates 
whether our approach is capable of finding both good upper bounds and lower 
bounds on the minimum makespan for instances of the JSSPRSA. 

LB/UB n r LBT UBRcs 8 avg t 
FIRA 950/956 10 15 666 956 0.63 956.0 30 
F2RA 881/893 10 15 655 893 1.36 899.4 40 
F3RA 795/810 10 15 597 810 1.89 810.0 29 
F4RA 836/840 10 15 590 840 0.48 840.0 35 
F5RA 7611764 10 15 593 764 0.39 764.0 33 
G1RA 1331 15 15 926 1331 0 1331 18 
G2RA 1249/1251 15 15 890 1251 0.16 1551.0 82 
G3RA 127511276 15 15 863 1276 0.08 1276.0 95 
G4RA 142111424 15 15 951 1424 0.21 1424.0 94 
G5RA 134011341 15 15 958 1341 O.Q? 1341.0 86 
H1RA 1784/1786 20 15 1222 1786 0.11 1786.0 186 
H2RA 155911564 20 15 1039 1564 0.32 1564.0 203 
H3RA 1729/1732 20 15 1150 1732 0.17 1732.0 182 
H4RA 178211783 20 15 1292 1783 0.06 1783.0 213 
H5RA 1815/1822 20 15 1207 1822 0.39 1832.6 549 
A1RA 901/1122 10 40 945 1122 24.53 1132.4 473 
A2RA 780/946 lO 40 784 946 21.28 962.6 210 
A3RA 86511086 10 40 848 1086 25.55 1088.4 205 
A4RA 89111030 lO 40 842 1030 15.60 1030.0 208 
ASRA 908/1127 lO 40 902 1127 24.12 ll41.8 124 
B1RA 1333/1489 15 40 1040 1489 11.70 1489.0 495 
B2RA 122111368 15 40 927 1368 12.04 1368.0 507 
B3RA 134811498 15 40 1032 1498 11.13 1498.0 474 
B4RA 1288/1401 15 40 935 1401 8.77 1401.0 423 
B5RA 1252/1380 15 40 977 1380 10.22 1380.0 468 
CIRA 1753/1884 20 40 1218 1884 7.47 1884.0 850 
C2RA 1806/2018 20 40 1235 2018 11.74 2021.4 1168 
C3RA 178111975 20 40 1216 1975 10.89 1988.4 954 
C4RA 1655/1858 20 40 1120 1858 12.27 1960.0 1169 
C5RA 1780/1942 20 40 1355 1942 9.10 1942.0 928 
FI06RA 66/68 6 18 55 68 3.03 68.0 10 
FIIORA 954/1202 10 40 930 1202 26.00 1212.4 218 
FI20RA 1703/1724 20 15 1165 1724 1.23 1732.4 319 

Table 6.9: Results obtained for 33 JSSPRSA instances. 

To test the performance of RCS on instances of the JSSPRSA we modify 
JSSP instances in such a way that we obtain a lower bound for each instance 
of the JSSPRSA. The 33 instances of Table 6.9 are obtained by modifying 30 
JSSP instances from Lawrence [ 1984] and three JSSP instances from Fisher 
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& Thompson [1963] as follows. For each operation we introduce an extra 
resource which the operation also needs to be processed. We think of these 
extra resources as workers that operate the machines. A worker is either 
a specialist which means that he can only operate certain machines or an 
allrounder. So, each operation can be processed by any one of the specialists 
or by any one of the allrounders. We, furthermore, maintained the processing 
times of the original operations of the JSSP for resource sets containing a 
specialist and multiplied that processing time by 1.2 for resource sets containing 
an allrounder. The latter expresses that an allrounder works slower than 
a specialist. In this way, the lower bound on the minimum makespan of 
the JSSP instances is also a lower bound on the minimum makespan of the 
JSSPRSA instances. This lower bound is given in column "LBT" of Table 6.9. 
Furthermore, the column "r" gives the number of resource sets. The other 
columns of Table 6.9 correspond to the columns of Table 6.1. 

We use the algorithms FORWARDCHECK, 2-CONSCHECK, and CLUSTER
CHECK with SEQUENCINGCHECK in the consistency checking, a backtracking 
factor of 0. 1 5 and an overall maximum of 1 00 restarts. For each instance, we 
performed five runs using different seeds for the random number generator. 
The results of the tests are given in Table 6.9. The deviation of our upper 
bounds from our lower bounds is on average 7 .66%. The average running time 
for calculating lower bounds is 10 seconds. 

Varying the consistency checking. In the following experiments we vary 
the consistency checking that is used. In Table 6.10 results are given for 
calculating a lower bound on the minimum makespan when using different 
consistency checking in INF. 

checking t.. 
FC 53.77% 
+ 2-Cons 46.29% 
+Clus 24.60% 
+Comb 0% 

Table 6.10: Average deviation of the lower bounds from the best known lower 
bounds calculated using different consistency checking algorithms. 

We calculated lower bounds for all 33 instances of the JSSPRSA mentioned 
above and column "~" gives the average deviation of the found lower bound 
from the best known lower bound. The row "PC" gives the deviation when only 
using the algorithm FORWARDCHECK, row"+ 2-Cons" gives the deviation when 
using FORWARDCHECK and 2-CONSCHECK, row"+ Clus" gives the deviation 
when using FORWARDCHECK, 2-CONSCHECK, and CLUSTERCHECK, and row 
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"+Comb" gives the deviation when using FORWARDCHECK, 2-CONSCHECK, 
CLUSTERCHECK, and COMBINERESSETSCHECK. 

It can be observed that using only FORWARDCHECK or FORWARDCHECK 
and 2-CONSCHECK is clearly outperformed by adding the algorithm CLUS
TERCHECK to the consistency checking. However, adding COMBINERES
SETSCHECK imporves the performance even further. 

checking ~ 

FC 15.80% 
+ 2-Cons 10.40% 
+Cius 8.21% 
+Comb 8.36% 

Table 6.11 : Average deviation of the upper bounds from the best known lower 
bounds calculated using different consistency checking algorithms. 

In Table 6.11 results are given for calculating an upper bound on the min
imum makespan for different consistency checking. We did time equivalent 
tests for calculating upper bounds for all 33 instances of the JSSPRSA men
tioned above. Column "~"gives the average deviation of the found upper 
bound from the best known lower bound. The rows of Table 6.11 correspond 
to the rows of Table 6.1 0. 

Again, adding the algorithm CLUSTERCHECK to the consistency checking 
improves the performance when compared to only using FORWARDCHECK or 
FORWARDCHECK and 2-CONSCHECK. The performance, however, is worsened 
when adding the algorithm COMBJNERESSETSCHECK. 



7 
Computational Studies for Practical 

Problems 

This chapter reports on the performance of our approach for three practical 
problems, viz., the Examination Time Tabling problem (ETTP), the Frit Pro
duction Scheduling Problem (FPSP), and the School Time Tabling Problem 
(STTP). Our studies are focussed on the following two research questions. 
First, we investigate whether the problems can be appropriately modeled as a 
special case of the TRCSP and secondly, we investigate whether appropriate 
solutions can be found with our approach. We, furthermore, investigate the 
need for extensive consistency checking as introduced in Chapter 4. We also 
show some of the flexibility of our approach, especiaHy by showing ways of 
exploiting problem specific knowledge. 

7.1 Examination Time Tabling 

7.1.1 The Examination Time Tabling Problem 

This section is concerned with the Examination Time Tabling Problem (ETTP). 
Examination time tabling problems and their solution date back to the early 
work of Broder [1964] and Cole [1964]. In 1969, Peck & Williams [1969] 
presented Algorithm 286 as a standard algorithm for the solution of a simplified 
time tabling problem. Eversince, much effort has been invested to handle more 
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complicated examination time tabling problems originating from practical de
cision situations. For a review we refer to the survey by Carter [1986]. Here, 
we study the examination time tabling problem of the Eindhoven University of 
Technology and its solution by defining it as a special case of the TRCSP and 
solving it with our approach. Before we concentrate on the solution approach, 
we describe the problem as it has evolved over the years. We remark that 
much of the material in this section can be found in [Nuijten, Kunnen, Aarts 
& Dignum, 1994]. 

The Eindhoven University of Technology (EUT) is a small university with 
approximately seven thousand students divided over eight faculties. Each 
faculty has a number of study branches, each with its own course program 
consisting of a number of courses divided over four course years. The academic 
year at the EUT consists of three terms and a summer period. A term consists 
of a period in which a number of courses are lectured for each study branch, 
followed by an examination period. The summer period is free of lectures, but 
is also concluded with an examination period. A course consists of a series 
of lectures, mostly presented during one term of an academic year. In some 
cases a course is spread out over more terms. An exam is a collective written 
examination of a course. Students have to enroH for an exam in advance. 
The number of students that take an exam is called the size of an exam. An 
examination period consists of three consecutive weeks, starting at a Monday. 
Saturday afternoons and Sundays are free of exams. Each day, including 
Saturdays and Sundays, of an examination period has two time slots, i.e., a 
morning and an afternoon, and exams must be scheduled at one of the two 
time slots of one of the available examination days in an examination period. 
Exams take place in exam rooms, whose capacity is determined by the number 
of desks in each room. 

Courses are examined more than once a year. The first examination, called 
a regular, takes place in the examination period immediately following the 
term in which the course ends. The remaining examinations, called res its, may 
take place in any examination period, but always after the regular. Courses 
may be part of different course programs. Thus an exam may be a regular for 
some students, while it is a resit for others. 

In practice, a number of students follow the same set of courses during an 
academic year, depending on their course program and course year. Conse
quently, these students all have to take the same regulars and possibly the same 
resits. Given a term, an exam group contains the set of regulars in this term, to 
be taken by students following the same course program and course year. 

Students may take more than one exam during an examination period. To 
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facilitate appropriate preparation it is required that exams in one exam group 
are separated sufficiently in time. This is translated into the requirement that 
the time in between two exams of an exam group exceeds a prespecified value. 
These timing relations are expressed by separation constraints. The amount 
of separation is determined by the difficulty of the exams and the number of 
exams in an exam group. Difficult exams must be separated more in time than 
easy exams. However, the larger an exam group the smaller the amount of 
separation can be, since the length of the examination period is fixed. 

Students should have the possibility to take exams of courses from their 
previous course year and res its of courses of their current course year given 
prior to the current term. Thus, these exams must be scheduled at different 
time slots, and they, furthermore, may not be scheduled at the same time slot 
as one of the regulars for these students. These timing relations are expressed 
by inequality constraints. 

Students taking an exam need not all be assigned to the same room. They 
may be distributed over different rooms and different exams may take place in 
the same room. For this reason we discard the problem of assigning exams to 
rooms. We only take into account the overall exam room capacity determined 
by the sum of the capacities of the individual exam rooms. 

There are no dependencies between examination periods. Therefore, we 
can consider each of the examination periods separately. Informally, the ETTP 
can thus be formulated as follows. Given are a set of exams for one examination 
period, with finite sizes and pairs of exams that may not be scheduled at the 
same time slot. Furthermore, a number of exam groups is given, together with 
for each exam in an exam group the amount of time it should be separated from 
other exams in the exam group. The problem is to find a time table, i.e., an 
assignment of all exams to one of the available time slots in the examination 
period such that the overall exam room capacity is not exceeded at any time 
slot and all separation and inequality constraints are met. 

Definition 7.1. An instance of the Examination Time Tabling Problem (ETTP) 
is given by a seven-tuple I = (f, cap, se, pts, iq, sc, yR) with f the set of 
exams of one examination period, cap E 1\1+ the overall exam room capacity, 
se : f ~ IN+ a function which gives the size of exams, pts : f ~ 'P(N) a 
function which gives the finite set of possible time slots of an exam, iq c f x f 
denoting an irreflexive and symmetric relation on pairs of exams that may not 
be planned at the same time slot, sc : f ~ IN a function denoting the number 
of exam free time slots preceding an exam, and gn c 'P(f) a set of exam 
groups. A time table for I is a function tt : f ~ N which gives a time slot for 
each exam. The problem is to find a time table, such that the time slot of each 
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exam is allowed, i.e., 
"~eet: tt(e) E pts(e), (7.1) 

the sum of the sizes of the exams does not exceed the overall room capacity at 
any time slot, i.e., for all t E N 

L se(e) :S cap, (7.2) 
e E t:ltt(e)=t 

exams satisfy the inequality constraints, i.e., 

v(e,e')eiq tt(e') #= tt(e), and (7.3) 

exams in one exam group must satisfy the separation constraints, i.e., for all 
g eQR, 

"~te,e')s;;Q (tt(e') < tt(e)- sc(e) V tt(e) < tt(e')- sc(e')). (7.4) 

Such a time table is ca11ed a solution for I. 0 

The following theorem gives a resu1t on the complexity of the ETIP. 

Theorem 7.1. EITP is NP-hard. 
Proof. Let I be an instance of the Multi Processor Scheduling Problem [Garey 
& Johnson, 1979] with T denoting the set of tasks, m E N+ the number of 
processors, /(t) E N+ the length each task t E T, and D E N+ the overall 
deadline. Construct an instance I' = {£,cap, se, pts, iq, sc, QR) of the 
ETIP by setting£ = T, cap = D, se = I, pts = {1, 2, ... , m}, iq = 
0, sc(e) = 0 for all e E £,and QR = 0. It is easily verified that there exists a 
solution for I if and only if there exists a solution for I', which completes the 
proof. o 

7.1.2 Modeling the ETTP as a special case ofthe TRCSP 

This section discusses two different ways of modeling the ETIP as a special 
case of the TRCSP. 

Modell 

This section gives a straightforward way to model the ETIP as a special 
case of the TRCSP. Let I = (£,cap, se, pts, iq, sc, QR) be an instance of 
the ETTP. A corresponding instance 11 = (SD, C) of the TRCSP where 
SD = (0, 1?, 'RS,Jr, cp, sz, pt, H) E SV, is defined as follows. 

- 0 = £, i.e., each exam corresponds to an operation. 

- 1? = { r}, i.e., the overall exam room is the only resource available. 

- RS = { { r}}, i.e., the overall exam room is the only resource set available. 

- For all e E £, fr (e) = { { r}}, i.e., the only feasible resource set of each 
operation is {r}. 
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- For all e E £, sz(e) = se(e), i.e., the sizes of the operations equal the 
sizes of the corresponding exams. 

- cp({r}) = cap, i.e., the capacity of {r} is the overall exam room capacity. 

- For all e E £, pt(e, {r}) = 1, i.e., operations have unit processing times. 

- C ~ Cadd issuchthatforeach e E £with pts(e) = [aJ, bJ], ... , [a,"' bx], 
a set of constraints 

st(e) ~at. 

st(e) :::; b1 v st(e) ~ a2, 

st(e) :::; hx-1 V st(e) ~ax, 

st(e):::; hx. 

is introduced in C. Furthermore, for each (e, e') E iq a constraint 

Cee' # st(e) =/= st(e') 

in Cis introduced, and for each g E Q'R and {e, e'} ~ g a constraint 

Cu• # st(e') < st(e)- sc(e) v st(e) < st(e')- sc(e') 

is introduced in C. 

It can be easily verified that a solution s for 11 yields a solution tt for I by 
defining tt(e) = st .. (e), for all e E £. 

Note that we define the separation constraints as additional constraints. 
In the next section we describe how we can enforce these separation con
straints by replacing them by capacity constraints. In this way we can use the 
algorithms SEQUENCINGCHECK and SEQUENCINGCHECK2 in the consistency 
checking to enforce these separation constraints, which is impossible for the 
abovementioned formulation. 

Model2 

Recall that for two operations o, o' E 0 and a resource set rs E 'RS, such that 
fr(o) = fr(o') = {rs} and sz(o) + sz(o') > cp(rs) a capacity constraint Coo' 

is defined as fo11ows 

c(J(,.(s) # st(o) + pt(o, rs):::; st(o') v st(o') + pt(o', rs) :::; st(o). 

Let e, e' E £ be two exams that need to be separated. We introduce two 
extra operations o, o' E 0, with sizes equal to 1 and processing times equal 
to sc(e) + 1 and sc(e') + 1, respectively, that must be scheduled on the same 
resource set with capacity 1. Then, the capacity constraint Cou implies that 

st(o) + sc(e) + 1 :::; st(o') v st(o') + sc(e') + 1 :::; st(o). 

This, together with the constraints 

ct(o) = ct(e) 1\ ct(o') = ct(e') 
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and the fact that the processing times of e and e' are equal, implies the separation 
constraint 

st(e') < st(e)- sc(e) V st(e) < st(e')- sc(e'). 

Based on this we introduce an extra resource with capacity I for each exam 
group and an extra operation for each exam in such a group, with abovemen
tioned size and processing time. Furthermore, constraints are introduced that 
synchronize the completion times of the original and the extra operation. 

This leads to a second way to model an instance of the ETIP as an 
instance of the TRCSP. Let I = (e, cap, se, pts, iq, sc, 9R) be an instance 
of the ETIP. A corresponding instance 12 = (SD, C) of the TRCSP where 
SD = (0, R, RS,Jr, cp, sz, pt, H) E SV, is defined as follows. 

- 0 = e u e'' where e' is a set of operations obtained by defining an 
operation eg for each g E 9R and e E g. Operations in e' are referred 
to as prime operations. 

- R = { r} u R', where r is the overall exam room and R' is a set 
of resources obtained by defining a resource rg for each exam group 
g E 9R. Resources in R' are referred to as prime resources. 

- RS = Ur'e'R {{r'}}, i.e., all resources form a resource set. 

-For all e E e,fr(e) = {{r}},andforall g E 9Randalle E 9,fr(eg) = 
{ { rg}}, i.e., the feasible resource set of a prime operation consists of the 
prime resource introduced for the exam group that contains its original. 

- For all e E e, sz(e) = se(e), and for all e E e', sz(e) = l, i.e., unit 
sizes for prime operations. 

- cp({r}) = cap and for all r' E R', cp({r'}) = 1, i.e., the capacity of 
prime resource sets is 1. 

- For all e E e, pt(e, {r}) = 1, and for aU g E 9R and all e E 9, 
pt(eg, {rg}) = sc(e) + 1, i.e, the processing time of a prime operation 
is the exam free time to be scheduled before its original plus the unit 
time for the actual examination. 

- C s; Caddis such that for each e E e with pts(e) = [a1, b1 ], ... , [ax, hxJ, 
a set of constraints 

st(e) :;:: a 1 + z, 
st(e) ~ b1 +z v st(e):::: a 2 + z, 

st(e) ~ hx-l + z V st(e) 2:: ax+ z, 

st(e) ~ hx + Z, 
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with z = maxeet: sc(e), is introduced in C. The addition of z is neces
sary as we do not al1ow negative start times, and therefore all possible 
start times of exams are shifted by the maximum exam free time to be 
scheduled before an exam. Furthermore, for all e' e £',a constraint 

ct(e):::; max{t + z I e E & 1\ t E pts(e)}, 

is introduced in C. Finally, for each (e, e') e iq a constraint 

Cee' <:> st(e) '# st(e') 

is introduced and for each g e QR and e e g a constraint 

Cee• <:> ct(e) = ct(eg) 

is introduced in C. 

It can be easily verified that a solution s for 12 yields a solution tt for I by 
defining tt(e) = st.,(e) z, for all e e £. 

Modifying the Operation Selection 

Using problem specific knowledge of the EITP, we can modify the operation 
selection of SOLVE in the following way. From the above problem description 
it is clear that there are two types of exams to be scheduled, viz., exams which 
have to be separated and exams which are only restricted in that they cannot 
be scheduled at the same time slot as a set of other exams. This observation 
leads to a partitioning of the set of operations into two sets, the first consists 
of all operations on which separation constraints are defined and the second 
one consists of all other operations. Because the operations from the first 
set are more restricted it is obvious to give preference to selecting such an 
operation over an operation of the second set. We still determine the earliest 
minimal completion time of any unscheduled operation, after which we select 
an operation randomly of the first set that can be started before this completion 
time. If no such operation exists, we select an operation randomly of the 
second set that can be started before this completion time. 

7.1.3 Computational Results 

We tested our approach for real-life instances of the ETTP based on the time 
tabling situation of the EUT. The base instance of the EITP, referred to as 
EUTl, uses minimal requirements concerning the separation of exams. 

Reformulating EUTl according to Model l and Model 2 yields two in
stances of the TRCSP, referred to as EUT1M1 and EUT1M2, respectively. 
Instance EUTl Mt contains 275 operations, 1 resource, 701 separation con
straints, and 2976 inequality constraints. Instance EUT1 M2 contains 651 
operations, 75 resources, 2976 inequality constraints, and 376 constraints on 
completion times of operations. 
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We performed tests using Modell with and without the modified operation 
selection strategy, referred to as method Mt+ and Ml, respectively, and using 
Model 2 with and without the modified operation selection, referred to as 
method M2+ and M2, respectively. 

Tests are performed on EUTlMl and EUT1M2 for different values of 
cap, and the results are given in Table 7 .I. For each test we did a set of five 
runs, using different seeds for the random number generator, and allowing a 
maximum running time of 1800 seconds on a SPARC-station ELC for each 
run. We used a backtracking factor BTF of0.15. In Table 7.1, column "Ml" 
gives the results for EUTIMl without using the modified operation selection 
and column "Ml +" gives the results for EUT1M1 with using the modified 
operation selection. Column "M2" gives the results for EUT1M2 without and 
column "M2+" with the modified operation selection. The column "cap" gives 
the total available capacity, columns "sue" give the number of successful runs, 
i.e., the number of runs for which a solution was found, columns "rst" give 
the average number of restarts of the successful runs, and columns "t" give the 
average running time in seconds of the successful runs. We note that 1472 is 
the maximum capacity available and that 821 is a lower bound on the capacity 
needed, obtained by dividing the sum of the sizes of all exams by the number 
of time slots available for examinations. 

Ml MJ+ M2 M2+ 
cap sue rsl I sue rsl I sue rsl I sue rst t 
1472 4 12.5 434 5 2.8 98 5 1.6 151 5 1.8 172 
1200 3 24.3 875 5 2.8 103 5 1.6 153 5 1.4 139 
1100 2 27.5 996 5 2.4 90 5 1.6 156 5 1.4 141 
1000 - - - 5 13.8 537 5 4 388 5 5.2 513 
900 - - - 2 6 249 4 7.8 821 3 4.3 443 
875 - - - - - - 3 9.3 980 1 8 795 
850 - - - - - - - - - - -

Table 7.1 : Computational resu Its for instance EUTI for different values of 
cap. 

Starting from instance EUT1 of the ETTP, we constructed the more challenging 
instances EUT2, EUT3, and EUT4 of the ETTP by gradually increasing the 
separation of the exams, i.e., by increasing sc(e) for some exams e E £,and 
by restricting the possible time slots of exams, i.e., by deleting values from 
pts(e) for some exams e E £. Tests are performed on EUT1-EUT4 by using 
both Model 1 and 2 with cap = 1 000, in the same way as the tests of Table 7 .1. 
The results are given in Table 7.2. 
The results of both Table 7.1 and 7.2 show that using Model 2 gives the best 
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Ml MI+ M~ M2+ 

sue rst t sue rst t sue rst t sue rst t 
EUTI - - - 5 13.8 537 5 4 388 5 5.2 513 
EUT2 - " - - - . 5 8.8 853 4 6.8 679 
EUT3 . - - - - - 5 5.2 494 1 14 1257 
EUT4 - - - - - - 3 7.7 732 1 9 865 

Table 7.2: Computational results for instances EUTl- EUT4 for cap= 1000. 

results. The performance improvement resulting from Model2 is particularly 
pronounced for the more challenging instances EUT2-EUT4. As expected, 
using Model 1 gives the worst results, which can be improved by using the 
modified operation selection. Surprisingly, combining Mode12 with the modi
fied operation selection is outperformed by using Model2 without the modified 
operation selection. This behavior could be explained by the fact that properly 
separating the exams is the most difficult part of solving the instances. Both 
the modified operation selection and Model 2 focus on that part. It seems that 
using Model 2 properly solves the difficulties, so that using the modified op
eration selection restricts SOLVE too much, i.e., more randomization improves 
its performance. 

7.2 Frit Production Scheduling 

7.2.1 The Frit Production Scheduling Problem 

This section is concerned with the Frit Production Scheduling Problem (FPSP), 
which is a problem from the area of production planning. Production planning 
is an important and weB-studied subject, that gives rise to numerous scheduling 
problems. Here, we study the scheduling problem associated with the produc
tion process found in a factory that manufactures specialized color products 
like liquid precious metal preparations, glass enamels and glazes. We consider 
the production process of frit, which is the main component of a glaze. We 
remark that much of the material in this section can be found in [Nuijten, Van 
Iersel & Aarts, 1994]. A preliminary study is given by Van lersel [1994]. 

Frit is produced in batches and a batch of frit needs to undergo three main 
procedures, viz., the weighing of the raw materials, blending the materials, 
and melting the materials. Weighing is done by operators in a weigh street. 
After weighing the materials for the batch of frit, the materials are blended. 
An operator puts the material into a blender and switches the blender on. After 
a certain period of time, a possibly different operator switches the blender off 
and empties the blender. Next, the materials are melted in a special kind of 
rotating oven, called a kiln. An operator switches a kiln on, and the kiln stays 
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on for a certain period of time depending on the type of frit. After the melting, 
the kiln is switched off again and emptied. The operators that do the weighing 
work only during weekdays from 07:30 unti116:00 hours. The operators that 
do the blending and the melting work 24 hours a day during weekdays. An 
operator is either capable of operating the weigh streets or of both operating 
the blenders and the kilns. 

Frit may contain all kinds of inorganic pigments. The pigments used 
in a certain type of frit determine the blenders and kilns it is allowed to be 
processed on. For the blenders the presence of lead plays an important role. 
As leaded material contaminates unleaded material, a blender has to be cleaned 
if unleaded material is to be blended after leaded material. Furthermore, the 
blended materials can be divided into several contamination groups specified 
by the total mixture of pigments. This contamination imposes sequencing 
constraints on the kilns, i.e., a mixture of low contamination can never be 
scheduled after a mixture of high contamination. This implies that at each 
point in time each kiln has a certain degree of contamination and that only 
materials that do not have a lower contamination than the kiln can be scheduled 
on that kiln. Whenever on a kiln only the most contaminated materials may be 
melted, a new coating on the kiln is installed and the process of contamination 
on the kiln can start again. 

Informally, the FPSP can be formulated as follows. Given are a set of 
batches of frit, a set of weigh streets, a set of blenders, a set of kilns and a set 
of operators. Each batch of frit has to be weighed, blended, and melted. The 
problem is to find a production plan, i.e., an assignment to each batch of a weigh 
street, a blender with operators, and a kiln with operators, each on a certain 
interval in time, such that no two batches are assigned simultaneously to the 
same resource and all timing constraints concerning leading and contamination 
are met. 

Definition 7.2. An instance of the Frit Production Scheduling Problem (FPSP) 
is given by a nine-tuple I = (:F, W, B,IC, OP, lead, contam, pr, tw). :F is 
the set of batches of frit and each batch f E :F consists of seven production 
steps, viz., fw, the weighing, /bon• switching the blending on, fb, the blending, 
/boff• switching the blending off, /mon• switching the melting on, fm, the 
melting, and fmoff• switching the melting off. The set of all production steps 
of all batches of frit is denoted by PS. Furthermore, W is the set of weigh 
streets, B is the set of blenders, IC is the set of kilns, and OP is the set 
of operators. The function lead : :F ----+ {true,Jalse}, expresses whether a 
batch of frit contains lead, the function contam : :F ----+ N, gives the degree 
of contamination of a batch, pr : P S ----+ N is a function which gives the 
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processing time for each production step and tw : W U B UK, U OP --. P(N) 
is a function which gives for each resource the time window in which it is 
available to process a batch. For each f E F, pr(fbon) + pr(fboff) ~ pr(fb) 
and pr<fmon) + pr(fmoff) ~ pr(fm). For each a E W U B UK U OP, 
tw(a) is a finite set. Furthermore, for all op, op' E OP, tw(op) = tw(op'). 
A production plan is a pair (ra, st), where ra : PS--. W U B UK, U OP is a 
function assigning a resource to each production step and st : PS --. N is a 
function assigning a start time to each production step. The problem is to find 
a production plan (ra, st) such that, 

- for all f E F, 
ra(fw) E W, 

ra(fbon) E OP 1\ ra(fb) E B 1\ ra(fboff) E OP, 

raUmon) E OP 1\ ra(fm) E B 1\ raUmoff) E OP, 

st(fb) = st(fbon) 1\ st(fb) + pr(fb) = st(fboff) + pr(fboff), 

st(fm) = stUmon) 1\ st(fm) + pr(fm) = stUmoff) + prUmoff), 

st(fw) + pr(fw) ~ st(fbon), 

st(fboff) + pr(fboff) ~ stUmon). 

- the batches of frit can only be processed within the time intervals of the 
resources, i.e., for all a E W U B U K, U OP and for all ps E P S, 

ra(ps) =a=} [st(ps), st(ps) + pr(ps)) ~ tw(a), 

- resources never process more than one production step at the same time, 
i.e., for all ps, ps' E PS, 

ra(ps) = ra(ps') =} 

st(ps) + pr(ps) ~ st(ps') v st(ps') + pr(ps') ~ st(ps), 

- when a leaded batch is blended before an unleaded batch on the same 
blender, the blender has to be cleaned for a time X E 1\J. Let f, f' E F, 
then 

lead(!) 1\ -.lead(!') =} 

ra(fb) #- ra(f~) v 

st(f~) + pr(f~) ~ st(fb) v st(f~)::: st(fb) + pr(fb) +X 

- batches of frit of higher contamination must be melted after batches of 
frit of lower contamination on the same kiln. Let f, f E F, then 

contam(f) > contam(f') =} 

ra(fm) #- ra(f~) V st(fm)::: st(f~) + pr(f~) 
Such a production plan p is called a solution for /. 0 
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The following theorem gives a result on the complexity of the FPSP. 

Theorem 7.2. FPSP is NP-hard. 
Proof Let /be an instance of the Multi Processor Scheduling Problem [Garey 
& Johnson, 1979] with T denoting the set of tasks, m E N+ the number 
of processors, l(t) E N+ the length of each task t E T, and with D E N+ 
the overall deadline. Construct an instance I' = (:F, W, B, JC, OP, lead, 
contam, pr, tw) of the FPSP by setting 

- I:FI = I Tl, i.e., with each task in T a batch of frit is associated, 

- IWI=m, 

- IBI = 1/CI, IOPI = 1, 

- for all f E :F, lead (f) =false, 

- for all f E :F, contam(f) = 1, 

- for all f E :F, pr(fw) = l(t), where f is the batch of frit associated 
with task t, 

- for all f E :F, prUoon) = pr(fb) = pr(fooff) = prUmon) = pr(fm) = 
pr(fmoff) = 0, and 

- for all r E W U B U JC U OP, tw(r) = [0, D]. 

It is easily verified that there exists a solution for I if and only if there exists a 
solution for/', which completes the proof. D 

7.2.2 Modeling the FPSP as a special case of the TRCSP 

This section gives a straightforward way to model the FPSP as a special case of 
the TRCSP. Let I= (:F, W, B, JC, OP,lead, contam, pr, tw) be an instance 
of the FPSP. A corresponding instance 11 = ( S D, C) of the TRCSP is obtained 
by defining SD (0, R, RS,Jr, cp, sz, pt, H) where 

- () = PS, i.e., each production step corresponds to an operation, 

- R = w U (W U B U JC), where w is a resource introduced to model the 
resources in OP, 

- RS = U,en {{r}}, 

- for all f E :F, 

fr(fw) = u ... ew {{w}}, 

fr(/bon) = {{w}}, 

fr(fb) = u,eB{{b}}, 

fr(fboff) = {{w}}, 

frUmon) = { {w}}, 
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fr(fm) = UteK {{k}}, and 

fr(fmoff) = {{w}}, 
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i.e., the feasible resource sets of the operations equal the resource sets 
that can process the corresponding production steps, 

- cp({w}) = IO'PI and for all r E W U B U IC, cp({r}) = l, i.e., 
the capacity of the introduced resource set {w} equals the number of 
operators and all other resource sets have unit capacity. 

- for all ps E 'P S, s z (ps) = 1, i.e., the sizes of the production steps equal 
one, 

- for all ps E 'PS and rs E fr(ps), pt(ps, rs) = pr(ps), i.e., the 
processing times of the operations on their feasible resource sets are 
equal to the processing times of the corresponding production steps, 

- the scheduling horizon H equals maxrewuBuK:uOP max(tw(r)), 

- C £Caddis such that for each r E WUBUIC with tw(r) =[a~> bJ], ... , 
[ax, hx], where a1 ~ b1 < a2 ~ ... <ax ~ hx, and for each ps E 'PS, 
such thatfr(ps) = {{r}}, a set of constraints 

ra(ps) # {r} v st(ps) ~ al> 

ra(ps) # {r} v st(ps) :S b1 v st(ps) ~ a2, 

ra(ps) # {r} V st(ps) :S hx-1 V st(ps) ~ax, 

ra(ps) =fi {r} V st(ps) :S hx, 

is introduced in C. With op E O'P and tw(op) = [a" bJ], ... , [an hx], 
where a1 :S b1 < a 2 :S ... <ax :S hx, and for each ps E 'PS, such that 
fr(ps) = {{w}}, a set of constraints 

st(ps) ~at. 

st(ps) :S b1 v st(ps) ~ a2, 

st(ps) ~ hx-J V st(ps) ~ax, 

st(ps) ~ hx, 

is introduced in C. Furthermore, for each batch of frit f E :F the 
constraints 

st(fb) = st<Joon), 

ct(fb) = ct(/oorr). 

st<Jm) = stUmon). 

ct(fm) = ctUmorr). 
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are introduced in C. 
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ct<fw)::: st(/bon). 

ct<footr) ::: st<fmon). 

It can be easily verified that a solution (ra, st) for II yields a solution (ra', st) 
for I by defining ra'(ps) = r if ra(ps) = {r}, for all ps E PS. 

Modifying the Operation Selection 

Using problem specific knowledge of the FPSP, we can modify the operation 
selection of SOLVE in the following way. Frit batches of higher contamination 
must be melted after frit batches of lower contamination if melted on the 
same kiln. We can modify the operation selection to accommodate that, by 
partitioning of the set of operations into sets with equal contamination. We, 
then give preference to selecting an operation of lower contamination over 
an operation of higher contamination. We still determine the earliest minimal 
completion time of any unscheduled operation, after which we randomly select 
an operation of the set of lowest contaminated operations that can be started 
before this completion time. If no such operation exists, we randomly select 
an operation of a set of the second lowest contamination that can be started 
before this completion time, etc. 

7.2.3 Computational Results 

We tested the performance of our approach for real-life instances of the FPSP 
based on the scheduling situation of the production process for five separate 
days. Each day gives an instance of the FPSP and is translated into an instance 
of the TRCSP according to the model as described in Section 7 .2.2. In Table 7.3 
column "IFI" gives the number of frit batches for each of these instances, 
column "# lead" gives the number of batches that contain lead, column "# 
contam" gives the number of different degrees of contamination, column 
"101" gives the number of operations of the corresponding instance of the 
TRCSP, and column "ICI" gives the number of additional constraints of the 
corresponding instance of the TRCSP. 

For each instance we did a set of five runs, using different seeds for the 
random number generator, and allowing a maximum running time of 900 
seconds for each run for the instance Day I, Day2, Day4 and Day5 and a 
maximum running time of 1800 seconds for Day3. We used a backtracking 
factor BTF of 0.15. Table 7.4 gives the results obtained when using the 
modified operation selection. We remark that using the unmodified operation 
selection of SOLVE leads to poor results. Column "FC" gives the results 
when only using FORWARDCHECK, column "+ 2-Cons" gives the results when 
using 2-CONSCHECK, see Section 4.2, column "+ RCP + SEQ" gives the 
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Dayl 
Day2 
Day3 
Day4 
Day5 

IFI 
51 
57 
59 
51 
39 

#lead 
0 
9 
59 
51 
29 

#contam 
3 
4 
2 
1 
4 

10 
35 
39 
413 
357 
273 

Table 7.3: Five instances ofthe FPSP. 
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results when using 2-CONSCHECK, RCPCHECK, and SEQUENCINGCHECK, and 
column"+ Comb" gives the results when using 2-CONSCHECK, RCPCHECK, 
SEQUENCINGCHECK, and COMBINERESSETSCHECK. Furthermore, columns 
"sue" give the number of successful runs, i.e., the number of runs for which a 
solution was found, columns "rst" give the average number of restarts of the 
successful runs, and columns "t" give the average running time in seconds of 
the successful runs. 

FC + 2-Cons +Comb 
sue rst sue rst sue sue rst t 

Dayl 5 1.2 172 5 1.2 214 
Day2 3 2.3 303 5 1.2 292 5 1.2 364 
Day3 3 4.3 890 4 5.3 1079 
Day4 4 3.0 454 5 3.4 641 
Day5 5 6.0 285 5 1.0 96 5 1.0 121 

Table 7.4: Computational results for five instances of the FPSP with the 
modified operation selection. 

It can be observed that by only using FORWARDCHECK, none of the instances 
was solved. Adding the algorithm 2-CONSCHECK results in finding a solu
tion for two of the five instances. Adding the algorithms RCPCHECK and 
SEQUENCINGCHECK to the consistency checking gives a drastic improvement, 
viz., for all instances a solution is found. We remark that the combination 
of the algorithms RCPCHECK and SEQUENCINGCHECK is considerably more 
effective than any of these two algorithms separately, which is why we report 
on the performance ofthe combination. Finally, adding a1gorithm COMBINER
ESSETSCHECK even further improves performance in the way that more often 
a solution is found. In fact, only 1 run on Day3 fails to find a solution. In 
conclusion, we again see that doing more extensive consistency checking pays 
off. 
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7.3 School Time Tabling 

7.3.1 The School Time Tabling Problem 

This section is concerned with the School Time Tabling Problem (SITP), 
which was found in an educational institute that provides courses, focused on 
administrative topics, to people seeking employment. We remark that much of 
the material in this section can be found in [Nuijten, Janssen & Aarts, 1994]. 
A related study is reported in [Janssen, 1994]. 

Each course consists of so called theory blocks and practice blocks, each 
block having a certain length. While theory blocks are given by teachers, 
during a practice blocks the pupils work without guidance. A teacher may 
be authorized to give several types of theory blocks, and for a certain type of 
theory blocks several authorized teachers may be available. The blocks of a 
course have a predefined ordering. The courses are given during a fixed period 
of time, usually containing about 20 workdays. 

The pupils are divided into course groups, such that all pupils in a course 
group take the same courses. Courses are given to one or more groups si
multaneously. Course groups taking the same course are permitted to have 
their matching practice blocks in different classrooms at different times. Fur
thermore, course groups taking practice blocks of different courses may be 
simultaneously present in the same classroom. 

For course groups and teachers a number of breaks per day are scheduled, 
all within fixed intervals. During the breaks, for all the pupils that are scheduled 
to have their break, a seat should be available in the canteen, the capacity of 
which is limited. Classrooms, teachers, and course groups may not always 
be available during a period. Classrooms also can be partially unavailable, 
i.e., only a portion of the capacity of a classroom may be occupied due to an 
external activity. The canteen is always available during breaks. 

Informally, the STIP can be formulated as follows. Given are a set of 
course groups, a set of teachers, a set of classrooms, a set of theory blocks, a 
set of practice blocks, a set of breaks of teachers, and a set of breaks of course 
groups. The problem is to find a time table, i.e., an assignment of start times 
and classrooms to all course blocks and an assignment of start times to all 
breaks, that satisfies the following. 

- The courses are scheduled between the first allowed start time and the 
last allowed completion time. 

- The capacities of the classrooms and the canteen are never exceeded. 

- Both teachers and course groups are assigned to at most one block or 
break at a time. 
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- Course groups, teachers, and classrooms are only assigned when avail
able. 

- All blocks of a course are scheduled in their predefined order. 

- Blocks are scheduled in appropriate classrooms during the weeks they 
have to be scheduled, theory blocks are scheduled in classrooms which 
are not already occupied by other blocks. Breaks are scheduled during 
the predefined intervals on the days they have to be scheduled. 

- No two theory blocks of the same course are scheduled on the same day. 

- For some courses all theory blocks have to be given in the same class-
room. 

Definition 7.3. An instance of the School Time Tabling Problem (SITP) is 
given by a 20-tuple I = (Q, T, RO, T8, P8, 89, 8T, gr, ro, te, cap, 
Cap, pup, ln, av, occ, rt, dl, -<,OS), with 

- 9, a set of course groups, 

- T, a set of teachers, 

- RO, a set of classrooms, 

- T8, a set of theory blocks, 

- P8, a set of practice blocks, 

- 89, a set of breaks of course groups, 

- 8T, a set of breaks of teachers, 

- g r : T 8 U P8 U 89 ~ P(Q), a function which gives the course groups 
taking a block or a break, where igr(b)i = I if bE P8 orb E 89, 

- ro : T8 U P8 ~ P(RO), a function which gives the appropriate 
classrooms for a block, 

- te : T8 U 8T ~ T, a function which gives the teacher for a theory 
block or the teacher taking a break, 

- cap : RO ~ N +, a function which gives the capacity of a classroom, 

- Cap E IN+, representing the capacity of the canteen, 

- pup : 9 ~ N+, a function which gives the number of pupils of'a course 
group, 

- ln : T 8 U P 8 U 89 U 8T ~ N+, a function which gives the lengths of 
blocks and breaks, 

- av : 9 U T ~ P(N), a function which expresses the availabilities of 
course groups and teachers, 
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- occ : 'RO --+ (N --+ N), a function which expresses the degree of 
occupation of classrooms over time, where for all p E 'RO and for all 
tEN, 

0 =:: occ(p)(t) _=:: cap(p), 

- rt : T8 U P8 U 8Q U 8T--+ N, a function which gives release times 
of blocks and breaks, 

- dl : T8 U P8 U 8Q U 8T--+ N, a function which gives deadlines of 
blocks and breaks, 

- -<,a binary relation on T8 U P8 that defines the ordering of the blocks 
in courses. For all o, o', o" E T8 U P8, 

o -j:. o, and 

o -< o' A o' -< o" ==> o -< o". 

- OS s;;; P(T8), a set of all sets of theory blocks which have to be 
scheduled in the same cJassroom, where 

Vo.~,o.,'e0Sios¥o.•' OS n OS
1 

= 0. 
Furthermore, for all os E OS and all o, o' E os, 

o #- o' ==> o-< o' v o' -< o. 

We define a time table as a pair (st, roa), where 

st: T8UP8U 8QU 8T--+ N 

is a function that assigns a start time to course blocks and breaks, and 

roa: T8UP8--+ 'RO 

is a function that assigns a classroom to course blocks. The problem is to find 
a time table (st, roa) that satisfies the following. All blocks are scheduled in 
proper classrooms, i.e., for all b E T 8 U P 8, 

roa(b) E ro(b). 

For all blocks b E T8 U P8 U 8Q U 8T, we denote the completion time 
st(b) + ln(b) by ct(b). A course group can only be assigned to one block or 
one course group break at a time, i.e., for all b, b' E T8 U P8 U 8Q where 
b ::j:.b', 

gr(b) n gr(b') #- 0::::::} [st(b), ct(b)) n [st(b'), ct(b')) = 0. 

A teacher can only be assigned to one theory block or one teacher break at a 
time, i.e., for all b, b' E T8 U 8T, 

te(b) = te(b')::::::} [st(b), ct(b)) n [st(b'), ct(b')) = 0. 

Furthermore, for all blocks and breaks the needed resources are continuously 
available from the start time until the completion time. This implies that for 
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each bE TB, 
[st(b), ct(b)) 5;:; av(te(b)) 1\ 

Ygegr(b) [st(b), ct(b)) 5;:; av(g), 

and for all bE PB, where gr(b) = {g}. 

[st(b), ct(b)) 5;:; av(g), 

and for al1 b E BQ, where gr(b) = {g}, 

[st(b), ct(b)) 5;:; av(g), 

and for all b E BT, 
[st(b), ct(b)) 5;:; av(te(b)). 
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The capacities of the classrooms are never exceeded. Therefore, for all theory 
blocks b E T B, 

L pup(g) ::: cap(roa(b)), 
R€gr(h) 

and for all p E RO and all t E IN, with 

PBp,r ={bE PB I roa(b) = p 1\ st(b) ::: t < ct(b)}, 

the set of all practice blocks which are scheduled in classroom p at time t, 

L pup(gr(pb)) < (cap(p)- occ(p)(t)). 
phePB, .. , 

Also, the capacity of the canteen is never exceeded, i.e., for all t EN, with 

BG, ={bE BQ I st(b) ::: t < ct(b), 

L pup(gr(bg))::: Cap. 
hgeBG, 

If a theory block is assigned to a classroom, nothing else can be scheduled to 
that classroom simultaneously, i.e., for all b E TB and b' E TB U PB with 

b "1- b'' 
[st(b), ct(b)) 5;:; {t E IN I occ(roa(b))(t) = 0} 1\ 

roa(b) = roa(b') => [st(b), ct(b)) n [st(b'), ct(b')) = 0. 
All blocks and breaks are started after their release time and completed before 
their deadlines, i.e., for all b E T B U P B U BQ U BT, 

rt(b) ::: st(b) 1\ st(b) + ln(b) < dl(b). 

Furthermore, all theory and practice blocks satisfy the precedence relation -<, 
i.e., for all b, b' E TB U PB, 

b -< b' => ct(b) ::: st(b'). 

Never schedule more than one theory block of a course on the same day. Let 
B be the set that contains the first points in time of each workday. For all 
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b, b' E TB, such that b -< b', 

3,eB ct(b) :5 t A t :5 st(b'). 

Finally, for all os E OS and for all b, b' E os, 

roa(b) = roa(b'). 

Such a time table (st, roa) is called a solution for I. 

The following theorem gives a result on the complexity of the STTP. 

Theorem 7.3. SITP is NP-hard. 

(7.5) 

(7.6) 

0 

Proof Let I = (0, M, H, M, p, -<)be an instance of the JSSP of Defini
tion6.1 withnthenumberofjobsof I. Constructaninstance/' = (Q, T, RO, 
TB, 0, 0, 0, gr, ro, te, cap, Cap, pup, In, av, occ, rt, dl, -<, 0) by setting 

- 191 n, 

- T=M, 

- IROI = n, 

- TB = 0, 

- for all b, b' E TB where b =f. b', b -/. b' and b' -/. b, 

gr(b) =f. gr(b') A ro(b) =f. ro(b'), 

i.e., each job of I has a different course group and a different room, 

- for all bE TB, te(b) = M(b), 

- for all p E RO, cap(p) = 1, 

- Cap= 0, 

- for all g E Q, pup(g) = 1, 

- for all bE TB, ln(b) = p(b), 

- for all x E gUT, av(x) = [0, H), 

- for all p E RO and all t E N, occ(p )(t) 0, 

- for all bE TB, rt(b) = 0 and dl(b) = H. 

It is easily verified that there exist a solution for I if and only if there exists a 
solution for 1', which completes the proof. 0 

7 .3.2 Modeling the STTP as a special case of the TRCSP 

In this section we model the STTP as a special case of the TRCSP. Let I = 
(Q, T, RO, TB, PB, BQ, BT, gr, ro, te, cap, Cap, pup, ln, av, occ, rt, 
dl, -<, OS) be an instance of the STTP. We define a corresponding instance 
I'= (SD, C) of the TRCSP, with SD = (0, R, RS, fr, cp, sz, pt, H) as 
follows. For each theory block, practice block and break of I, an operation is 
introduced in 1', i.e., 
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TBU'PBUB(iUBT ~ 0. 
In the sequel, we do not distinguish between, for instance a theory block and 
the operation that is introduced for this theory block. Note that we do not fully 
specify the set of operations. In order to model the STI'P properly as a special 
case of the TRCSP, we will need to extend the set of operations. The same 
holds for 'R, for now we define that 

gUT U 'RO U {canteen}~ 'R. 

The set of resource sets 'RS is specified later, we first specify the function 
fr. Specifying the feasible resource sets for practice blocks gives rise to some 
difficulties. At first glance, feasible resource sets of practice blocks should 
consist of both a classroom and a course group. As mentioned earlier, several 
practice blocks can be scheduled at the same time in the same classroom. This 
would imply that a classroom may be active in several resource sets simul
taneously, which contradicts with the constraints of (3.3) of Definition 3.5. 
To remedy this, we introduce so caJied shadow operations for each practice 
block. The feasible resource sets of the shadow operations consist of one 
course group. The feasible resource sets of the practice blocks consist of a 
classroom. Furthermore, the processing times of the shadow operations are 
set to be equal to the processing times of the practice block and a constraint is 
introduced ensuring that the start times of a shadow operation equals the start 
time of a practice block. For each practice block bE PB, with gr(b) = {g}, 
we define 

fr(b) = U {{p}}, 
pEr<l(/>) 

sz(b) = pup(g), and 

Ypero(h) pt(b, {p}) = ln(b), 

and we introduce a shadow operation o such that 

fr(o) = {{g}}, 

sz(o) = 1, and 
pt(o, {g}) = ln(org(o)), 

and introduce an additional constraint 

st(o) = st(b), 

in C. The introduction of shadow operations is also needed for specifying 
the feasible resource sets of course group breaks, as the canteen may also be 
active in at most one resource set simultaneously. For each course group break 
b E B(i, with gr(b) = {g }, we define 

fr(b) ={{canteen}}, 
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sz(b) = pup(g), and 
pt(b, {canteen})= ln(b), 

and we introduce a shadow operation o such that 

fr(o) = {{g}}, 

sz(o) = 1, and 
pt(o, {g}) = ln(b), 

and introduce an additional constraint 

st(o) = st(b). 

in C. 
For theory blocks we introduce shadow operations to minimize the number 

of resource sets. A theory block occupies a teacher, a classroom and a set of 
groups. We model this by having one operation that is to be scheduled on a 
combination of a teacher and a classroom, and a shadow operation for each 
group. For each theory block bE TB, with gr(b) = {g~o ... , g11 }, we define 

fr(b) = U {{te(b), p}}, 
pera(b) 

sz(b) = I, and 

Vpera(h) pt(b, {te(b), p}) = ln(b), 

and introduce a set {o1, ••• , o11 } of operations where, with 1 ::::; i =s n, 

fr(oi) = {{gd}. 

sz(o;) = 1, and 
pt(o;, {gi}) = ln(b), 

and introduce for each o E { o1, ••• , 0 11 } an additional constraint 

st(o) = st(b), 

in C. The set of shadow operations is denoted by SHand 0 is extended with 
S1-l. 

For teacher breaks no difficulties occur. For each teacher break b E BT, 

fr(b) {{te(b)}}, 

sz(b) = 1, and 
pt(b, {te(b)}) = ln(b). 

Availabilities. To ensure the satisfaction of constraints concerned with the 
availabilities, we introduce the following additional constraints in C. Let 
rEg UTand 

av(r) = [a,, bd U ... U [ax. hx], 
where a 1 =s b1 < a 2 =s ... < a.r =s b.r. Then, if 

X~ 1 V a, =/= 0 V hx =/= H, 
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we introduce a set {o1, ••• , Ox+ I} of availability operations for which all sizes 
equall and for which 

pt(ot) = a1, 

pt(o2) = a2- bt- 1, 

pt(o.) =ax - bx-1 - 1. and 

pt(Ox+l) = H- bx - 1. 
We, furthermore, introduce the following set of constraints in C, 

st(ot) = 0, 

st(o2) = b1 + 1, 

st(o.) = bx-1 + 1, and 

St(Ox+l) = bx + 1. 
To model the fact that a room is partial unavailable we also introduce avail
ability operations. If p E 1UJ and t, t' E N such that 

t ~ t', 

occ(p )(t) > 0, 

Vt~i9' occ(p)(i) = occ(p)(t), 

occ(p)(t -1) #- occ(p)(t), and 

occ(p)(t' + 1) #- occ(p)(t'), 

we introduce an availability operation o, such that 

fr(o) = {{p}}, 

sz(o) = occ(p)(t), and 

pt(o, {p)}) = t'- t + 1, 

and introduce an additional constraint, 

st(o) = t, 
in C. The set of availability operations is denoted by AV and 0 is extended 
with AV. 

Release times and deadlines. Let b E TB U PB U 89 U BT, if rt(b) > 0 
then the constraint 

st(b):;::: x, 

where x = rt(b) is introduced inC, and if dl(b) < H then the constraint 

ct(b) ~ y, 

where y = dl(b) is introduced in C. 
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Precedence constraints. To ensure the satisfaction of the precedence con
straints we introduce for each b, b' e 78 U 'PB with b -< b' a constraint 

ct(b) ~ st(b'), 

in C. 

Constraints of (7 .5). To ensure the satisfaction of the constraints of (7 .5), we 
introduce the resource night. This resource night is always available between 
successive workdays. Furthermore, for each pair of theory blocks b and b' in 
TB such that 

b-< b' A 

-.3b''eTB b -< b" A b" -< b', 

a so called different day operation odd is introduced, where 

fr(odd) ={{night}}, 

and the constraints, 

sz(odd) = 1, and 
pt(odd• {night})= 1, 

ct(o) ~ st(odd), 

ct(odd) ~ st(b'), 

are introduced in C. The set of different day operations is denoted by VV and 
0 is extended with VV. 

Constraints of (7.6). To ensure the satisfaction of the constraints of (7.6), 
we introduce the following additional constraints. Let os e OS and b e os, 
then if 

'<lb'eo.• te(b) = te(b'), 
we introduce for every pair of theory blocks b, b' e os such that b -< b' and 
for which no theory block b" e os exists such that 

b -< b" A b" -< b', 

the constraint 
ra(b) = ra(b'). 

If there exist two theory blocks b, b' e os such that te(b) =f te(b'), then with 
b e os, introduce for all b' e os\{b} and p e ro(b) a constraint 

{p} q; ra(b) v {p} ~ ra(b'), 

in C. 
The set of resource sets is given by 

'RS = U {{r,p}}U U {{p}}U{{canteen}}U 
reT,pe'RO pe'RO 

u{{g}} u u {{r}} u {{night}}, 
f.IEIJ reT 
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such that 
'<~re'T"'pe'RO cp({r, p}) =I, 
Vpe'RO cp({p}) = cap(p), 

cp({canteen}) =Cap, 

"'ge(J cp({g}) = 1, 
Vre'T cp({r}) = 1, and 

cp({night}) =I 0 I . 
The scheduling horizon is defined as follows, 

H = max dl(b), 
be'TBUPBUB(JuB'T 
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which concludes the formulation of the STTP as a special case of the TRCSP. 

Modifying the Operation Selection 

Using problem specific knowledge of the STTP, we can modify the operation 
selection of SOLVE in the following way. As theory blocks totally occupy 
a room and practice blocks only partially occupy a room and therefore can 
be combined, we give a preference to selecting a theory block over all other 
operations. We still determine the earliest minimal completion time of any 
unscheduled operation, after which we select randomly a theory block that can 
be started before this completion time. If no such theory block exists, we select 
randomly any other operation that can be started before the earliest completion 
time. 

7.3.3 Computational results 

Typical real-life instances of the STTP result in instances of the TRCSP that 
exceed the internal memory capacity. Therefore, we split each full size instance 
into instances of one week. This is a valid choice because the problem of 
solving a total period consists of solving one for each week. The number 
of blocks and breaks to schedule per week is known and invariable. The 
only problem is the constraint which states that all theory blocks of a certain 
course should be scheduled in one and the same classroom. When a full 
period instance is being split up into single week instances the choices made 
with respect to this constraint in the first week have to be kept on during the 
remaining weeks. 

We have a real-life instance that consists of 13 courses, 9 course groups, 9 
teachers, and 18 classrooms, and that covers 5 workdays. This instance results 
in an instance of the TRCSP that has 817 operations, I 00 resource sets, and 
358 constraints. This instance corresponds to the first week of an instance of 
four weeks. By altering the availabilities of the course groups we obtain five 
instances Cou 1 - Cou5 that are gradually more difficult. 
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Cou 1 All course groups are available on Monday and Thursday from 8.30am 
till 5.00pm and from 6.00pm till 9.00pm and on Thesday, Wednesday 
and Friday from 8.30am till 5.00pm. 

Cou2 All course groups are available on Monday from 8.30am ti115.00pm and 
from 6.00pm till 9.00pm and on Thesday till Friday from 8.30am till 
5.00pm. 

Cou3 All course groups are available on Monday till Friday from 8.30am till 
5.00pm. 

Cou4 All course groups are available on Monday, Wednesday, Thursday and 
Friday from 8.30am till 5.00pm, and on Tuesday from 8.30am till 
1.15pm. 

Cou5 AJI course groups except one part-time group are available on Monday, 
Wednesday, Thursday and Friday from 8.30am till5.00pm, and on Tues
day from 8.30am til1 1.15pm. The part-time group is available on all 
workdays from 8.30am till 1.15pm. 

FC + 2-Cons +Cius 
sue rst t sue rst t sue rst t 

Coul - - - 5 1 36 5 I 73 
Cou2 - - - 5 I 36 5 1 72 
Cou3 - - - 5 I 36 5 I 72 
Cou4 . - . 3 7.7 351 5 3.4 272 
Cou5 - - - . - - 3 5 376 

Table 7.5: Computational results for five instances of the STTP with the 
operation selection of SOLVE. 

FC + 2-Cons +Cius 
sue rst t sue rst t sue rst t 

Coul 5 10.8 295 5 1 36 5 1 73 
Cou2 5 10.8 288 J 5 1 38 5 1 72 
Cou3 3 16 388 5 l 37 5 l 73 
Cou4 . - - 4 9.8 462 5 6.4 428 
Cou5 - - - 3 13 641 5 9.6 689 

Table 7.6: Computational results for five instances of the STTP with the 
modified operation selection. 

The values of the availabilities are chosen based on real data. Tests are 
performed on Cou 1 - Cou5, the results of which are given in Table 7.5 and 
Table 7.6. For each test we did a set of five runs, using different seeds for 
the random number generator, and allowing a maximum running time of 900 
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seconds on a SPARC-station ELC for each run. We used a backtracking factor 
BTF of 0.15. Table 7.5 gives the results obtained without using the modified 
operation selection and Table 7.6 gives the results obtained with using the 
modified operation selection. 

Both in Tables 7.5 and 7.6, column "FC" gives the results when only 
using FORWARDCHECK, see Section 4.1, column"+ 2-Cons" gives the results 
when using FORWARDCHECK and 2-CONSCHECK, see Section 4.2, and column 
"+ Clus" gives the results when using FORWARDCHECK, 2-CONSCHECK, and 
CLUSTERCHECK. Furthermore, columns "sue" give the number of successful 
runs, i.e., the number of runs for which a solution was found, columns "rst" 
give the average number of restarts of the successful runs, and columns "t" 
give the average running time in seconds of the successful runs. 

It can be observed that with the operation selection strategy of SOLVE, using 
the consistency checking algorithm 2-CONSCHECK drastically improves per
formance. Furthermore, adding the algorithm CLUSTERCHECK also improves 
performance. The difference between using CLUSTERCHECK and not using 
CLUSTERCHECK, is the difference between finding a solution for the instance 
Cou5 and not finding a solution for Cou5. We remark that the algorithms 
COMBINERESSETSCHECK and RCPCHECK do not improve performance and 
are, therefore, not included in the comparison. The modified operation selec
tion strategy improves the performance even further. Using FORWARDCHECK, 
2-CONSCHECK, and CLUSTERCHECK, with the modified operation selection, 
results in finding a solution each run for alJ instances. 
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Samenvatting 

In dit proefschrift bestuderen we het Time and Resource Constrained Schedul
ing Probleem (TRCSP). Scheduling problemen doen zich voor in situaties waar 
een verzameling activiteiten moet worden uitgevoerd door een beperkt aantal 
hulpmiddelen. Een hulpmiddel kan alles zijn wat nodig is om een activiteit 
uit te voeren; voorbeelden zijn machines, mensen, gereedschap en ruimtes. In 
de laatste decennia is er veel onderzoek gedaan naar scheduling problemen. 
De meeste aandacht is daarbij uitgegaan naar klassieke scheduling problemen 
die gebaseerd zijn op relatief eenvoudige wiskundige modellen, en inmidde]s 
heeft men voor deze problemen goede algoritmen ontwikkeld. Als men echter 
een praktijksituatie wil modelleren met deze simpele modellen, dan is men 
vaak gedwongen om zowel vrijheidsgraden als beperkingen die zich in die 
praktijksituatie voordoen, weg te Iaten. Een gevolg van het weglaten van vrij
heidsgraden kan zijn dater bepaalde oplossingen van het praktische probleem 
niet worden beschouwd. Het weglaten van beperkingen kan resulteren in het 
verkrijgen van onpraktische oplossingen. Met het model dat we ontwikkeld 
hebben voor het TRCSP, kunnen we meer vrijheidsgraden en beperkingen 
beschouwen dan met de eerder genoemde eenvoudige modellen. 

Het TRCSP kan informeel als volgt worden beschreven. Gegeven is een 
verzameling operaties en een verzameling hulpmiddelen. De verzameling 
operaties representeert de activiteiten die uitgevoerd dienen te worden. Een 
operatie kan uitgevoerd worden dooreen verzameling van hulpmiddelen. Voor 
iedere operatie is een aantal toegestane verzamelingen van hulpmiddelen gege
ven, die de operatie kunnen verwerken, met een geheeltallige verwerkingstijd 
voor iedere combinatie van een operatie en een toegestane verzameling van 
hulpmiddelen. Voorts kan iedere verzameling van hulpmiddelen mogelijk 
meerdere operaties tegelijk verwerken. Tenslotte is er een verzameling van 
additionele beperkingen gegeven waaraan voldaan moet worden. Een schedule 
is een toewijzing van een verzameling van hulpmiddelen en een starttijd aan 
iedere operatie. Het probleem is nu om een schedule te vinden, waarvoor geldt 
dat (i) aan iedere operatie een toegestane verzameling van hulpmiddelen is 
toegewezen, (ii) een verzameling van hulpmiddelen niet meer operaties tege
lijk te verwerken krijgt dan er verwerkt kunnen worden, (iii) geen hulpmiddel 
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tegelijkertijd in twee verschillende verzamelingen van hulpmiddelen actief is, 
en (iv) aan aile additionele beperkingen is voldaan. 

De meeste oplosmethoden die met succes zijn toegepast op klassieke sche
duling problemen, zijn niet eenvoudig aan te passen voor bet TRCSP, vooma
melijk vanwege de generalisaties die in bet TRCSP zijn gei'ntroduceerd. De 
doelstelling van ons onderzoek is om een algemene oplosmethode voor bet 
TRCSP te ontwikkelen, die ook goed presteert voor speciale gevallen. In dit 
proefschrift worden constraint satisfaction technieken gebruikt om het TRCSP 
te modelleren en op te lossen. Deze technieken zijn algemeen toepasbaar en 
hebben de mogelijkheid om probleemspecifieke structuur te exploiteren; deze 
combinatie stelt ons in staat om algoritmen te ontwerpen die invulJing geven 
aan de doelstelling van het onderzoek. 

Voor een instantie van bet Constraint Satisfaction Probleem (CSP) is een 
verzameling variabelen gegeven, een domein van waarden voor iedere vari
abele en een verzameling beperkingen op de toewijzing van waarden aan de 
variabelen. Gevraagd is een toewijzing van waarden aan variabelen zodanig 
dat aan aile beperkingen is voldaan. We kunnen het TRCSP uitdrukken als 
een speciaal geval van bet CSP door een variabele in te voeren voor iedere 
operatie, waarvan bet domein bestaat uit combinaties van een verzameling van 
hulpmiddelen en een starttijd, en voorts een verzameling van beperkingen te 
definieren die overeen komt met die van het TRCSP. 

Veel oplosmethoden voor bet CSP zijn gebaseerd op boomzoekalgorit
men, waarbij een belangrijke component de zogenoemde consistency checking 
algoritmen zijn. Andere componenten zijn de variable en value selection stra
tegies en de dead end handling. In dit proefschrift hebben we voor bet TRCSP 
ook gekozen om boomzoekalgoritmen te gebruiken. We hebben ons hierbij 
voomamelijk gericht op bet ontwerpen van efficiente algoritmen voor effec
tieve consistency checking, gericht op bet TRCSP. Een van de belangrijkste 
resultaten van dit proefschrift is dan ook dat we een uitgebreide verzameling 
van consistency checking algoritmen hebben ontworpen. Op het gebied van 
de variable en value selection strategies en de dead end handling methoden, 
Iaten we zien dat relatief eenvoudige aanpakken zeer krachtig kunnen zijn. Tot 
deze conclusies komen we door prestatieanalyses die zijn uitgevoerd op basis 
van zes speciale gevallen van bet TRCSP.. Deze problemen varieren van theo
retische problemen gebaseerd op relatief eenvoudige modellen, zoals bet goed 
bestudeerde job shop scheduling probleem, en het minder goed bestudeerde 
multiple capacitated job shop scheduling probleem, tot praktische problemen 
gebaseerd op meercomplexe mode lien zoals schoolroostering en de scheduling 
binnen een produktieafdeling. We Iaten zien dat de algoritmen goed presteren 
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voor zowel de theoretische problemen als de praktische. 
Concluderend laat dit proefschrift zien dat constraint satisfaction een zeer 

interessante oplostechniek voor scheduling is, die naast dat zij algemeen toe
pasbaar, ook goed presteert voor meer specifieke problemen. 
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I 

Laat o e 0 een operatic zijn en S c 0 een deelverzameling operaties die aile op 
dezelfde resource set rs e RS uitgevoerd dienen te worden. Er geldt dat, als 

L pt(o', rs) · sz(o') > (max lct(o')- minest(o')) · cp(rs), 
o'eSU(oJ deS o'eS 

er geen schedule s bestaat zodanig dat er een tweetal operaties o' en o" in S is, waarvoor 
st,(o') :::; st,(o) en ct,(o) :::; ct,(o"). Dit is een generalisatie van Stelling 4.6 uit [1]. 
Zie dit proefschrift voor de notatie gebruikt in deze stelling. 

[1] NUIJTEN, W.P.M., E.H.L. AARTS, D.A.A. VAN ERP TAALMAN KIP, AND K.M. VAN 

HEE, Job Shop Scheduling by Constraint Satisfaction, Computing Science Note 93/39, 
Eindhoven University of Technology. 

II 

Laat o e 0 een operatie zijn en S c 0 een deelverzameling operaties die aile op 
dezelfde resource set rs e 1lS uitgevoerd dienen te worden, waarbij cp(rs) = 1. Er 
geldt dat operatie o niet gestart kan worden op enig tijdstip in de verzameling 

ISH 

U (lst(ISI i, S)- pt(o, rs), ect(i + 1, S)), 
i=O 

waarbij lst(n, T) de laatst mogelijke starttijd is voor enige verzameling van n operaties 
uit T s; 0 en ect(n, T) de eerste completeringstijd voor enige verzameling van n 
operaties uit T. Zie dit proefschrift voor de notatie gebruikt in deze stelling. 

III 

De tijdscomplexiteit van bet 2-consistent maken van een zoektoestand voor bet job 
shop scheduling probleem is O(zde). Hierbij is e bet aantal binaire beperkingen, d de 
grootte van het grootste domein en z het maxi male aantal operaties op enige machine. 

IV 
De idee achter consistency checking is bet voorkomen van fouten, wat een structureel 
betere aanpak lijkt dan de idee achter dead end handling methoden, die zich richten op 
het corrigeren van fouten. Dit proefschrift laat zien dat de relatief grote aandacht die in 
de overzichtsartikelen [2] en [3] uitgaat naar dead end handling methoden misplaatst 
is, en dat meer aandacht voor consistency checking op zijn plaats zou zijn geweest. 

[2] NADEL, B.A., Constraint satisfaction algorithms, Computational Intelligence 5, 
188-224. 

[3] PROSSER, P., Hybrid algorithms for the constraint satisfaction problem, Computa
tional Intelligence 9, 268-299. 



v 
Voordat mensen de eigen technieken tot de enig toepasbare bestempelen, zouden zij zich 
eerst terdege op de hoogte moeten stellen van andermans werk. Een goed voorbeeld 
van het superieur achten van het eigen werk, zonder blijk te geven van het hebben van 
enig overzicht of inzicht, is te vinden in [4]. 

[4] GEYTENBEEK, M.P., EN A.L. ROSKOIT in: C. DE ZWAIIT, Optimale roosters en 
planningen aileen met AI, lnformatiemanagement, Augustus 1993, 4 - 6. 

VI 
Het ontwerpen van oplosmethodes die bedoeld zijn om een breed spectrum van proble
men aan te kunnen pakken, maar vervolgens op aile speciale gevailen slecht presteren, 
is zinloos. 

VII 
Een promotieplechtigheid zou dienen te bestaan uit twee delen, waarbij in het eerste dee! 
de promovendus toetst of de I eden van de promotiecommissie in voldoende mate kennis 
hebben genomen van de inhoud van het proefschrift zodat ze naar behoren oppositie 
kunnen voeren, waarna het tweede deel bestaat uit de gebruikelijke verdediging van 
het proefschrift. 

VIII 
De produktiviteit van de gemiddelde informatica-AIO zou stijgen als het hem of haar 
voor.een dag in de week onmogelijk zou worden gemaakt een computer te gebruiken. 

IX 
Het doel dat een student heeft om, na het vernemen van zijn of haar cijfer voor een 
tentamen, een gesprek met de beoordelaar aan te gaan, is vaker te pogen het cijfer 
verhoogd te krijgen dan te leren van de in het tentamen gemaakte fouten. Bovendien 
vindt de motivatie voor zo'n gesprek vaker zijn oorsprong in een overschatting van 
het verbaie vermogen van de student dan in de overtuiging dat de geleverde prestatie 
tijdens het tentamen een boger cijfer verdient. Het gesprek met de beoordelaar wordt 
dan ook gezien als een manier om eerder gedane te geringe inspanning of te geringe 
aanleg voor een vakgebied te compenseren. 

X 

Het uit volle borst meezingen van het Nederlandse volkslied zal nooit een hoge vlucht 
nemen als de tweede regel van het volkslied in de huidige vorm gehandhaafd wordt. 

XI 
Het kwalijke van discriminatie zit niet in haar letterlijke betekenis van onderscheiden, 
maar juist in het tegengestelde, namelijk het generaliseren. 



XII 
Een treurig gevolg van de vrouwenemancipatie is dat onverantwoord en agressief 
gedrag in het verkeer niet Ianger het alleenrecht van mannen lijkt te zijn. 

XIII 
Dat het in een dating-show publiekelijk toegeven dat men niet in staat is om via 
normale sociale contacten een geschikte levensgezel te vinden, de kansen vergroot om 
die levensgezel daadwerkelijk te vinden, getuigt van een collectieve radeloosheid bij 
een groot deel van de Nederlandse vrijgezellen. 

XIV 

De grootste vijand van de humor is de nuance. 


